GENERAL INDEX

28E AGREEMENTS, see JOINT POWERS AND AUTHORITIES

4-H CLUBS, §163.47, §174.13, ch 673, §717E.3

401(K) PLANS, see RETIREMENT PLANS

403(B) PLANS, see RETIREMENT PLANS

4WD VEHICLES, see OFF-ROAD UTILITY VEHICLES

527 ORGANIZATIONS, see CAMPAIGN FINANCE

529 PLANS, see EDUCATIONAL SAVINGS PLANS

911 SERVICE, see EMERGENCY COMMUNICATIONS


ABANDONED VEHICLES, ch 318, §321.90, §321.91

ABANDONED WELLS, §455B.190

ABANDONMENT OF CHILD, see FOUNDLINGS; NEGLECT

ABANDONMENT OF PERSON, see NEGLECT

ABANDONMENT OF SPOUSE, see NEGLECT

ABDUCTION, §598B.301 – §598B.317, ch 710

ABETTING CRIMINAL OFFENSES, see AIDING AND ABETTING

ABORTIFACIENTS, ch 205

ABORTION DISEASE, see BRUCELLOSIS

ABORTIONS, ch 135L, §144.29A, ch 146, ch 146A, §216.13, §232.5, §707.7 – §707.8A

ABRAHAM LINCOLN'S BIRTHDAY, see LINCOLN, ABRAHAM

ABRASIONS, see WOUNDS

ABSCONDERS, see FUGITIVES

ABSENTEE VOTING, §9E.6, ch 53


ABSTRACTS OF TITLE, see TITLES (PROPERTY)

ACADEMIC INSTITUTIONS, see COLLEGES AND UNIVERSITIES; SCHOOLS

ACADEMICS, see EDUCATION

ACADEMY OF SCIENCE, §268.5
ACCELERATED CAREER EDUCATION PROGRAM, ch 260G
ACCESSIBILITY, §15.119, ch 104A, ch 216E
ACCESSORIES AFTER THE FACT, ch 703
ACCOMPILCES, see ACCESSORIES AFTER THE FACT
ACCORD AND SATISFACTION, see COMPROMISE AND SETTLEMENT
ACCOUNTABLE GOVERNMENT ACT, ch 8E
ACCOUNTANCY EXAMINING BOARD, see ACCOUNTANCY
ACCUSED PERSONS, see CRIMINAL PROCEDURE
ACE (ACCELERATED CAREER EDUCATION) PROGRAMS, see ACCELERATED CAREER EDUCATION PROGRAM
ACELULAR PERTUSSIS, see PERTUSSIS
ACETIC ACID, see VINEGAR
ACKNOWLEDGMENTS, ch 9B, §558.20, §558.34 – §558.36, §558.42, ch 586, §589.1, §589.3 – §589.5
ACQUAINTANCE RAPE, see DATE RAPE
ACQUIRED IMMUNE DEFICIENCY SYNDROME, see HIV/AIDS
ACRE, §210.3
ACTS OF GENERAL ASSEMBLY (SESSION LAWS), see IOWA ACTS; STATE LEGISLATION
ACTUARIAL ANALYSES, §508.36, ch 515H
ACUPUNCTURE, ch 147, ch 148E
AD LITEM GUARDIANS, see GUARDIANSHIPS
AD VALOREM PROPERTY TAXES, see PROPERTY TAXES
ADAD (AUTOMATIC DIALING-ANNOUNCING DEVICES), see AUTOMATIC DIALING-ANNOUNCING DEVICES
ADC (AID TO DEPENDENT CHILDREN) PROGRAM, see FAMILY INVESTMENT PROGRAM
ADDITIONS, ch 125
ADJOINING PROPERTY, see REAL PROPERTY
ADJUSTERS, see INSURANCE ADJUSTERS

ADJUTANT GENERAL, see PUBLIC DEFENSE DEPARTMENT


ADMINISTRATIVE BULLETIN, see IOWA ADMINISTRATIVE BULLETIN

ADMINISTRATIVE CODE, see IOWA ADMINISTRATIVE CODE

ADMINISTRATIVE HEARINGS DIVISION, see INSPECTIONS AND APPEALS DEPARTMENT

ADMINISTRATIVE PROCEDURE, §7.17, ch 17A

ADMINISTRATIVE PROCEDURE ACT, ch 17A

ADMINISTRATIVE RULES, ch 2B, §3.6, §7.17, ch 17A, §25B.6

ADMINISTRATIVE SERVICES DEPARTMENT, §7E.5, ch 8A, §11.5B

ADOLESCENTS, see CHILDREN; JUVENILES; MINORS

ADOPTION ASSISTANCE COMPACTS, §600.22, §600.23


ADRENALINE, see EPINEPHRINE

ADULT ABUSE, §231.56A, ch 235B, ch 235E

ADULT DAY CARE, see ADULT DAY SERVICES

ADULT DAY SERVICES, §16.47, ch 231D, ch 235E

ADULT EDUCATION, see EDUCATION

ADULT GUARDIANSHIP AND PROTECTIVE PROCEEDINGS JURISDICTION ACT, §633.700 – §633.722

ADULT OFFENDER SUPERVISION INTERSTATE COMPACT, ch 907B

ADULT PERSONS, §234.46, ch 235B, ch 599

ADVANCE FUNDING AUTHORITY, §7E.7, ch 257C

ADVANCE HEALTH CARE DIRECTIVES, ch 144A, ch 144B

ADVANCED PLACEMENT, ch 261E, §263.8A, §263.8C

ADVANCED PRACTICE REGISTERED NURSE COMPACT, ch 152E

ADVANCED REGISTERED NURSE PRACTITIONERS, see NURSING

ADVANCEMENTS, ch 629
ADVERSE POSSESSION, §§557.5, 557.10, ch 560, §564.1


ADVISORY BOARDS, see BOARDS, COMMISSIONS, AND COUNCILS

AEA (AREA EDUCATION AGENCIES), see AREA EDUCATION AGENCIES

AERIAL SPRAYING, see SPRAYING

AERIAL VEHICLES, see AIRCRAFT

AERONAUTICS, see AIR CARRIERS; AIRCRAFT; AIRPORTS

AFFIRMATIONS, ch 63A

AFFIRMATIVE ACTION, ch 19B

AFRICA, ch 12F


AGE OF CONSENT, §595.2, ch 709

AGE OF MAJORITY, §599.1

AGED PERSONS, see OLDER PERSONS

AGENTS (ATHLETICS AND SPORTS), see ATHLETE AGENTS

AGING COMMISSION, §§231.11 – §231.14

AGING, DEPARTMENT ON, §§7E.5, ch 231

AGROBUSINESS, see AGRICULTURE

AGRICULTURAL COMMODITIES, see COMMODITIES


AGRICULTURAL DRAINAGE WELLS, §456B.11, ch 460

AGRICULTURAL EDUCATION ADVISORY COUNCIL, §256.32

AGRICULTURAL EXPERIMENT STATION, §§266.6, 266.7, §266.35, §266.39

AGRICULTURAL EXTENSION, see COOPERATIVE EXTENSION SERVICE IN AGRICULTURE AND HOME ECONOMICS; COUNTY AGRICULTURAL EXTENSION

AGRICULTURAL HEALTH AND SAFETY CENTER, see CENTER FOR AGRICULTURAL HEALTH AND SAFETY

AGRICULTURAL INDUSTRY FINANCE CORPORATIONS, §§15E.201 – §15E.211

AGRICULTURAL LIENS, ch 570 – ch 571, ch 579A – ch 581


AGRICULTURAL SUPPLY DEALER LIENS, ch 570A

AGRICULTURE

Biofuels, ch 159A, ch 214A, ch 452A
Commercial feed, ch 198, ch 203C
Commodities, ch 502A
Cooperative Extension Service in Agriculture and Home Economics, §266.4, §266.34, §266.36, §266.38, §266.39E, §267A.4
Dairying, ch 172E, ch 178, ch 179, ch 190, ch 191, ch 192, ch 194, ch 202, §210.15, §266.39F – §266.49, §321E.29A, ch 500, ch 579B
Eggs, ch 10D, ch 184, ch 196, ch 481A
Ethanol, ch 159A, ch 214A, §260C.19A, §279.34, §331.908, §364.20, ch 452A, §455G.31
Fairs and fairgrounds, ch 88A, §163.32, ch 173, ch 174, ch 673, ch 717E
Family farms, ch 9H, ch 425A
Farmers’ markets, §137F.1, §137F.8, ch 175B
Feed, §163.26, §163.27, ch 198, ch 570A
Fertilizers, ch 200, ch 200A, §266.38, ch 479B, ch 570A
Grain, §159.7, ch 203, ch 203C, ch 203D, §210.10, ch 215A, §419.18, §428.35, ch 502A, §570.9, §570.10, ch 717A
Harvesting, ch 482, ch 562, ch 571
Manure, ch 200A, ch 459 – ch 459B
Nurseries, ch 177A, ch 481C, ch 717A
Orchards, ch 177A, ch 427C, §441.22, ch 717A
Organic agricultural products, ch 190C
Pesticides, §139A.21, ch 206, §266.38, ch 570A

Seeds, ch 177, ch 190C, ch 199, §210.10, ch 570A
Slaughterhouses, §163.6, §163.34 – §163.37, ch 172A, ch 172E, ch 189A
Soil and water conservation, §159.18, ch 161A, ch 161C, ch 161E, ch 161F, ch 207, ch 208, ch 352, ch 456B, ch 461
State Fair, ch 73A, §163.32, ch 173, §261.62, §422.12D
Veterinary medicine, §99D.25, ch 163 – ch 166B, ch 166D, ch 169, ch 267, ch 496C, ch 518, ch 581

AGRICULTURE AND LAND STEWARDSHIP DEPARTMENT, §7E.5, §11.5B, ch 14A, ch 159, ch 189

AGRONOMY, see AGRICULTURE

AID TO DEPENDENT CHILDREN PROGRAM, see FAMILY INVESTMENT PROGRAM

AIDING AND ABETTING, ch 703

AIDS (ACQUIRED IMMUNE DEFICIENCY SYNDROME), see HIV/AIDS

AIR, ch 455B, ch 459, §564.2

AIR BAGS, §321.71A

AIR CARRIERS, ch 328

AIR CONDITIONING, see HVAC SYSTEMS (HEATING, VENTILATION, AIR CONDITIONING); HYDRONIC SYSTEMS

AIR FORCE COMBAT ACTION MEDAL PLATES, §321.34

AIR FORCE CROSS PLATES, §321.34

AIR FORCES, see MILITARY; MILITARY SERVICE MEMBERS

AIR NATIONAL GUARD, see NATIONAL GUARD

AIR POLLUTION, ch 455B, ch 459

AIR QUALITY, ch 142D, ch 455B, ch 459

AIRCRAFT, §29A.79, ch 307, ch 328, §422.112, §462A.30, ch 577, §714.7, §808.15

AIRFIELDS, see AIRPORTS

AIRLINES, see AIR CARRIERS

AIRMAN'S MEDAL PLATES, §321.34

AIRPLANES, see AIRCRAFT

AIRPORT COMMISSIONS, ch 330

AIRPORTS, §29.2A, ch 307, ch 328 – ch 330A

ALAR, see DAMINOZIDE

ALARM SYSTEMS, §100.31, ch 100C, §103.14
ALASKAN NATIVE AMERICAN PERSONS, see NATIVE AMERICANS

ALCOHOL, ch 205, ch 214A, ch 479B

ALCOHOL ABUSE, see SUBSTANCE ABUSE

ALCOHOL ADDICTION, see SUBSTANCE ABUSE

ALCOHOL FUELS, see ETHANOL

ALCOHOL TESTING, §730.5

ALCOHOLIC BEVERAGE TAXES, §123.136, §123.137, §123.183, §123.184


ALCOHOLIC BEVERAGES COMMISSION, §§123.5, §123.6, §123.8, §123.11 – §123.13

ALCOHOLIC BEVERAGES DIVISION, ch 123, ch 546

ALCOHOLISM, see SUBSTANCE ABUSE

ALDERMEN, see CITY COUNCILS

ALE, see ALCOHOLIC BEVERAGES

ALGEBRA, see MATHEMATICS

ALIENATION OF REAL PROPERTY, see CONVEYANCES (REAL ESTATE)

ALIENS, ch 9I

ALIMONY, see SUPPORT OF PERSONS

ALKALINE BATTERIES, see ELECTRICAL BATTERIES

ALL IOWA OPPORTUNITY FOSTER CARE GRANT PROGRAM, §261.6

ALL IOWA OPPORTUNITY SCHOLARSHIP PROGRAM, §261.87

ALL-TERRAIN VEHICLES, §§321.234A, ch 321I, ch 322D, ch 322F

ALLERGIC REACTIONS, see ANAPHYLAXIS

ALLEYS, see HIGHWAYS

ALLIGATORS, ch 717F

ALLOWABLE GROWTH, ch 257

ALLOYS, see METALS

ALTERNATIVE FUELS, §260C.19A

ALTERNATIVE MEDICINE, ch 148E, ch 151, ch 152C

ALZHEIMER'S DISEASE, §135.171, §231.62

AMANA COLONIES, §28E.29, §312.8, §491.114
AMBASSADOR TO EDUCATION, §256.45


AMERICAN CIVIL WAR SESQUICENTENNIAL ADVISORY COMMITTEE, §303.19

AMERICAN INDIANS, see NATIVE AMERICANS

AMERICAN SIGN LANGUAGE, see SIGN LANGUAGE

AMMONIA, see ANHYDROUS AMMONIA

AMMONIUM NITRATE, ch 200

AMMUNITION, see FIREARMS

AMPHETAMINE, ch 124, §902.8A

AMPHITHEATERS, §100.35

AMT (ALTERNATIVE MINIMUM TAX), see INCOME TAXES

AMUSEMENT DEVICES, ch 88A, §99B.51 – §99B.58

AMUSEMENT PARKS, ch 88A

AMUSEMENT RIDES, ch 88A

ANABOLIC STEROIDS, ch 126

ANAMOSA STATE PENITENTIARY, ch 904

ANAPHYLAXIS, §135.185, §280.16, §280.16A

ANATOMICAL GIFT ACT, ch 142C

ANATOMICAL GIFTS, §70A.39, ch 142C, §321.189

ANCILLARY ADMINISTRATION, §633.500 – §633.504

ANGEL INVESTORS, see CAPITAL FUNDS

ANGLING, see FISHING

ANHYDROUS AMMONIA, §124.401, §124.401F, ch 200, ch 479B

ANIMAL ABUSE, see ANIMAL CRUELTY

ANIMAL AGRICULTURE, see ANIMAL FEEDING OPERATIONS

ANIMAL CONTESTS, ch 717D

ANIMAL CRUELTY, ch 717, ch 717B

ANIMAL DISEASES, ch 163 – ch 166B, ch 166D, ch 169, ch 170, ch 267

ANIMAL FACILITIES, ch 162, ch 717A

ANIMAL FEED, see COMMERCIAL FEED

ANIMAL HUSBANDRY, ch 162

ANIMAL IDENTIFICATION, ch 169A

ANIMAL SCIENCE, see ANIMAL HUSBANDRY

ANIMAL SHELTERS, ch 162

ANIMAL WARDENS, §162.14, §162.15, ch 717F

ANIMALS
Animal cruelty, ch 717, ch 717B
Animal diseases, ch 163 – ch 166B, ch 166D, ch 169, ch 170, ch 267
Animal facilities, ch 162, ch 717A
Animal husbandry, ch 162
Animal identification, ch 169A
Animal shelters, ch 162
Assistive animals, §216C.5, §216C.6, §216C.10, §216C.11, §717B.9
Caprine animals, ch 169A, ch 169C, ch 581, ch 717
Dead animals, ch 167, ch 172B, §455B.501, §455B.503, §455B.505
Dog racing, ch 99D
Feline animals, ch 162, ch 351, ch 717A, §717B.8, ch 717E, ch 717F
Fur-bearing animals, ch 481A, ch 483A
Game animals, §1.5 – §1.8, §422.12H, §456A.16 – §456A.19, ch 481A, ch 483A, ch 484B, ch 484C
Horse racing, ch 99D
Hunting, ch 461, ch 461C, ch 481A, ch 483A, ch 484A – ch 484C
Pets, ch 198, §483A.23, ch 717E, ch 717F
ANKLES, see FEET (BODY PARTS)

ANNEXATIONS, §358.26 – §358.30, §358C.19, ch 368

ANNUITIES, §450.51, ch 505A, ch 508A, ch 508F, ch 682

ANNULMENT OF MARRIAGE, ch 144, ch 598

ANSWERS (COURT PLEADINGS), see PLEADINGS

ANTENUPTIAL AGREEMENTS, see PRENUPTIAL AGREEMENTS

ANTHRAX, ch 163, ch 708B

ANTIFREEZE, ch 208A

ANTIQUE VEHICLES, §321.115

ANTIQUES, §715A.3, §724.25

ANTIQUITIES, see ARCHAEOLOGY

ANTITRUST LAWS, ch 551, ch 553

AP (ACCOUNTING PRACTITIONERS), see ACCOUNTANCY

AP (ADVANCED PLACEMENT), see ADVANCED PLACEMENT

APARTMENTS, see HOUSING

APES, see PRIMATES

APIARY, see BEEKEEPING

APOTHECARIES, see PHARMACY

APPAREL, see CLOTHING

APPEAL BOARD, see STATE APPEAL BOARD

APPELLATE COURTS, ch 46, §49.48, ch 602, ch 625A, ch 814

APPELLATE DEFENDER, see STATE APPELLATE DEFENDER

APPELLATE PROCEDURE, §13B.11, §602.8103A, ch 625A, ch 814

APPLE TREES, see TREES

APPLIANCES, ch 523C
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Topic</th>
<th>References</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>APPRAISALS OF REAL ESTATE, §70A.3, ch 543D</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>APPRENTICESHIPS, ch 15B, §92.9, §103.15, §105.18, §260C.44, ch 260F</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>APPROPRIATIONS, §3.12 – §3.14, §7D.11 – §7D.14, ch 8, ch 25B, ch 256C</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>APRL HANDS, see PROSTHETIC DEVICES</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AQUACULTURE, §481A.141 – §481A.147</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AQUIFERS, see WATER</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ARBITRATION, ch 20, ch 679A, ch 679B</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ARBOR DAY AND ARBOR WEEK, §1C.10</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ARCH SUPPORTS, see ORTHOTIC DEVICES</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ARCHAEOLOGY, ch 263B, §303.18, ch 461, ch 461C</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ARCHERY, ch 461C, §483A.8B</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ARCHITECTURAL EXAMINING BOARD, see ARCHITECTURE</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ARCHITECTURE, ch 304A, ch 496C, ch 544A, ch 544B</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ARCHIVES (PUBLIC RECORDS), see PUBLIC RECORDS</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AREA AGENCIES ON AGING, §231.32 – §231.34</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AREA COLLEGES, see COMMUNITY COLLEGES</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AREA EDUCATION AGENCIES, ch 143, ch 256, §257.32, §257.35 – §257.37A, ch 257C, ch 273, §282.30, ch 470, ch 473</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AREA HOSPITALS, see HOSPITALS</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AREA SCHOOLS, see COMMUNITY COLLEGES</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ARITHMETIC, see MATHEMATICS</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ARMED CONFLICTS, ch 35, ch 35A</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ARMED FORCES, see MILITARY; MILITARY SERVICE MEMBERS</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ARMISTICE DAY, see VETERANS DAY</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ARMYORY BOARD, §29A.57, §29A.58</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ARMS (WEAPONS), see FIREARMS</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ARMY, see MILITARY; MILITARY SERVICE MEMBERS</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ARMY NATIONAL GUARD, see NATIONAL GUARD</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ARNP (ADVANCED REGISTERED NURSE PRACTITIONERS), see NURSING</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ARRAIGNMENTS, see ARREST AND APPEARANCE</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ARREST AND APPEARANCE, §7.6, §49.105, ch 663, ch 692, §704.12, ch 804, ch 820</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
ARROWS, see ARCHERY

ARSON, ch 100, ch 100A, §702.11, ch 712

ART, see ARTS

ARTERIAL DISEASE, see CARDIOVASCULAR DISEASES

ARTHRITE, §263.9 – §263.13

ARTIFICIAL INSEMINATION, ch 580

ARTIFICIAL LIMBS, see PROSTHETIC DEVICES

ARTISANS, ch 577

ARTS, ch 303, ch 303A, ch 304A, ch 305B, ch 556D, ch 715B

ARTS COUNCIL, §303.86 – §303.89

ARTS DIVISION, ch 303

ARTWORKS, see ARTS

ASBESTOS, ch 88B, §279.52, §279.53, §614.1

ASCENDANTS, see GRANDPARENTS; PARENTS

ASIAN AND PACIFIC ISLANDER AFFAIRS COMMISSION, §216A.151 – §216A.154

ASIAN AND PACIFIC ISLANDER AFFAIRS, OFFICE OF, see HUMAN RIGHTS DEPARTMENT

ASIAN PERSONS, §216A.151 – §216A.154, §261.101 – §261.105

ASL (AMERICAN SIGN LANGUAGE), see SIGN LANGUAGE


ASSEMBLIES, §723.2, §723.3

ASSES, see EQUINE ANIMALS

ASSESSMENTS (PROPERTY TAXES), see PROPERTY TAXES

ASSIGNMENTS, ch 539, §558.45, ch 681

ASSISTANCE DOGS, see ASSISTIVE ANIMALS

ASSISTANCE FOR CHILDREN, see CHILD ASSISTANCE

ASSISTANCE FOR FAMILIES, see FAMILY ASSISTANCE

ASSISTANT BEHAVIOR ANALYSTS, see BEHAVIOR ANALYSIS

ASSISTED LIVING, §16.46, ch 135P, ch 144D, §231.41, §231.42, §231.44, §231.45, ch 231C, ch 235E

ASSISTING SUICIDE, ch 707A
ASSISTIVE ANIMALS, §216C.5, §216C.6, §216C.10, §216C.11, §717B.9

ASSISTIVE TECHNOLOGY, see ACCESSIBILITY

ASSUMED NAMES, see NAMES

ASTRONOMY, see SCIENCE

AT-RISK CHILDREN, see CHILD ASSISTANCE

ATHEROSCLEROSIS, see CARDIOVASCULAR DISEASES

ATHLETE AGENTS, ch 9A

ATHLETE AGENTS ACT, ch 9A

ATHLETES, see ATHLETICS

ATHLETIC TRAINING, ch 147, ch 152D


ATHLETICS COMMISSIONER, ch 90A

ATM AND ATM CARDS, ch 527, §715A.10

ATMOSPHERE, see AIR

ATTACHMENT, §626.1, §626.28, ch 639 – ch 641, §807.7

ATTACKS, see ARMED CONFLICTS

ATTENDANCE (SCHOOL), see SCHOOL ATTENDANCE

ATTESTATIONS, see WITNESSES

ATTORNEY GENERAL, §12.91, ch 13, ch 13A, ch 25, §39.9, ch 475A, §633A.5108, §817.2

ATTORNEY IN FACT, see POWER OF ATTORNEY

ATTORNEY-CLIENT PRIVILEGE, §622.10


ATTRACTIONS, see TOURISM

ATV (ALL-TERRAIN VEHICLES), see ALL-TERRAIN VEHICLES

AUCTIONS, §162.9A, §554.2328

AUDIO RECORDINGS, §714.15


AUDIOTAPES, §714.15

AUDIOVISUAL RECORDINGS, §714.15
AUDITOR OF STATE, ch 7D, ch 11, ch 14A, §39.9
AUDITORS (COUNTY), see COUNTY AUDITORS
AUDITS, ch 11, ch 455K
AUJESZKY’S DISEASE, see PSEUDORABIES
AUTISM, ch 225D, §256.35, §256.35A, §335.25, §414.22, §514C.22, §514C.28
AUTISM COUNCIL, §256.35A
AUTOMATED TELLER MACHINES, see ATM AND ATM CARDS
AUTOMATIC DIALING-ANNOUNCING DEVICES, §476.57
AUTOMOBILE DEALERS, ch 322
AUTOMOBILE INSURANCE, ch 321A, ch 515, ch 515D, ch 516A, ch 516B, ch 516D, ch 516E, ch 522A
AUTOMOBILES, see MOTOR VEHICLES
AUTOPSIES, §85A.19, §144.34, §144.56, §144.57, §331.801 – §331.805, ch 691
AVENUES, see HIGHWAYS
AVIAN ANIMALS, see BIRDS
AVIAN INFLUENZA, ch 163, ch 165B
AVIATION, see AIR CARRIERS; AIRCRAFT; AIRPORTS
AVIATION AUTHORITIES, ch 330A
AVOIRDUPUIS WEIGHT, §210.4, §210.10, §210.19
AXLES, §321.459, §321.463, §321.467
BA (BACHELOR OF ARTS), see DEGREES AND DIPLOMAS
BABIES, see CHILDREN; NEWBORN CHILDREN
BABY CHICKS, see BIRDS
BAC (BLOOD ALCOHOL CONCENTRATION), see ALCOHOL TESTING
BACHELORS DEGREES, see DEGREES AND DIPLOMAS
BACILLUS ANTHRACIS, see ANTHRAX
BACKFLOW PREVENTION ASSEMBLIES, ch 135K
BACON, see PORK
BACTERIA, ch 708B
BADGERS, see FUR-BEARING ANIMALS

BAGGAGE, ch 583, ch 671

BAIL, ch 80A, §124.416, §804.3, §804.21, §804.25, §804.26, ch 811

BAIL BONDS, ch 80A

BAIL ENFORCEMENT AGENTS, see BOUNTY HUNTERS

BAILIFFS, see COURT ATTENDANTS

BAIT, see FISHING

BAKING POWDER, §191.8

BAL (BLOOD ALCOHOL LEVEL), see ALCOHOL TESTING

BALERS, ch 571

BALING SERVICES, ch 571

BALLOTS, ch 49, ch 53

BANG’S DISEASE, see BRUCELLOSIS

BANK CARDS, see ATM AND ATM CARDS

BANKING, see BANKS

BANKING COUNCIL, §524.205

BANKING DIVISION, ch 524, ch 546

BANKRUPTCY, ch 626C, ch 627

BANKS, §15.351 – §15.356, §422.60 – §422.63, §422.66, ch 524, ch 527, ch 528, ch 535A, ch 536C, ch 546, §554.4101 – §554.4504, ch 556

BANKS (RIVERS AND STREAMS), see RIVERS AND STREAMS

BANNER OF STATE, see STATE FLAG

BARBED WIRE, see FENCES

BARBERING, ch 147, ch 158, §261.61, §272C.2A

BARGES, see BOATS AND VESSELS

BARLEY, ch 203, ch 203C, ch 203D, §210.10, §428.35

BARNs, see FARMING

BARREL TAXES, see BEER BARREL TAXES

BARRELS, §210.5

BATHING FACILITIES, ch 135I

BATTERIES, see ELECTRICAL BATTERIES
BATTLES, see ARMY CONFLICTS
BEACHES, see WATER
BEANS, see SOYBEANS
BEARDS, see HAIR
BEARING FALSE WITNESS, see PERJURY
BEARS, ch 717D, ch 717F
BEAUTICIANS, see COSMETOLOGY
BEAUTY SALONS, see SALONS
BEAVERS, see FUR-BEARING ANIMALS
BED AND BREAKFAST, ch 137C, §137F.1
BEEF, ch 181, ch 202B
BEEF CATTLE, see BOVINE ANIMALS
BEEF CATTLE PRODUCERS ASSOCIATION, ch 181
BEEF INDUSTRY COUNCIL, ch 181
BEEKEEPING, ch 160
BEER, see ALCOHOLIC BEVERAGES
BEER BARREL TAXES, §123.136, §123.137
BEES, ch 160, ch 717A
BEGINNING FARMER CENTER, §266.39E
BEGINNING FARMERS, see FARMING
BEGINNING TEACHERS, see TEACHERS
BEHAVIOR ANALYSIS, §135.181
BEHAVIORAL SCIENCE, see COUNSELING; MARITAL AND FAMILY THERAPY; MENTAL HEALTH
BELIN-BLANK INTERNATIONAL CENTER FOR GIFTED EDUCATION AND TALENT DEVELOPMENT, see INTERNATIONAL CENTER FOR TALENTED AND GIFTED EDUCATION
BENEFITED DISTRICTS, ch 311, ch 357 – ch 358, ch 358C, ch 386
BENEVOLENT ORGANIZATIONS, ch 512A, §565.7
BENGALS, see FELINE ANIMALS
BERRIES, §210.11, §210.13
BERTillon SYSTEM, ch 690, §817.1
BESTIALITY, ch 717C

BETTING, see GAMBLING

BEVERAGE CONTAINER DEPOSIT LAW, ch 455C

BEVERAGE CONTAINERS, ch 191, §210.15, ch 455C

BEVERAGES, ch 123, ch 455C

BIAS, see DISCRIMINATION

BIAS MOTIVATED CRIMES, see HATE CRIMES

BIBLES, §280.6


BIDDING, §8A.311 – §8A.318, §8A.341 – §8A.345, ch 26, ch 73, ch 73A, §262.34A, §721.11

BIGAMY, §595.19, §726.1

BIKE TRAILS, ch 308A, ch 465B

BIKES, see BICYCLING; MOTORCYCLES; MOTORIZED BICYCLES

BILL OF RIGHTS (UNITED STATES CONSTITUTION), see CONSTITUTION OF THE UNITED STATES


BILLS (LEGISLATION), see GENERAL ASSEMBLY; STATE LEGISLATION

BILLS OF LADING, §554.7101 – §554.7603

BILLS OF SALE, see SALES

BINGO, see GAMBLING


BIOBUTANOL, ch 214A

BIOFUELS, ch 159A, ch 214A, ch 452A

BIOHAZARDS, see HAZARDOUS MATERIALS

BIOLOGICAL PARENTS, see PARENTS

 BIOLOGY, see SCIENCE

BIOTECHNOLOGY, §15E.201 – §15E.211

BIOTERRORISM, §135.140 – §135.147

BIPOLAR DISORDERS, §514C.22

BIRD FLU, see AVIAN INFLUENZA

BIRTH CERTIFICATES, ch 144, §331.611

BIRTH CONTROL, see CONTRACEPTION

BIRTH DEFECTS, see CONGENITAL DISORDERS

BIRTH RECORDS, see BIRTH CERTIFICATES

BIRTHS, ch 144, §331.611, §514C.1, §514C.12

BISEXUALITY, see SEXUAL ORIENTATION

BLACK AMERICAN PERSONS, see AFRICAN AMERICAN PERSONS

BLACKJACK, see GAMBLING

BLACKLISTING, §730.2

BLASTING AGENTS, see EXPLOSIVES

BLIGHTED AREAS, §15.291 – §15.295, ch 403

BLIMPS, see AIRCRAFT

BLIND COMMISSION, ch 216B

BLIND PERSONS, see BLINDNESS

BLIND SCHOOL, see BRAILLE AND SIGHT SAVING SCHOOL

BLIND, DEPARTMENT FOR THE, §7E.5, ch 216B


BLOCK GRANTS, §8.41

BLOOD, §135.100 – §135.105D, §139A.24, ch 141A, §163.6, §455B.501, §455B.503, §455B.505, §599.6, §730.5, ch 810

BLOOD ALCOHOL TESTING, see ALCOHOL TESTING


BLUE SKY LAW, see SECURITIES; SECURITIES ACT

BLUFFLANDS PROTECTION PROGRAM, §161A.80A, §161A.80B, §161D.7

BOARDING FACILITIES, ch 1350, ch 583

BOARDING SCHOOLS, see PRIVATE EDUCATION

BOARDS (GOVERNMENTAL BODIES), see BOARDS, COMMISSIONS, AND COUNCILS

BOARDS (WOOD), see LUMBER
BOARDS, COMMISSIONS, AND COUNCILS, §2.32A, ch 7A, ch 7E, ch 21, ch 69

BOARS, see PORCINE ANIMALS


BOBCATS, see FELINE ANIMALS; FUR-BEARING ANIMALS

BOBWHITES, see BIRDS

BODILY INJURIES, see INJURIES

BODILY ORGANS, see ORGANS AND TISSUE

BODILY TISSUE, see ORGANS AND TISSUE

BODY PARTS, see ORGANS AND TISSUE

BODY WAXING, see COSMETOLOGY

BOGS, see WETLANDS

BOILER AND PRESSURE VESSEL BOARD, §89.14

BOILERS, ch 89

BOMBINGS, see EXPLOSIONS; EXPLOSIVES; TERRORISM

BONDAGE, see INVOLUNTARY SERVITUDE; SLAVERY


BONE FRACTURES, see INJURIES

BONE MARROW, §70A.39

BONES, ch 151

BOOKMAKING, see GAMBLING

BOOKS, see LIBRARIES; TEXTBOOKS

BOOTLEGGING, §123.59, §123.70, §123.71

BORDERS (STATE), see STATE BOUNDARIES

BORLAUG, NORMAN E., §1C.12

BORROWING, see LOANS

BOTANY, §317.2

BOTTLE BILL, see BEVERAGE CONTAINER DEPOSIT LAW
BOTTLED GAS, see LIQUEFIED GASES

BOTTLES, see BEVERAGE CONTAINERS

BOUNCERS, see PRIVATE SECURITY

BOUNDARIES (CITY), ch 368

BOUNDARIES (PROPERTY), ch 354, ch 355, ch 359A, ch 650

BOUNDARIES (STATE), see STATE BOUNDARIES

BOUNTY HUNTERS, ch 80A


BOWS, see ARCHERY

BOX ELDER TREES, see TREES

BOXING, ch 90A

BOYCOTTS, §732.1 – §732.3

BOYS, see CHILDREN

BRACELETS, see JEWELRY

BRAILLE AND SIGHT SAVING SCHOOL, ch 262, ch 269, §270.9, §270.10


BRAIN INJURIES ADVISORY COUNCIL, §135.22A

BRAKE FLUIDS, see HYDRAULIC FLUIDS

BRAKES, §321.430, §321.431, §321.464

BRAN, §210.10

BRAND NAMES, see TRADE NAMES

BRANDING (ANIMALS), see ANIMAL IDENTIFICATION

BRANDMARKS, see TRADEMARKS

BRASS, §306C.1 – §306C.9

BREACHES OF SECURITY, ch 715C

BREACHES OF THE PEACE, see DISORDERLY CONDUCT

BREAD, §210.19 – §210.25

BREAKING AND ENTERING, see BURGLARY

BREAST CANCER AWARENESS PLATES, §321.34
BREASTFEEDING, §135.30A
BREATH TESTING, ch 321J, §462A.14 – §462A.14F
BREATHING, ch 152B
BREEDING (ANIMALS), see ANIMAL HUSBANDRY
BREWERS, ch 123A
BRIbery, §722.1 – §722.3, §722.10
BRICK, §210.17
BRIquettes, see Charcoal
BROADBAND SERVICES, §8B.10, §8B.11, §8B.26, §80.44
BROADCASTING SYSTEMS, see RADIO; TELEVISION
BROKEN BONES, see INJURIES
BRONZE STAR PLATES, §321.34
BROTHERS, see PROSTITUTION
BROWNFIELD REDEVELOPMENT ADVISORY COUNCIL, §15.294
BRUCELLOSIS, ch 85A, ch 163 – ch 164
BRUISES, see WOUNDS
BRUSHY CREEK RECREATION AREA, §455A.8, §455A.8A
BRUSHY CREEK RECREATION TRAILS ADVISORY BOARD, §455A.8
BS (BACHELOR OF SCIENCE), see DEGREES AND DIPLOMAS
BUCKWHEAT, §210.10
BUDGET YEAR, see FISCAL YEAR
BUDGETS, ch 8, ch 24, ch 257, §331.401 – §331.403, §331.421 – §331.437, ch 333A, §359.49 – §359.51, ch 384
BUFFALO, see BOVINE ANIMALS
BUGGING, §727.8, ch 808B
BUGS, see INSECTS
BUILDING CODE ADVISORY COUNCIL, §103A.14
BUILDING CODE BOARD OF REVIEW, §103A.15 – §103A.17
BUILDING CODES, ch 103, ch 103A, ch 104A – ch 105
BUILDING WORK, see CONSTRUCTION WORK


BULL-BAITING, ch 717D

BULLETS, see FIREARMS

BULLFIGHTING, ch 717D

BULLION, see METALS

BULLS, see BOVINE ANIMALS

BULLYING, §280.28

BUNNIES, see RABBITS

BUOYS, §462A.32

BURDEN OF PROOF, see EVIDENCE

BUREAUS (STATE GOVERNMENT AGENCIES), see DEPARTMENTS OF STATE GOVERNMENT

BURGLAR ALARMS, see ALARM SYSTEMS

BURGLARY, ch 692A, §702.11, ch 713

BURIAL VAULTS, see FUNERAL MERCHANDISE

BURIALS, ch 35B, ch 37A, §142.13, §144.32, §144.33, ch 144C, ch 156, ch 523A, ch 523I, §558.69, §723.5

BURIED FACILITIES, see UNDERGROUND FACILITIES

BURN INJURIES, ch 136D, §147.113A

BURNING, see FIRES AND FIRE PROTECTION

BURNS, see BURN INJURIES


BUSEL, §210.6, §210.10

BUSHES, see PLANTS (VEGETATION)

BUSINESS ASSISTANCE, ch 15, §16.4D, §16.102 – §16.105

BUSINESS COMBINATIONS, see TRUSTS (BUSINESS ENTITIES)

BUSINESS CORPORATIONS, see CORPORATIONS

BUSINESS ENTITIES

Business assistance, ch 15, §16.4D, §16.102 – §16.105

Business opportunities, §15.311 – §15.313, ch 523H, ch 551A

Cooperative associations, §303.18, §490.1109, ch 497 – ch 499A, ch 501, ch 501A, §558.72, §614.14A
Corporations, ch 9H, ch 9I, §422.32 – §422.41, ch 489, ch 490, ch 491 – ch 493, ch 495, ch 496B, ch 496C, ch 504, ch 504B, ch 504C, ch 556, §558.72, ch 591, §614.14A, §617.3, §617.4, §617.6, ch 807
Holding companies, ch 521A, ch 521H, §524.1801 – §524.1809
Limited liability companies, ch 9H, ch 489, §558.72, §614.14A
Monopolies, ch 202B, ch 551, ch 553
Nonprofit entities, ch 9H, ch 498, ch 501B, ch 504, ch 504B, ch 504C
Partnerships, ch 9H, ch 486A, ch 488, §558.72, §614.14A
Trade names, ch 547
Trademarks, ch 523G, ch 547 – ch 548
Trusts (business entities), ch 553

BUSINESS INCOME TAXES, see CORPORATE TAXES

BUSINESS NAMES, see TRADE NAMES

BUSINESS OPPORTUNITIES, §15.311 – §15.313, ch 523H, ch 551A

BUSINESS PRODUCER CONTROLLED PROPERTY AND CASUALTY INSURER ACT, ch 510A

BUSINESSES, see BUSINESS ENTITIES

BUTANE, see LIQUEFIED GASES

BUTCHERS, see PACKINGHOUSES

BUTE, see PHENYLBUTAZONE

BUTTER, see DAIRYING

BUTTERMILK, see DAIRYING

BUTYLENE, see LIQUEFIED GASES

BUYING CLUBS, ch 552A

CABLE COMMUNICATIONS, ch 477

CABLE SYSTEMS, §364.2, ch 477, ch 477A

CADAVERS, see DEAD BODIES

CADMIUM, §455D.19

CAFES, see FOOD ESTABLISHMENTS; FOOD SERVICE ESTABLISHMENTS

CAFETERIA PLANS, see EMPLOYEE BENEFITS

CAGES, see TRAPPING

CAKES, see DESSERTS
CALCIUM, ch 201A
CALCIUM CARBONATE, see LIMESTONE
CALCULUS, see MATHEMATICS
CALL ONE REGULATORY INFORMATION SERVICE, see REGULATORY INFORMATION SERVICE
CALVES, see BOVINE ANIMALS
CAMCORDERs, ch 522E
CAMERAS, ch 522E
CAMP DODGE, §35A.10
CAMPAIGN ADVERTISING, see CAMPAIGN FINANCE
CAMPAIGN COMMITTEES, ch 68A
CAMPAIGN CONTRIBUTIONS, see CAMPAIGN FINANCE
CAMPAIGN FINANCE, ch 68A
CAMPERS (PERSONS), see CAMPING
CAMPERS (VEHICLES), see RECREATIONAL VEHICLES
CAMPING, ch 135I, ch 461, ch 461C, ch 557B
CAMPS (CORRECTIONAL REHABILITATION), see CORRECTIONAL FACILITIES
CAMPS (MIGRANT LABOR), see MIGRANT LABOR CAMPS
CAMPS (RECREATIONAL CAMPING), see CAMPING
CAN DEPOSIT, see BEVERAGE CONTAINER DEPOSIT LAW
CANARIES, see BIRDS
CANCER, §321.34, §514C.24, §514C.26
CANDIDATES, ch 43 – ch 45, ch 55, ch 68A, ch 277
CANDY, §190.9
CANNABIDIOL, see MARIJUANA
CANNABIS, see MARIJUANA
CANNED GOODS, ch 203C
CANNERIES, see FOOD PROCESSING PLANTS
CANOEING, see BOATS AND VESSELS
CANVASSES OF VOTES, §2.25, §2.27, §2.28, ch 50
CAPACITY, see COMPETENCY


CAPITAL GAINS TAXES, see INCOME TAXES

CAPITAL INVESTMENT BOARD, §15E.63

CAPITAL INVESTMENTS, see CAPITAL FUNDS

CAPITAL PROJECTS, §2.47A, §8.3A, §8A.376, §298A.4, §298A.9, §455A.10

CAPITOL BUILDING, see CAPITOL COMPLEX

CAPITOL COMPLEX, §2.43, ch 2D, §7D.16, §8A.371 – §8A.378

CAPITOL PLANNING COMMISSION, §8A.371 – §8A.378

CAPRINE ANIMALS, ch 169A, ch 169C, ch 581, ch 717

CAR CRASHES, see ACCIDENTS

CAR DEALERS, see AUTOMOBILE DEALERS

CAR INSURANCE, see AUTOMOBILE INSURANCE

CAR PARTS, see AUTOMOTIVE PARTS

CAR RENTAL, see RENTAL VEHICLES

CAR RENTAL AND COLLISION DAMAGE WAIVER ACT, ch 516D

CAR SEAT LAW, §321.445, §321.446

CAR SEATS, §321.445, §321.446

CARBON DIOXIDE, ch 479B

CARCASSES (DEAD ANIMALS), see DEAD ANIMALS

CARD GAMES, see GAMBLING

CARDBOARD, ch 455D

CARDiac CARE, see HEARTS

CARDiac DISEASE, see CARDIOVASCULAR DISEASES

CARDIOVASCULAR DISEASES, §136A.5A

CARE FACILITIES, see HEALTH CARE FACILITIES

CAREER CRIMINALS, see HABITUAL OFFENDERS

CAREER EDUCATION, see VOCATIONAL EDUCATION

CARGO CARRIERS, see COMMON CARRIERS; FREIGHT TRANSPORTATION

CARNIVAL RIDES, see AMUSEMENT RIDES
CARNIVALS, ch 88A, ch 173, ch 174
CARRYING OF WEAPONS, see CONCEALED WEAPONS
CARS, see MOTOR VEHICLES
CARVER COLLEGE OF MEDICINE, ch 148D, ch 225, §261.113
CASH, see MONEY
CASH ADVANCE BUSINESSES, see DELAYED DEPOSIT SERVICES BUSINESSES
CASH CARDS AND CASH MACHINES, see ATM AND ATM CARDS; DEBIT CARDS
CASH RESERVE FUND, §8.56
CASINOS, see GAMBLING
CASKETS, see FUNERAL MERCHANDISE
CASUALTIES, see ACCIDENTS
CASUALTY INSURANCE, ch 507D, ch 510A, ch 515, ch 515F, ch 515H, ch 521E
CAT PROGRAM (COMMUNITY ATTRACTION AND TOURISM PROGRAM), see
COMMUNITY ATTRACTION AND TOURISM PROGRAM AND FUND
CAT SCANNERS (COMPUTED AXIAL TOMOGRAPHY), see RADIATION MACHINES
CATASTROPHES, see DISASTERS
CATS, see FELINE ANIMALS
CATTLE, see BOVINE ANIMALS
CATV (CABLE TELEVISION), see CABLE SYSTEMS
CAUCUSES (PRECINCT), see PRECINCT CAUCUSES
CBC (COMPLETE BLOOD COUNT), see BLOOD TESTING
CBD (CANNABIDIOL), see MARIJUANA
CDL (COMMERCIAL DRIVER'S LICENSES), see DRIVER'S LICENSES
CELASTRUS ORBICULATUS, see ORIENTAL BITTERSWEET
CELLULAR PHONES, ch 8C, ch 522E
CEMETERIES, §1.11, §6A.7, ch 35B, ch 37A, §142.13, ch 263B, §317.5, §321.248, §331.325,
§331.424B, §359.28 – §359.37, §359.40, ch 523A, ch 523I
CEMETERY MERCHANDISE, see FUNERAL MERCHANDISE
CENSUSES, ch 9F
CENTER FOR AGRICULTURAL HEALTH AND SAFETY, §262.78
CENTER FOR CONGENITAL AND INHERITED DISORDERS, ch 136A
CENTER FOR DISABILITIES AND DEVELOPMENT, ch 262, §263.9 – §263.13
CENTER FOR EARLY DEVELOPMENT EDUCATION, §262.71
CENTER FOR HEALTH EFFECTS OF ENVIRONMENTAL CONTAMINATION, §263.17
CENTER FOR RURAL HEALTH AND PRIMARY CARE, §135.107
CENTER FOR TALENTED AND GIFTED EDUCATION, see INTERNATIONAL CENTER FOR TALENTED AND GIFTED EDUCATION

CEREAL GRAINS, see GRAIN

CEREBRAL PALSY, §263.9 – §263.13, §335.25, §414.22

CERTIFICATES OF BIRTH, see BIRTH CERTIFICATES

CERTIFICATES OF DEATH, see DEATH CERTIFICATES

CERTIFICATES OF MARRIAGE, see MARRIAGE CERTIFICATES

CERTIFICATES OF NEED, §135.61 – §135.73


CERTIFICATION OF QUESTIONS OF LAW, ch 684A

CERTIFICATION OF QUESTIONS OF LAW ACT, ch 684A

CERTIFIED PUBLIC ACCOUNTANTS, see ACCOUNTANCY

CFC (CHLOROFLUOROCARBONS), see CHLOROFLUOROCARBONS

CHAIN (LENGTH), §210.3

CHAIN GANGS, see HARD LABOR

CHAIN OF TITLE, see TITLES (PROPERTY)

CHAINS (TIRE), see TIRES

CHALLENGES (JURORS), §624.11A

CHALLENGES (VOTERS), §49.79 – §49.81

CHAPTER 28E AGREEMENTS, see JOINT POWERS AND AUTHORITIES

CHARCOAL, ch 212

CHARGE CARDS, see CREDIT; CREDIT CARDS

CHARITABLE CONTRIBUTIONS, see DONATIONS


CHARITY, see CHARITABLE ORGANIZATIONS; DONATIONS
CHARTER BUSES, see BUSES

CHARTER CARRIERS, see MOTOR CARRIERS

CHARTER CITIES, ch 420

CHARTER SCHOOLS, ch 256F


CHASES BY LAW ENFORCEMENT OFFICERS, see PURSUIT

CHATTEL MORTGAGES, see UNIFORM COMMERCIAL CODE

CHATTEL PAPER, see UNIFORM COMMERCIAL CODE

CHATEL, see PERSONAL PROPERTY

CHECKOFF ORGANIZATIONS, ch 179, ch 181, ch 182, ch 183A – ch 185, ch 185C


CHECKS, see FINANCIAL INSTRUMENTS

CHEESE, see DAIRYING

CHEETAHS, see FELINE ANIMALS

CHEMICALS, ch 30, ch 36, ch 89B, ch 125, §455B.491, §455B.500, ch 570A

CHEROKEE STATE MENTAL HEALTH INSTITUTE, see MENTAL HEALTH INSTITUTES

CHERRY TREES, see TREES

CHEWING TOBACCO, see TOBACCO

CHICKEN POX, §139A.8

CHICKENS, see BIRDS; POULTRY

CHICKS, see BIRDS

CHIEF INFORMATION OFFICER, ch 8B, §11.5B


CHILD ABUSE PREVENTION PROGRAM ADVISORY COMMITTEE, §217.3A

CHILD ADVOCACY BOARD, §237.15 – §237.22

CHILD AND FAMILY SERVICES DIVISION, see HUMAN SERVICES DEPARTMENT

CHILD ASSISTANCE, ch 232, ch 234, ch 235, §709.13


CHILD CARE ADVISORY COMMITTEE, §135.173A

CHILD DEVELOPMENT, §135.173A, ch 237A, ch 256A, ch 256C, §262.71

CHILD DEVELOPMENT COORDINATING COUNCIL, §256A.2, §256A.3

CHILD ENDANGEMENT, §702.11, §726.4, §726.6, §726.6A

CHILD IN NEED OF ASSISTANCE, see CHILD ASSISTANCE

CHILD LABOR, ch 92

CHILD SERVICES, see CHILD ASSISTANCE

CHILD STEALING, see STEALING OF PERSON

CHILD SUPPORT, §217.38, §217.39, ch 252 – ch 252K, §514C.9, §535.3, ch 598, ch 600B, §602.6608, §626A.2, §627.6A, §627.12, §627.13, §642.23, §642.24, §726.4, §726.5, §726.8

CHILD SUPPORT ADVISORY COMMITTEE, §217.3A

CHILD SUPPORT RECOVERY, ch 252A – ch 252K, §505.25, §642.23, §642.24

CHILD SUPPORT RECOVERY UNIT, §252B.2

CHILD SUPPORT REFEREES, §602.6608

CHILD VISITATION, see VISITATION RIGHTS

CHILD WELFARE ADVISORY COMMITTEE, §217.3A

CHILD-CUSTODY JURISDICTION AND ENFORCEMENT ACT, ch 598B

CHILD-PLACING AGENCIES, ch 238

CHILDBIRTH, see BIRTHS

CHILDREN
Births, ch 144, §331.611, §514C.1, §514C.12
Child Advocacy Board, §237.15 – §237.22
Child assistance, ch 232, ch 234, ch 235, §709.13
Child development, §135.173A, ch 237A, ch 256A, ch 256C, §262.71
Child endangerment, §702.11, §726.4, §726.6, §726.6A
Child labor, ch 92
Child support, §217.38, §217.39, ch 252 – ch 252K, §514C.9, §535.3, ch 598, ch 600B, §602.6608, §626A.2, §627.6A, §627.12, §627.13, §642.23, §642.24, §726.4, §726.5, §726.8
Child-placing agencies, ch 238
Healthy and Well Kids in Iowa Program, §505.25, ch 514I
Immunizations, §135.19, §135.39B, §139A.8, §139A.8A, §139A.26, §155A.44, §239B.12, §299.4, §514C.21
Newborn children, §135.16, §135.119, §135.131, §135.152, §135B.18A, ch 136A, §139A.38, ch 233, §514C.1, §514C.12, §726.3, §726.4
Paternity, §144.12A, §144.40, §222.78, ch 252A, ch 252F, §598.21E, ch 600B
Stealing of person, §710.1 – §710.6
Visitation rights, §598.41 – §598.41D, ch 600C

CHILDREN IN NEED OF ASSISTANCE, see CHILD ASSISTANCE

CHILDREN'S HEALTH INSURANCE PROGRAM, see HEALTHY AND WELL KIDS IN IOWA PROGRAM

CHILLING EQUIPMENT, see HVAC SYSTEMS (HEATING, VENTILATION, AIR CONDITIONING); HYDRONIC SYSTEMS; REFRIGERATION EQUIPMENT

CHIMPANZEEs, see PRIMATES

CHIP (CHILDREN'S HEALTH INSURANCE PROGRAM), see HEALTHY AND WELL KIDS IN IOWA PROGRAM

CHIPMUNKS, see RODENTS

CHIROPRACTIC, §135.24, ch 147, ch 151, §261.71 – §261.73, ch 496C, §514C.29, §514F.1, ch 519

CHLAMYDIA, §139A.41

CHLORDANE, §206.32

CHLOROFLUOROCARBONS, §455D.14

CHOLERA, see HOG CHOLERA

CHOSES IN ACTION, ch 536

CHRISTIANITY, see RELIGION

CHRISTMAS DAY, §1C.1, §1C.2

CHRISTOPHER COLUMBUS DAY, see COLUMBUS, CHRISTOPHER

CHROMIUM, §455D.19

CHROMOSOMES, see GENETICS

CHRONIC WASTING DISEASE, ch 170, §484C.12

CHURCHES, see RELIGIOUS ORGANIZATIONS

CIGARETTE TAXES, ch 453A

CIGARETTES, ch 101B, ch 142A, ch 421B, ch 453A, ch 453C, ch 453D

CIGARS, see TOBACCO

CINA (CHILD IN NEED OF ASSISTANCE), see CHILD ASSISTANCE
CINEMA, see MOTION PICTURES

CITATIONS, ch 805

CITIES, see CITY GOVERNMENT

CITIZEN’S ARREST, see ARREST AND APPEARANCE

CITIZENS, ch 904A, ch 914

CITIZENSHIP, ch 904A, ch 914

CITIZENSHIP RIGHTS, ch 904A, ch 914

CITY ASSESSORS, ch 441

CITY BOUNDARIES, ch 368

CITY BUDGETS, ch 384

CITY COUNCILS, §39.20, §70A.40, ch 372

CITY DEVELOPMENT ACTIONS, §9.2, ch 368

CITY DEVELOPMENT BOARD, ch 368

CITY FINANCE, ch 384

CITY FINANCE COMMITTEE, §384.13 – §384.15


CITY JAILS, see JAILS

CITY MANAGERS, ch 372

CITY MAYORS, see MAYORS

CITY OFFICERS, §39.20, ch 372, ch 400

CITY STREETS, see HIGHWAYS

CIVET CATS, see FUR-BEARING ANIMALS

CIVIL ACTIONS, see CIVIL PROCEDURE

CIVIL AIR PATROL, §29A.3A

CIVIL CASES, see CIVIL PROCEDURE

CIVIL COMMITMENT, see COMMITMENT PROCEEDINGS

CIVIL DEFENSE, ch 29C

CIVIL DISOBEDIENCE, see DISORDERLY CONDUCT
CIVIL ENGINEERING, see ENGINEERING

CIVIL LIABILITY, §321.493, ch 321A, ch 461C, ch 517, ch 517A, ch 519, ch 671

CIVIL LIBERTIES, see CIVIL RIGHTS

CIVIL PROCEDURE, ch 610A – ch 613, ch 614 – ch 631, ch 674, ch 676 – ch 678, ch 680

CIVIL RIGHTS, ch 216, ch 216C, ch 729, ch 729A

CIVIL RIGHTS COMMISSION, §7E.5, ch 216

CIVIL SERVICE, ch 341A, ch 400

CIVIL WAR, §303.19

CIVIL WAR SESQUICENTENNIAL PLATES, §321.34

CIVILIAN DEFENSE, see CIVIL DEFENSE

CLAIMS, §7D.9, ch 25, ch 631, ch 669, ch 670, ch 681, ch 685

CLAIMS SETTLEMENT, see COMPROMISE AND SETTLEMENT

CLARINDA CORRECTIONAL FACILITY, ch 904

CLARINDA STATE MENTAL HEALTH INSTITUTE, see MENTAL HEALTH INSTITUTES

CLASSICAL SWINE FEVER, ch 166, ch 166B

CLAYS, ch 208

CLEANING SERVICES, see HOME CARE SERVICES

CLEAR TITLE, see MARKETABLE RECORD TITLE

CLEMENCY, see COMMUTATIONS OF SENTENCE; PARDONS

CLERKS (TOWNSHIP), see TOWNSHIPS

CLERKS OF COURT, ch 602

CLONING, ch 707C

CLOSING AGENTS, see REAL ESTATE CLOSING SERVICES

CLOTHING, §269.2, §270.4 – §270.7, §279.58, ch 556G

CLUBS AND LODGES, §100.35, ch 512B, ch 552, ch 552A

CNG (COMPRESSED NATURAL GAS), see COMPRESSED NATURAL GAS

COACHES (ATHLETICS AND SPORTS), see ATHLETIC TRAINING; ATHLETICS

COAL, §72.1, §73.6, §73.9, §73.10, ch 207, §210.10, ch 212, ch 473, ch 479B, ch 557C, ch 574

COAL MINING, ch 207

COAST GUARD, see MILITARY; MILITARY SERVICE MEMBERS

COATS (ANIMAL), see FURS; HIDES
COBRAS, see SNAKES
COCK FIGHTING, ch 717D
COCKTAILS, see ALCOHOLIC BEVERAGES
CODE OF IOWA, see IOWA CODE
CODICILS, §557.8
COERCION, see FORCE
COFFINS, see FUNERAL MERCHANDISE
COINS, see MONEY
COKE, ch 212
COLD STORAGE PLANTS, see LOCKER PLANTS
COLLABORATION FOR YOUTH DEVELOPMENT COUNCIL, §216A.140
COLLATERAL, ch 521D
COLLATERAL HEIRS, see HEIRS
COLLECTION SERVICES CENTER, §252B.13A – §252B.16
COLLECTIVE BARGAINING, ch 20, §70A.37
COLLECTIVE MARKETING, ch 500
COLLEGE ATHLETICS, see ATHLETICS
COLLEGE DEGREES, see DEGREES AND DIPLOMAS
COLLEGE GRANTS, see TUITION GRANTS
COLLEGE LOANS, see STUDENT LOANS
COLLEGE OF MEDICINE, see CARVER COLLEGE OF MEDICINE
COLLEGE SPORTS, see ATHLETICS
COLLEGE STUDENT AID COMMISSION, §7E.7, ch 261, §262.93
COLLEGE TUITION, see TUITION
COLLEGIATE PLATES, §321.34
COLLISIONS, see ACCIDENTS
COLLUSION, see FRAUD
COLONIES (BEES), see BEEKEEPING
COLUMBARIA, see CREMATION
COLUMBUS, CHRISTOPHER, §1C.5

COMBAT, see ARMED CONFLICTS

COMBAT ACTION BADGE PLATES, §321.34

COMBAT ACTION RIBBON PLATES, §321.34

COMBAT INFANTRYMAN BADGE PLATES, §321.34

COMBAT MEDICAL BADGE PLATES, §321.34

COMBINATIONS (BUSINESS ENTITIES), see TRUSTS (BUSINESS ENTITIES)

COMBINES, ch 571

COMBUSTIBLES, see FLAMMABLE MATERIALS

COMFORT SYSTEMS, see HVAC SYSTEMS (HEATING, VENTILATION, AIR CONDITIONING); HYDRONIC SYSTEMS; REFRIGERATION EQUIPMENT

COMMENCEMENT OF ACTIONS, ch 617, ch 802, ch 804

COMMERCE DEPARTMENT, §7E.5, §11.5B, ch 546

COMMERCIAL AIR SERVICE RETENTION AND EXPANSION COMMITTEE, §328.13

COMMERCIAL CODE, see UNIFORM COMMERCIAL CODE

COMMERCIAL DRIVER'S LICENSES, see DRIVER'S LICENSES

COMMERCIAL DRIVERS, see COMMERCIAL VEHICLES

COMMERCIAL FEED, ch 198, ch 203C

COMMERCIAL FISHING, ch 482

COMMERCIAL LAW, ch 554

COMMERCIAL MOTOR VEHICLES, see COMMERCIAL VEHICLES

COMMERCIAL PAPER, §554.3101 – §554.3119, §554.3201 – §554.3207, §554.3301 – §554.3505, §554.3512 – §554.3605

COMMERCIAL PESTICIDE APPLICATOR PEER REVIEW PANEL, §206.23A

COMMERCIAL PROPERTY, ch 426C, §441.21A

COMMERCIAL VEHICLES, §321.20A, §321.56, §321.449, ch 326

COMMERCIALIZATION, §15.115 – §15.117, §15.410 – §15.412, ch 262B

COMMISSARIES, see FOOD ESTABLISHMENTS; FOOD SERVICE ESTABLISHMENTS

COMMISSION MERCHANTS, ch 576

COMMISSIONS (COMPENSATION), see SALARIES AND WAGES

COMMISSIONS (GOVERNMENTAL BODIES), see BOARDS, COMMISSIONS, AND COUNCILS
COMMISSIONS TO OFFICERS, §9.3

COMMITMENT PROCEEDINGS, §125.74 – §125.75A, §125.76 – §125.94, ch 225, ch 229, ch 229A, ch 812, §902.10

COMMODITIES, ch 502A

COMMODITY PRODUCTION CONTRACT LIENS, ch 579B

COMMON CARRIERS, ch 327C – ch 327E, ch 328

COMMON LAW LIENS, ch 575

COMMON LAW MARRIAGE, see MARRIAGE

COMMON STOCKS, see STOCKS (SECURITIES)

COMMON TRUST FUND ACT, §633.126 – §633.129

COMMON TRUST FUNDS, §633.126 – §633.129

COMMUNICABLE DISEASES, see DISEASES

COMMUNICATIONS SERVICES, §8B.10, §8B.11, ch 8C, ch 8D, §29C.23, ch 34A, §80.44, ch 388, ch 476, ch 477, ch 477A, ch 477C

COMMUNITY ACTION AGENCIES, §216A.91 – §216A.99, §216A.102, §216A.104, §216A.107

COMMUNITY ACTION AGENCIES COMMISSION, §216A.91 – §216A.99, §216A.102, §216A.104, §216A.107


COMMUNITY ASSISTANCE, see COMMUNITY DEVELOPMENT

COMMUNITY ATTRACTION AND TOURISM PROGRAM AND FUND, §15F.201 – §15F.206

COMMUNITY ATTRACTIONS, ch 15F

COMMUNITY CENTERS, §359.28

COMMUNITY CLUSTERS, §28E.35 – §28E.39


COMMUNITY COLLEGES DIVISION, see EDUCATION DEPARTMENT

COMMUNITY COMMONWEALTHS, §331.260 – §331.263
COMMUNITY DEVELOPMENT, ch 15, ch 15E, ch 15F, ch 28H

COMMUNITY EDUCATION, ch 276, §297.9, §300.4

COMMUNITY EMPOWERMENT, see EARLY CHILDHOOD IOWA INITIATIVE

COMMUNITY LEARNING, see COMMUNITY EDUCATION

COMMUNITY MENTAL HEALTH CENTERS, §135.180, ch 230A

COMMUNITY SERVICE, ch 15H, §231.51, §231.53, §232.52, ch 239A, ch 276, ch 901B, ch 907

COMMUNITY-BASED CORRECTIONAL PROGRAMS, ch 905, ch 907, ch 907B

COMMUTATIONS OF SENTENCE, §902.2, ch 914

COMPACTS
Adoption assistance compacts, §600.22, §600.23
Adult Offender Supervision Interstate Compact, ch 907B
Advanced Practice Registered Nurse Compact, ch 152E
Corrections Interstate Compact, ch 913
Detainers Agreement, ch 821
Drivers license compacts, ch 321C
Education Compact, ch 272B
Educational Opportunity for Military Children Interstate Compact, ch 256H
Educational Personnel Qualification Interstate Agreement, ch 272A
Emergency Management Assistance Compact, §29C.21
Insurance Product Regulation Interstate Compact, ch 505A
Juveniles interstate compacts, §232.171 – §232.173
Library Compact, §256.70 – §256.73
Medical Licensure Compact, ch 147B
Mental Health Interstate Compact, ch 221
Mid-America Port Commission Agreement, ch 28K
Midwest Energy Compact, ch 473A
Midwest Interstate Low-Level Radioactive Waste Compact, ch 457B
Midwestern Higher Education Compact, ch 261D
Missouri River Barge Compact, ch 307C
National Crime Prevention and Privacy Compact, ch 692B
Nonresident (traffic) violator compacts, §321.513
Nurse Licensure Compact, ch 152E
Parole compacts, §906.13
Placement of Children Interstate Compact, §232.158 – §232.168
Probation compacts, §906.13
Quad Cities Interstate Metropolitan Authority, ch 28A
Statewide Mutual Aid Compact, §29C.22
Vehicle equipment safety compacts, ch 321D
Wildlife violators compacts, §456A.24

COMPANIES, see BUSINESS ENTITIES; CORPORATIONS

COMPANION ANIMALS, see PETS

COMPARABLE WORTH, §70A.18

COMPARATIVE FAULT, ch 668

COMPENSATION, see SALARIES AND WAGES
COMPENSATORY DAMAGES, see DAMAGES


COMPETITION, ch 23A, ch 202B, ch 551, ch 553

COMPETITIVE BIDDING, see BIDDING

COMPLAINTS, see CRIMINAL PROCEDURE

COMPOUNDING FELONIES, §720.1

COMPREHENSIVE HEALTH INSURANCE ASSOCIATION, ch 514E

COMPREHENSIVE PETROLEUM UNDERGROUND STORAGE TANK FUND AND BOARD, ch 455G

COMPRESSED NATURAL GAS, ch 452A

COMPROMISE AND SETTLEMENT, ch 679A, ch 679C, ch 682

COMPULSION, §704.10

COMPULSORY EDUCATION, ch 282, ch 299

COMPUTED AXIAL TOMOGRAPHY SCANNERS, see RADIATION MACHINES


CONCEALED WEAPONS, §724.4, §724.5

CONCEALING CRIME, §708.14, §720.1

CONCEPTION, see PREGNANCY

CONCESSION BOOTHS, ch 88A

CONCILIATION, ch 679B

CONCILIATION, see EMINENT DOMAIN

CONDOMINIUMS, ch 135I, ch 499B, §558.68, §572.31

CONDOMS, see CONTRACEPTION

CONDOS, see CONDOMINIUMS

CONFECTIONERIES, see CANDY; DESSERTS

CONFERENCE BOARDS, ch 441

CONFESSION OF JUDGMENT, ch 676, ch 677
CONFIDENTIALITY, §9.8, ch 9E, §11.41, §11.42, ch 22, ch 135P, ch 228, §232.147, §622.9 – §622.10A, ch 916

CONFINED PERSONS, see INMATES

CONFINEMENT, see INCARCERATION

CONFINEMENT FEEDING OPERATIONS (ANIMALS), see ANIMAL FEEDING OPERATIONS

CONFIRMATION OF APPOINTMENTS, §2.32

CONFLAGRATIONS, see FIRES AND FIRE PROTECTION

CONFLICTS, see ARMED CONFLICTS

CONFLICTS OF INTEREST, ch 68B

CONGENITAL AND INHERITED DISORDERS, CENTER FOR, see CENTER FOR CONGENITAL AND INHERITED DISORDERS

CONGENITAL DISORDERS, ch 136A

CONGREGATE LIVING, see RETIREMENT CARE

CONGREGATIONS, see ASSEMBLIES; RELIGIOUS ORGANIZATIONS

CONGRESS, §39.10, ch 40, ch 42, ch 60

CONGRESSIONAL DISTRICTS, ch 40, ch 42

CONSENT, see AGE OF CONSENT; INFORMED CONSENT


CONSERVATION BOARDS, ch 350

CONSERVATION CORPS, §84A.7

CONSERVATION EASEMENTS, §1C.15, §456B.11, ch 457A, §460.305, ch 462B

CONSERVATION EDUCATION PROGRAM BOARD, §455A.21


CONSIGNMENTS, ch 556D

CONSPIRACY, ch 706, ch 706A

CONSTITUTION OF IOWA, §39.4, §49.43 – §49.48, ch 49A, §625A.3, §625A.6, §625A.13

CONSTITUTION OF THE UNITED STATES, §1C.13
CONSTRUCTION BIDDING PROCEDURES ACT, ch 26

CONSTRUCTION CONTRACTORS, see CONSTRUCTION WORK

CONSTRUCTION EQUIPMENT, ch 322F, ch 423D

CONSTRUCTION EQUIPMENT TAX, ch 423D


CONSUMER ADVISORY PANEL, §475A.7

CONSUMER ADVOCATE (INSURANCE), §505.8

CONSUMER ADVOCATE (UTILITIES), ch 475A

CONSUMER AFFAIRS, ch 322G, ch 475A, §505.8, §505.24, ch 514K, ch 527, ch 537, ch 537B, ch 714G, ch 714H

CONSUMER CREDIT, §322.33, §524.227, §524.913, §533.116, §535.18, ch 536, §536A.29, §536A.31, ch 536C, ch 537, ch 714G

CONSUMER CREDIT CODE, §322.33, §524.227, §524.913, §533.116, §536.29, §536A.29, §536A.31, ch 536C, ch 537

CONSUMER FRAUDS, §714.16 – §714.16C, ch 714D, ch 714H

CONSUMER LOANS, §524.227, §524.913, §533.116, ch 536, ch 537

CONSUMER PROTECTION, ch 13, ch 216E, ch 322G, ch 475A, §505.8, ch 714D, ch 714G, ch 714H, ch 715C

CONSUMER PROTECTION DIVISION, see ATTORNEY GENERAL

CONSUMER RENTAL PURCHASE AGREEMENTS, see CONSUMER CREDIT CODE

CONTACT LENSES, §147.108, ch 154

CONTAGIOUS DISEASES, see DISEASES

CONTAMINATION, see POLLUTION

CONTEMPT, §2.18 – §2.22, ch 665

CONTEST PROMOTIONS, ch 714B, ch 717E

CONTESTING OF ELECTIONS, ch 57 – ch 62, §376.10

CONTESTS (COMPETITIONS), §99B.45, §99B.61, ch 714B, ch 717D

CONTINGENT REMAINERS, see REMAINERS

CONTINUING CARE, see RETIREMENT CARE

CONTINUING EDUCATION, ch 260I, ch 272C

CONTRABAND, §481A.30, §483A.32 – §483A.34, §719.7, §719.7A
CONTRACEPTION, §234.21 – §234.28, §514C.19

CONTRACTORS, ch 26, ch 88B, ch 91C, ch 100C, ch 100D, ch 103, ch 103A, ch 105, ch 423D, ch 572, ch 573A

CONTRACTS, ch 537A, ch 538

CONTRIBUTIONS, see DONATIONS

CONTRIBUTORY NEGLIGENCE, see NEGLIGENCE


CONTROLLED SUBSTANCES ACT, ch 124

CONTROLLED-ACCESS HIGHWAYS, ch 306A, §321.366

CONTUSIONS, see WOUNDS

CONVEYANCES (PASSENGER AND FREIGHT), see DUMBWAITERS; ELEVATORS (PASSENGERS AND FREIGHT); ESCALATORS; LIFTS; MOVING WALKS; WHEELCHAIR LIFTS


CONVICT LABOR, see HARD LABOR

COOLANTS, ch 208A

COOLING, see HVAC SYSTEMS (HEATING, VENTILATION, AIR CONDITIONING); HYDRONIC SYSTEMS; REFRIGERATION EQUIPMENT

COOPERATIVE ASSOCIATIONS, §303.18, §490.1109, ch 497 – ch 499A, ch 501, ch 501A, §558.72, §614.14A

COOPERATIVE EXTENSION SERVICE IN AGRICULTURE AND HOME ECONOMICS, §266.4, §266.34, §266.36, §266.38, §266.39E, §267A.4

COOPERATIVE WATER ASSOCIATIONS, see WATER ASSOCIATIONS

COOPERATIVES, see COOPERATIVE ASSOCIATIONS

COORDINATE SYSTEM, see IOWA PLANE COORDINATE SYSTEM

COPIES, ch 22

COPPER, §306C.1 – §306C.9, ch 502A

COPPERHEADS, see SNAKES

COPRODUCTS, ch 159A

COPYRIGHTS, ch 523G, ch 549

CORN, ch 185B, ch 185C, §199.5, ch 203, ch 203C, ch 203D, §210.10, §428.35, ch 571
CORN GROWERS ASSOCIATION, ch 185B
CORN PRODUCTS, ch 185B, ch 185C
CORN PROMOTION BOARD, ch 185C
CORNERS (LAND BOUNDARIES), ch 650
CORONERS, see MEDICAL EXAMINERS
CORPORATIONS, ch 9H, ch 9I, §422.32 – §422.41, ch 489, ch 490, ch 491 – ch 493, ch 495, ch 496B, ch 496C, ch 504, ch 504B, ch 504C, ch 556, §558.72, ch 591, §614.14A, §617.3, §617.4, §617.6, ch 807
CORPORATIONS NOT FOR PROFIT, see NONPROFIT ENTITIES
CORPSES, see DEAD BODIES
CORRECTIONAL FACILITIES, §12.79, §12.80, §16.177, §266.37, §704.8, §708.12, §721.12, ch 904
CORRECTIONAL RELEASE CENTER, ch 904
CORRECTIONAL SERVICES DEPARTMENTS, ch 905 – ch 907
CORRECTIONS DEPARTMENT, §7E.5, §218.92, ch 904
CORRECTIONS INTERSTATE COMPACT, ch 913
CORRESPONDENCE SCHOOLS, §714.17 – §714.21A, §714.23 – §714.25
CORRUPTION, ch 721, ch 722
COSMETICS, ch 126
COSMETOLOGY, ch 147, ch 157, §158.10, §158.13, §158.14, §261.61, §272C.2A
COSTS IN COURT ACTIONS, see COURT FEES
COTTAGE CHEESE, see DAIRYING
COTTONSEED, ch 203C
COTTONTAILS, see RABBITS
COTTONWOOD TREES, see TREES
COUGARS, see FELINE ANIMALS
COUNCILS (GOVERNMENTAL BODIES), see BOARDS, COMMISSIONS, AND COUNCILS
COUNCILS OF GOVERNMENTS, §15.110, ch 28H
COUNSELING, ch 154B – ch 154D, §249A.15A, §709.15, ch 916
COUNTERFEITING, §714.26, ch 715B

COUNTY AGRICULTURAL EXTENSION, §39.21, ch 176A

COUNTY AND STATE MUTUAL INSURANCE GUARANTY ASSOCIATION, ch 518C

COUNTY ASSESSORS, ch 441

COUNTY ATTORNEYS, ch 13A, §39.17, ch 62, §331.751 – §331.759, §331.905, §331.907, §359.18, §815.3


COUNTY BUDGETS, §331.401 – §331.403, §331.421 – §331.437, ch 333A

COUNTY CARE FACILITIES, ch 227, ch 347B

COUNTY COMPENSATION BOARDS, §331.905, §331.907

COUNTY CONSERVATION PARKWAYS, §315.6

COUNTY ENFORCEMENT SURCHARGE, §911.4

COUNTY ENGINEERS, §309.17 – §309.21

COUNTY EXTENSION, see COUNTY AGRICULTURAL EXTENSION


COUNTY FINANCE COMMITTEE, ch 333A

COUNTY GENERAL ASSISTANCE, §252.25 – §252.27


COUNTY HEALTH CENTERS, ch 346A

COUNTY HOSPITALS, ch 347, ch 347A, ch 348

COUNTY JAILS, see JAILS

COUNTY MEDICAL EXAMINERS, see MEDICAL EXAMINERS

COUNTY MENTAL HEALTH CENTERS, see COMMUNITY MENTAL HEALTH CENTERS

COUNTY MUTUAL INSURANCE ASSOCIATIONS, ch 518, ch 518C

COUNTY OFFICERS, §39.17, ch 62, ch 331
COUNTY PARKS, see PARKS

COUNTY RECORDERS, §39.17, ch 62, §144.9, §331.601 – §331.605B, §331.606 – §331.611, §331.905, §331.907, ch 483A

COUNTY ROADS, see SECONDARY ROADS


COUNTY SUPERVISORS, see COUNTY BOARDS OF SUPERVISORS


COUNTY VETERAN AFFAIRS COMMISSIONS, §35A.16, ch 35B

COUPLES THERAPY, see MARITAL AND FAMILY THERAPY

COURT ADMINISTRATORS, see DISTRICT COURT ADMINISTRATORS; STATE COURT ADMINISTRATOR

COURT ATTENDANTS, §602.6601

COURT CLERKS, see CLERKS OF COURT

COURT COSTS, see COURT FEES

COURT EMPLOYEES, ch 602

COURT FEES, §602.4303, §602.5112, §602.8105, §602.8106, ch 610, ch 621, ch 625

COURT MOTIONS, ch 619

COURT OF APPEALS, ch 46, §49.48, ch 602

COURT OF APPEALS JUDGES, ch 46, §49.48, ch 602

COURT PROCEDURE, see APPELLATE PROCEDURE; CIVIL PROCEDURE; CRIMINAL PROCEDURE

COURT REPORTERS, §602.3101 – §602.3302, §602.6603, §622.97 – §622.101

COURT RULES, see APPELLATE PROCEDURE; CIVIL PROCEDURE; CRIMINAL PROCEDURE; JUDICIAL ADMINISTRATION

COURT-APPOINTED ATTORNEYS, see PUBLIC DEFENDERS

COURTHOUSES, §49.123


COURTS OF INQUIRY, see MILITARY JUSTICE

COURTS-MARTIAL, see MILITARY JUSTICE

COVENANTS, ch 455H, ch 455I, §557.13, §558.48, §564A.8

COVERT LISTENING DEVICES, see BUGGING
COWS, see BOVINE ANIMALS

COYOTES, ch 481A, ch 483A, ch 717F

CPA (CERTIFIED PUBLIC ACCOUNTANTS), see ACCOUNTANCY

CRAPS, see GAMBLING

CRASHES, see ACCIDENTS

CREAM, see DAIRYING

CREAMERIES, see DAIRYING


CREDIT CARDS, §8A.125, §12.61, §533.116, ch 537, §715A.6, §715A.10

CREDIT SERVICES ORGANIZATIONS, ch 538A

CREDIT UNION DIVISION, ch 533, ch 546

CREDIT UNION REVIEW BOARD, §533.107

CREDIT UNIONS, §15.351 – §15.356, ch 527, ch 528, ch 533, ch 535A, ch 536C, ch 546, §554.4101 – §554.4504, ch 556

CREDITORS, ch 533A, ch 537, ch 654A, ch 681, ch 684

CREEDS, see RELIGION

CREEKS, see RIVERS AND STREAMS; WATER

CREMATION, ch 144C, ch 156, §331.805

CRIME PREVENTION AND PRIVACY COMPACT, see NATIONAL CRIME PREVENTION AND PRIVACY COMPACT

CRIME VICTIM ASSISTANCE BOARD, §915.82

CRIME VICTIM COMPENSATION, §13.31, §13.32, ch 910, §915.80 – §915.94

CRIME VICTIMS, §13.31, §13.32, ch 910, ch 915, ch 916

CRIMES, see CRIMINAL LAW

CRIMINAL ACTIONS, see CRIMINAL LAW; CRIMINAL PROCEDURE


CRIMINAL CASES, see CRIMINAL PROCEDURE

CRIMINAL CONVERSION, see THEFT

CRIMINAL CORRECTIONS, see CORRECTIONAL SYSTEMS
CRIMINAL EXTRADITION ACT, ch 820
CRIMINAL HISTORY, ch 235D, §279.28, §543D.22, ch 692 – ch 692B, §724.17, ch 901C
CRIMINAL IDENTIFICATION, ch 690, ch 810
CRIMINAL INTELLIGENCE DATA, see CRIMINAL HISTORY
CRIMINAL INVESTIGATION DATA, see PUBLIC SAFETY DEPARTMENT
CRIMINAL INVESTIGATIONS, ch 691, ch 692
CRIMINAL Mischief, §716.1 – §716.6A, ch 729A
CRIMINAL PENALTY SURCHARGE, §911.1
CRIMINAL RECORDS, see CRIMINAL HISTORY
CRIMINAL RESTITUTION, see RESTITUTION
CRIMINAL SURVEILLANCE DATA, see CRIMINAL HISTORY
CRIMINALISTICS LABORATORY, ch 691
CRIMINALS, see CRIMINAL OFFENDERS
CROCODILES, ch 717F
CROP DUSTING, see SPRAYING
CROP IMPROVEMENT ASSOCIATION, ch 177
CROP PEST ACT, ch 177A
CROSS-EXAMINATION, see WITNESSES
CROSSBOWS, see ARCHERY
CROWS, see BIRDS
CRUDE OIL, see PETROLEUM
CRUELTY TO ANIMALS, see ANIMAL CRUELTY
CT SCANNERS (COMPUTED TOMOGRAPHY SCANNERS), see RADIATION MACHINES
CULTURAL AFFAIRS DEPARTMENT, §7E.5, ch 303
CULTURAL ATTRACTIONS, §15.274, ch 404A
CULTURAL RESOURCES, see CULTURE
CULTURAL TRUST, see IOWA CULTURAL TRUST
CULTURE, ch 303, ch 303A, ch 404A
CULVERTS, ch 309, ch 314, §321.472
CURATIVE ACTS, see LEGALIZING ACTS
CURBS, §216C.9
CURRENCY, see MONEY
CUSTODIAL INDEPENDENT RETIREMENT ACCOUNTS, see RETIREMENT PLANS
CUSTODY OF CHILDREN, see CHILD CUSTODY
CUSTOM CATTLE FEEDLOTS, ch 579A, §579B.7
CYCLING, see BICYCLING
D LEARNING (DISTANCE LEARNING), see DISTANCE EDUCATION
DADS, see PARENTS; PATERNITY
DAIRY ASSOCIATION, ch 178
DAIRY CATTLE, see DAIRYING
DAIRY INDUSTRY COMMISSION, ch 179
DAIRYING, ch 172E, ch 178, ch 179, ch 190, ch 191, ch 192, ch 194, ch 202, §210.15, §266.39F – §266.49, §321E.29A, ch 500, ch 579B
DAMAGES, §619.7, §619.18, §646.18, §646.20, §646.21, ch 658, §659.2, §659.3, ch 668A
DAMINOZIDE, §206.33
DAMS, §6A.11, §6A.12, §455B.275, ch 464A, ch 464B, ch 469A
DANDELIONS, see WEEDS
DANGEROUS MATERIALS, see HAZARDOUS MATERIALS
DANGEROUS WEAPONS, see WEAPONS
DANGEROUS WILD ANIMALS, ch 717F
DARE SURCHARGE (DRUG ABUSE RESISTANCE EDUCATION SURCHARGE), see DRUG ABUSE RESISTANCE EDUCATION SURCHARGE
DARFUR, ch 12F

DATA CENTER, STATE, see STATE DATA CENTER

DATA PROCESSING, see ELECTRONIC TRANSACTIONS

DATA STORAGE DEVICES, see COMPUTERS AND SOFTWARE; RECORDINGS

DATE RAPE, §709.4

DAUGHTERS, see CHILDREN

DAY CARE SERVICES, §135.173A, ch 237A, ch 237B

DAY SERVICES, see ADULT DAY SERVICES

DAYLIGHT SAVING TIME, ch 1D

DEAD ANIMALS, ch 167, ch 172B, §455B.501, §455B.503, §455B.505

DEAD BODIES, ch 142, ch 142C, §144.32 – §144.34, ch 144C, ch 156, §708.14, §709.18

DEAD PERSONS, see DEAD BODIES; DECEDEMENTS; MORTALITY

DEADLY FORCE, ch 704

DEAF PERSONS, see HEARING DISABILITIES

DEAF SCHOOL, see SCHOOL FOR THE DEAF

DEAF SERVICES COMMISSION, §216A.111 – §216A.114

DEAF SERVICES, OFFICE OF, see HUMAN RIGHTS DEPARTMENT

DEAFNESS, see HEARING DISABILITIES

DEATH BENEFITS, §100B.31, §633.535 – §633.537

DEATH CERTIFICATES, ch 144, §331.611

DEATH TAXES, ch 450

DEATHS, see DEAD BODIES; DECEDEMENTS; MORTALITY


DEBTS OWED TO STATE, see STATE DEBTS

DECEIT, §702.9, ch 714D

DECISION MAKING, §135.29, ch 135L, ch 144B, ch 144D, ch 231E, ch 633B

DECORATORS, see INTERIOR DESIGN

DECREEs, see JUDGMENTS AND DECREES

DEED TAXES, see REAL ESTATE TRANSFER TAXES

DEEDS, see CONVEYANCES (REAL ESTATE)

DEEDS OF TRUST, see CONVEYANCES (REAL ESTATE)


DEER DEPREDATION, ch 481C

DEFACEMENT, see DESECRATION; MUTILATION; VANDALISM

DEFAMATION, §2.17, ch 659

DEFAULT JUDGMENTS, see JUDGMENTS AND DECREES


DEFERRED JUDGMENTS, ch 907

DEFERRED SENTENCES, ch 907

DEFIBRILLATORS, §135.26, §147A.15

DEFICIENCY JUDGMENTS, see JUDGMENTS AND DECREES

DEFILEMENT, see DESECRATION; VANDALISM

DEFINED BENEFIT PLANS, see RETIREMENT PLANS

DEFINED CONTRIBUTION PLANS, see RETIREMENT PLANS

DEFOILIANTS, see PESTICIDES

DEFORMITIES, §727.10

DEGREES AND DIPLOMAS, §147.72 – §147.74, ch 259A, §260C.50, ch 264, §715A.6A

DELAYED DEPOSIT SERVICES BUSINESSES, ch 533D

DELIQUENT JUVENILES, see JUVENILE JUSTICE

DELIQUENT TAXES, ch 445, ch 446

DEMENTIA, §125.171, §231.62

DEMOCRATIC PARTY, see POLITICAL PARTIES
DENATURED ALCOHOL, see ETHANOL

DENTAL ASSISTING, see DENTAL CARE

DENTAL BOARD, see DENTAL CARE


DENTAL HYGIENE, see DENTAL CARE

DENTAL INSURANCE, see HEALTH INSURANCE

DEOXYRIBONUCLEIC ACID, see DNA

DEPARTMENT FOR THE BLIND, see BLIND, DEPARTMENT FOR THE

DEPARTMENT OF ADMINISTRATIVE SERVICES, see ADMINISTRATIVE SERVICES DEPARTMENT

DEPARTMENT OF AGRICULTURE AND LAND STEWARDSHIP, see AGRICULTURE AND LAND STEWARDSHIP DEPARTMENT

DEPARTMENT OF COMMERCE, see COMMERCE DEPARTMENT

DEPARTMENT OF CORRECTIONS, see CORRECTIONS DEPARTMENT

DEPARTMENT OF CULTURAL AFFAIRS, see CULTURAL AFFAIRS DEPARTMENT

DEPARTMENT OF EDUCATION, see EDUCATION DEPARTMENT

DEPARTMENT OF HOMELAND SECURITY AND EMERGENCY MANAGEMENT, see HOMELAND SECURITY AND EMERGENCY MANAGEMENT DEPARTMENT

DEPARTMENT OF HUMAN RIGHTS, see HUMAN RIGHTS DEPARTMENT

DEPARTMENT OF HUMAN SERVICES, see HUMAN SERVICES DEPARTMENT

DEPARTMENT OF INSPECTIONS AND APPEALS, see INSPECTIONS AND APPEALS DEPARTMENT

DEPARTMENT OF JUSTICE, see ATTORNEY GENERAL

DEPARTMENT OF MANAGEMENT, see MANAGEMENT DEPARTMENT

DEPARTMENT OF NATURAL RESOURCES, see NATURAL RESOURCES DEPARTMENT

DEPARTMENT OF PUBLIC DEFENSE, see PUBLIC DEFENSE DEPARTMENT

DEPARTMENT OF PUBLIC HEALTH, see PUBLIC HEALTH DEPARTMENT

DEPARTMENT OF PUBLIC SAFETY, see PUBLIC SAFETY DEPARTMENT

DEPARTMENT OF REVENUE, see REVENUE DEPARTMENT

DEPARTMENT OF TRANSPORTATION, see TRANSPORTATION DEPARTMENT

DEPARTMENT OF VETERANS AFFAIRS, see VETERANS AFFAIRS DEPARTMENT
DEPARTMENT OF WORKFORCE DEVELOPMENT, see WORKFORCE DEVELOPMENT DEPARTMENT

DEPARTMENT ON AGING, see AGING, DEPARTMENT ON


DEPENDENT ADULT ABUSE, see ADULT ABUSE

DEPENDENT ADULT PROTECTIVE ADVISORY COUNCIL, §235B.1

DEPENDENT ADULTS, §231.56A, ch 235B, ch 235E, ch 726


DEPOSIT (BEVERAGE CONTAINERS), see BEVERAGE CONTAINER DEPOSIT LAW

DEPOSITIONS, §622.102, §622.104

DEPOSITS (MINERALS), see MINERALS

DEPREDATION, ch 481C

DEPRESSION, §514C.22

DEPUTY OFFICERS, ch 14A, ch 341A

DERELICT PROPERTY, see ABANDONED PROPERTY

DES MOINES UNIVERSITY OSTEOPATHIC MEDICAL CENTER, §261.113

DESCENDANTS, see CHILDREN; GRANDCHILDREN

DESECRATION, ch 718A

DESICCANTS, see PESTICIDES

DESSERTS, §190.12, §190.13

DESTROYED PROPERTY, ch 658, ch 716

DETAINERS, ch 821, §906.14

DETAINERS AGREEMENT, ch 821

DETECTIVES (LAW ENFORCEMENT), see LAW ENFORCEMENT OFFICERS

DETECTIVES (PRIVATE), see PRIVATE INVESTIGATION

DETENTION FACILITIES, see CORRECTIONAL FACILITIES

DETONATIONS, see EXPLOSIONS


DEVISEES, see HEIRS
DIABETES, §514C.18
DIAMONDS, see GEMS
DIES, ch 556C
DIESEL FUELS, ch 214A, ch 452A
DIETETICS, ch 147, ch 152A
DIGITAL INFORMATION, see ELECTRONIC TRANSACTIONS
DIGITAL RECORDINGS, see RECORDINGS
DIGITAL TRANSACTIONS, see ELECTRONIC TRANSACTIONS
DIMINUTION OF PETROLEUM, see PETROLEUM DIMINUTION
DINING PLACES, see FOOD ESTABLISHMENTS; FOOD SERVICE ESTABLISHMENTS
DIOXINS, §614.1
DIPHTHERIA, §139A.8, §155A.44
DIPLOMACY, see INTERNATIONAL RELATIONS
DIPLOMAS, see DEGREES AND DIPLOMAS
DIPSACUS, see TEASEL
DIRT, see SOILS
DISABILITIES AND DEVELOPMENT, CENTER FOR, see CENTER FOR DISABILITIES AND DEVELOPMENT
DISABILITIES PARKING, ch 321L, ch 321M, §331.557A
DISABILITY INSURANCE, ch 505A
DISARMING OF PEACE OFFICERS, §708.13
DISASTER MANAGEMENT, see EMERGENCY MANAGEMENT
DISASTER RELIEF, §15E.361, §70A.26, ch 135M
DISCLAIMER OF PROPERTY INTEREST ACT, ch 633E
DISCLOSURE OF MATERIAL TRANSACTIONS ACT, ch 521D
DISCOUNT BUYING CLUBS, see BUYING CLUBS

DISCRETIONARY REVIEW, §631.16, ch 814

DISCRIMINATION, ch 35C, ch 216, ch 327D, ch 535A, ch 551, §729.4


DISHWASHERS, see APPLIANCES

DISINTERMENTS, §144.34

DISORDERLY CONDUCT, §49.105, §723.4, §723.5

DISPLACED HOMEMAKERS, ch 241

DISPLACED PERSONS, ch 316

DISPOSAL FACILITIES, see WASTE MANAGEMENT

DISPOSITION OF UNCLAIMED PROPERTY ACT, ch 556


DISSOLUTION OF MARRIAGE, ch 144, ch 598

DISTANCE EDUCATION, ch 261G

DISTILLED SPIRITS, see ALCOHOLIC BEVERAGES

DISTINGUISHED SERVICE CROSS PLATES, §321.34

DISTRICT ASSOCIATE JUDGES, ch 46, §49.48, ch 602

DISTRICT ATTORNEYS, see COUNTY ATTORNEYS

DISTRICT COURT ADMINISTRATORS, ch 602

DISTRICT COURT JUDGES, ch 46, §49.48, ch 602

DISTRICT COURTS, ch 46, §49.48, ch 602

DISTRICT JUDICIAL NOMINATING COMMISSIONS, see JUDICIAL NOMINATING COMMISSIONS

DISTURBING THE PEACE, see DISORDERLY CONDUCT

DITCHES, §314.22, §317.11, ch 318, ch 468

DIVISIONS (STATE GOVERNMENT AGENCIES), see DEPARTMENTS OF STATE GOVERNMENT

DIVORCE, see DISSOLUTION OF MARRIAGE

DNA, ch 81, §729.6, §802.2, §802.10

DNA PROFILING, ch 81, §802.10
DO-NOT-RESUSCITATE ORDERS, see OUT-OF-HOSPITAL DO-NOT-RESUSCITATE ORDERS

DOCKETING FEES, see COURT FEES

DOCKS, §462A.27, §462A.27A

DOCTOR-PATIENT PRIVILEGE, §622.10

DOCTORS, see MEDICAL CARE

DOCUMENTS OF TITLE, see CERTIFICATES OF TITLE

DOG POUNDS, see ANIMAL SHELTERS

DOG RACING, ch 99D

DOGS, see CANINE ANIMALS


DOMESTIC ABUSE DEATH REVIEW TEAM, §135.109, §135.110

DOMESTIC ANIMALS, see ANIMALS

DOMESTIC ASSAULT, see DOMESTIC ABUSE

DOMESTIC RELATIONS, ch 595 – ch 598, ch 598B, ch 599, ch 600A – ch 600C

DOMESTIC VIOLENCE, see DOMESTIC ABUSE

DOMESTICATED ANIMALS, see ANIMALS


DONKEYS, see EQUINE ANIMALS

DOOR-TO-DOOR SALES, §537.3501, ch 555A


DOUBLE JEOPARDY, ch 816

DOUGHNUTS, see DESSERTS

DOURINE, ch 163

DRAG RACING, §321.278

DRAINAGE, ch 418, ch 460, ch 466A, ch 466B, ch 468

DRAINAGE DISTRICTS, ch 418, ch 468

DRAKE, RICHARD (DICK), §314.29

DRAMSHOP ACT, §123.92

DRAWINGS (PRIZE PROMOTIONS), see PRIZE PROMOTIONS
DREDGING, §461A.55

DRESS CODES, see CLOTHING

DRILLING, §455B.198, ch 458A

DRINKING AGE, §123.47

DRINKING WATER, see WATER

DRINKS, see ALCOHOLIC BEVERAGES; BEVERAGES


DRIVER'S PERMITS, see DRIVER'S LICENSES

DRIVERS LICENSE COMPACTS, ch 321C


DRIVING WHILE INTOXICATED, see OPERATING WHILE INTOXICATED

DRONES, §321.492B, §808.15

DROPOUTS, §257.38 – §257.41, §280.19A

DROUGHTS, see DISASTERS

DRUG ABUSE, see SUBSTANCE ABUSE

DRUG ABUSE RESISTANCE EDUCATION SURCHARGE, §911.2

DRUG ADDICTION, see SUBSTANCE ABUSE

DRUG CARTELS, see DRUG TRAFFICKING

DRUG CONTROL POLICY OFFICE, see GOVERNOR'S OFFICE OF DRUG CONTROL POLICY

DRUG DEALER TAXES, ch 453B

DRUG DEALING, see DRUG TRAFFICKING

DRUG FREE ZONES, §124.401A, §124.401B

DRUG OVERDOSE, see SUBSTANCE ABUSE

DRUG POLICY ADMINISTRATION, ch 80E

DRUG STAMPS, ch 453B

DRUG STORES, see PHARMACY

DRUG TESTING, §730.5
DRUG TRAFFICKING, ch 124, ch 453B

DRUGGED PERSONS, see INTOXICATION

DRUGGISTS, see PHARMACY


DRUNK BOATING, see OPERATING WHILE INTOXICATED

DRUNK DRIVING, see OPERATING WHILE INTOXICATED

DRUNKENNESS, see INTOXICATION

DRY CLEANING, ch 556G

DUAL ENROLLMENT, §299A.8

DUCES TECUM, see SUBPOENAS

DUCTED SYSTEMS, see HVAC SYSTEMS (HEATING, VENTILATION, AIR CONDITIONING)

DUI (DRIVING UNDER THE INFLUENCE), see OPERATING WHILE INTOXICATED

DUMBWAITERS, ch 89A

DUMPING, see WASTE MANAGEMENT

DURABLE POWER OF ATTORNEY FOR HEALTH CARE, see POWER OF ATTORNEY

Dwellings, see HOUSING

DWI (DRIVING WHILE INTOXICATED), see OPERATING WHILE INTOXICATED

DYNAMITE, see EXPLOSIVES

DYSLEXIA, §335.25, §414.22

E LEARNING (ELECTRONIC LEARNING), see DISTANCE EDUCATION

E-15 PLUS GASOLINE, see FUELS

E-85 GASOLINE, see FUELS

E-COMMERCE, see INTERNET

E-MAIL, §70A.40, §155A.13B, ch 716A

E911 COMMUNICATIONS COUNCIL, §34A.15

E911 SERVICE, see EMERGENCY COMMUNICATIONS

EAR TAGGING, see ANIMAL IDENTIFICATION

EARLY CHILDHOOD EDUCATION, see KINDERGARTEN; PRESCHOOLS
EARLY CHILDHOOD IOWA AREA BOARDS, §256I.7, §256I.8
EARLY CHILDHOOD IOWA INITIATIVE, ch 256I
EARLY CHILDHOOD IOWA STATE BOARD, §256I.3, §256I.4
EARLY CHILDHOOD STAKEHOLDERS ALLIANCE, §256I.12
EARLY INTERVENTION BLOCK GRANT PROGRAM, ch 256D
EARNED TIME, ch 903A
EARNINGS, see SALARIES AND WAGES
EARRINGS, see JEWELRY
EARS, ch 85B, §280.11
EARTH (SOIL), see SOILS
EARTH SCIENCE, see SCIENCE
EARTHQUAKES, see DISASTERS
EASEMENTS, ch 457A, ch 462B, ch 564, ch 564A
EATING PLACES, see FOOD ESTABLISHMENTS; FOOD SERVICE ESTABLISHMENTS
EAVESDROPPING, §727.8, ch 808B
EBT (ELECTRONIC BENEFITS TRANSFER), see FOOD ASSISTANCE
ECO-TERRORISM, see TERRORISM
ECONOMIC DEVELOPMENT AUTHORITY, §7E.5, ch 15
ECONOMIC EMERGENCY FUND, §8.55
EDUCATION
Accelerated career education program, ch 260G
Area education agencies, ch 143, ch 256, §257.32, §257.35 – §257.37A, ch 257C, ch 273, §282.30, ch 470, ch 473
Community education, ch 276, §297.9, §300.4
Compulsory education, ch 282, ch 299
Continuing education, ch 260I, ch 272C
Educational Examiners Board, ch 272
Gifted and talented education, §257.42 – §257.49, §257B.1B, §263.8A
Home schools, ch 299A
Iowa State University, §163.9, ch 262 – ch 262B, ch 266, ch 267, §267A.4, §466B.41, §466B.42, §466B.45, §466B.47 – §466B.49
Preschools, ch 237A, ch 256C, ch 256G
Private education, ch 256, ch 280, ch 285, ch 299, ch 299A, §422.11S
Regents Board, §7E.5, §8.29, §11.5B, ch 262
School administrators, ch 272, ch 279, ch 284A
School finance, ch 257, ch 257B, ch 257C, ch 296, ch 298, ch 298A, ch 423F
Special education, ch 256B, ch 273, §280.8, ch 282
Student loans, §7C.13, ch 261, ch 261A, §261B.11A, ch 261F
Teachers, ch 256, §261.25, §261.110 – §261.112, §262.30 – §262.32, §262.75, §262.81, §262.82, ch 272 – ch 272B, ch 279, ch 280, ch 284, ch 294
University of Iowa, ch 148D, ch 225, ch 262 – ch 263A, ch 271, ch 466C
University of Northern Iowa, ch 256G, ch 262 – ch 262B, ch 268

EDUCATION COMPACT, ch 272B
EDUCATION DEPARTMENT, §7E.5, §7E.7, §11.5B, ch 256, §257.30 – §257.32, ch 299A
EDUCATION PLATES, §321.34
EDUCATION TELECOMMUNICATIONS COUNCIL, §8D.5
EDUCATIONAL EXAMINERS BOARD, ch 272
EDUCATIONAL INSTITUTIONS, see COLLEGES AND UNIVERSITIES; SCHOOLS
EDUCATIONAL LEAVE, §70A.25
EDUCATIONAL OPPORTUNITY FOR MILITARY CHILDREN INTERSTATE COMPACT, ch 256H
EDUCATIONAL PERSONNEL QUALIFICATION INTERSTATE AGREEMENT, ch 272A
EDUCATIONAL SAVINGS PLANS, ch 12D
EDUCATOR DEVELOPMENT COUNCIL, §256.29
EDUCATORS, see TEACHERS
EFT (ELECTRONIC FUNDS TRANSFERS), see ELECTRONIC FUNDS TRANSFERS
EGG COUNCIL, ch 184
EGG HANDLERS, ch 196
EGGS, ch 10D, ch 184, ch 196, ch 481A
ELDER ABUSE, ch 235F, §611.23, §915.50A
ELDER AFFAIRS, see OLDER PERSONS

ELDER GROUP HOMES, ch 144D, §231.41, §231.42, §231.44, ch 231B, ch 235E, §335.33, §414.31

ELDERLY PERSONS, see OLDER PERSONS

ELDORA STATE TRAINING SCHOOL, see TRAINING SCHOOL, STATE

ELECTED OFFICIALS, see PUBLIC OFFICERS

ELECTION CAMPAIGN FINANCE, see CAMPAIGN FINANCE

ELECTION CONTESTS, see CONTESTING OF ELECTIONS

ELECTION DISTRICTS, ch 40 – ch 42

ELECTION FRAUD, see CORRUPTION

ELECTION MISCONDUCT, ch 39A


ELECTRIC LINES, see TRANSMISSION LINES

ELECTRIC POWER, see ELECTRICITY

ELECTRIC UTILITIES, ch 28F, §303.18, §314.11, ch 388, ch 390, ch 412, §427B.26, ch 429, ch 437, ch 437A, §441.73, ch 469A, ch 474, ch 475A – ch 476B, ch 478, ch 495, §499.14A

ELECTRICAL BATTERIES, §306C.1 – §306C.9, §455D.10 – §455D.10B

ELECTRICAL CODES, ch 103

ELECTRICAL EXAMINING BOARD, §103.2 – §103.6

ELECTRICAL WIRING, ch 103, ch 523C


ELECTROLOGY, see COSMETOLOGY

ELECTRONIC BENEFITS TRANSFER, see FOOD ASSISTANCE

ELECTRONIC CIGARETTES, ch 453A

ELECTRONIC COMMERCE, see ELECTRONIC TRANSACTIONS
ELECTRONIC COMMUNICATIONS, see TELECOMMUNICATIONS

ELECTRONIC DEVICES, see ELECTRONICS

ELECTRONIC FUNDS TRANSFERS, ch 527

ELECTRONIC HEALTH INFORMATION ADVISORY COUNCIL, §135.156

ELECTRONIC INFORMATION, see ELECTRONIC TRANSACTIONS

ELECTRONIC LEARNING, see DISTANCE EDUCATION

ELECTRONIC MAIL, see E-MAIL

ELECTRONIC MEDICAL RECORDS, see MEDICAL RECORDS

ELECTRONIC RECORDS, see ELECTRONIC TRANSACTIONS

ELECTRONIC SIGNATURES, ch 9B, ch 554D

ELECTRONIC TRANSACTIONS, ch 8B, ch 527, ch 554D, ch 715, ch 715C, §716.6B

ELECTRONIC TRANSACTIONS ACT, ch 554D

ELECTRONICS, ch 522E

ELEMENTARY SCHOOLS, see SCHOOLS

ELEPHANTS, ch 717F

ELEVATOR SAFETY BOARD, §89A.13

ELEVATORS (GRAIN), see GRAIN

ELEVATORS (PASSENGERS AND FREIGHT), ch 89A

ELK, ch 170, ch 484B, ch 484C

ELUDING OF LAW ENFORCEMENT VEHICLES, §321.279

EMAIL, see E-MAIL

EMANCIPATION DAY, see JUNETEENTH NATIONAL FREEDOM DAY

EMANCIPATION OF MINORS, ch 232C

EMBALMING, ch 144C, ch 156

EMBEZZLEMENT, see THEFT

EMBLEMS, see LOGOS; SEALS (EMBLEMS)

EMBRYONIC STEM CELLS, see STEM CELLS

EMERALDS, see GEMS

EMERGENCIES, see EMERGENCY MANAGEMENT

EMERGENCY COMMUNICATIONS, §16.161, §29C.23, ch 34, ch 34A, §359.42, §359.43, §359.45, §718.6, §727.5, §727.6
EMERGENCY FUND, §8.55


EMERGENCY MANAGEMENT ASSISTANCE COMPACT, §29C.21


EMERGENCY MEDICAL SERVICES PLATES, §321.34

EMERGENCY RELIEF, ch 251

EMERGENCY RESPONSE COMMISSION, §29C.5, ch 30

EMERGENCY VEHICLES, see AMBULANCES; FIRE DEPARTMENTS; FIRE TRUCKS; LAW ENFORCEMENT VEHICLES; RESCUE VEHICLES

EMERGENCY WARNING SYSTEMS, see EMERGENCY COMMUNICATIONS; EMERGENCY MANAGEMENT


EMMER, see SPELT

EMPLOYEE BENEFITS, §8A.431 – §8A.439, ch 70A

EMPLOYERS AND EMPLOYEES, see LABOR AND EMPLOYMENT

EMPLOYMENT AGENCIES, ch 94A

EMPLOYMENT APPEAL BOARD, §10A.601

EMPTY LOTS, see VACANT PROPERTY

EMS (EMERGENCY MEDICAL SERVICES), see EMERGENCY MEDICAL CARE

EMS ADVISORY COUNCIL, §147A.1A – §147A.3

EMUS, see BIRDS

END OF LIFE CARE, see HOSPICE SERVICES

ENDANGERED SPECIES, ch 481B

ENDANGERMENT OF CHILDREN, see CHILD ENDANGERMENT

ENDOW IOWA, §15E.301 – §15E.305

ENDOWMENT FUNDS, §15E.301 – §15E.305, §15E.311, ch 540A

ENERGY ASSISTANCE, see HOME ENERGY ASSISTANCE

ENERGY CENTER, §266.39C
ENERGY COMPACT, see MIDWEST ENERGY COMPACT

ENERGY CONSERVATION, see ENERGY USE


ENFORCEMENT OF FOREIGN JUDGMENTS ACT, ch 626A

ENGINE COOLANTS, see ANTIFREEZE

ENGINEERING, §263.8A, §268.7, §309.17 – §309.21, ch 496C, ch 542B

ENGINEERING AND LAND SURVEYING EXAMINING BOARD, see ENGINEERING; LAND SURVEYING

ENGINES, ch 208A, ch 214A, §321.44, ch 579

ENGLISH LANGUAGE, §1.18, §4.14, §260C.50, §280.4

ENRICH IOWA PROGRAM, §256.57

ENSNARING, see TRAPPING

ENTERPRISE ZONES, §15.119

ENTERTAINMENT, §15.274, §321.238, §321.276, ch 404A

ENTICING A MINOR, §710.10

ENTOMBMENTS, see BURIALS

ENTOMOLOGY, ch 177A

ENTREPRENEURSHIP, ch 15, §15E.362, §15E.363, §298A.15

ENVIRONMENT, see NATURAL RESOURCES

ENVIRONMENT FIRST FUND, §8.57A

ENVIRONMENTAL AUDITS, ch 455K

ENVIRONMENTAL COVENANTS, ch 455H, ch 455I, §558.68

ENVIRONMENTAL COVENANTS ACT, ch 455I


EPHEDRINE, ch 124

EPIDEMICS, see DISEASES

EPILEPSY, ch 124D, §263.9 – §263.13, §335.25, §414.22

EPINEPHRINE, §135.185, §280.16, §280.16A

EQUAL OPPORTUNITIES, ch 19B, §729.4
EQUAL RIGHTS, ch 216, ch 216A


EQUITABLE SERVITUDE, ch 575

EQUITY INVESTMENTS, see CAPITAL FUNDS

EQUITY OF REDEMPTION, see REDEMPTION OF PROPERTY

EROSION, ch 161A, ch 161E – ch 161G

ESCALATORS, ch 89A

ESCAPE, §704.8, §719.4 – §719.6, §804.13

ESCAPED PRISONERS, see FUGITIVES

ESCHEATS, §633.543 – §633.546

ESTATE ADMINISTRATION, see ADMINISTRATION OF ESTATES

ESTATE TAX, ch 450B


ESTHETICS, see COSMETOLOGY

ESTRAYS, see STRAY ANIMALS

ETHANOL, ch 159A, ch 214A, §260C.19A, §279.34, §331.908, §364.20, ch 452A, §455G.31

ETHICS AND CAMPAIGN DISCLOSURE BOARD, §7E.5, ch 68A, ch 68B

ETHICS IN GOVERNMENT, §8.7, ch 68B, ch 721

ETHNIC GROUPS, §8.11, ch 216A, §261.25, §261.101 – §261.105, §262.81, §262.82, §262.91, §262.92, ch 729A

ETHYL ALCOHOL, see ALCOHOL; ALCOHOLIC BEVERAGES; ETHANOL

EURASIAN WATER MILFOIL, §456A.37

EVIDENCE, ch 81, ch 622, ch 808, ch 810

EX-PRISONER OF WAR SPECIAL PLATES, §321.34

EXAMINATION OF WITNESSES, see WITNESSES
EXAMINING BOARDS, see PROFESSIONAL LICENSURE; PROFESSIONS

EXCAVATION WORK, ch 318, ch 480

EXCHANGE OF CURRENCY, ch 529, ch 533C


EXCREMENT, see MANURE; SEWAGE

EXCURSION BOAT GAMBLING, see GAMBLING

EXECUTION (JUDGMENTS AND DECREES), §491.58, §491.59, §491.63, §499.12, ch 516, ch 626, ch 626A, ch 630, §631.1

EXECUTION SALES, ch 569, ch 588, ch 626, ch 628 – ch 630, §658.7, ch 714E

EXECUTIVE BRANCH, ch 2D, ch 7, ch 7E, §8A.512A

EXECUTIVE CLEMENCY, see COMMUTATIONS OF SENTENCE; PARDONS

EXECUTIVE COUNCIL, ch 7D, §491.9, §492.7, ch 668A

EXECUTIVE ORDERS, see GOVERNOR

EXECUTIVE SEARCH AGENCIES, see EMPLOYMENT AGENCIES

EXECUTORS, ch 231E, §589.11, §589.18, ch 633 – ch 637

EXEMPLARY DAMAGES, see DAMAGES

EXEMPTION LAWS, ch 627

EXEMPTIONS FROM TAXATION, see TAX EXEMPTIONS

EXERCISE CLUBS, see PHYSICAL EXERCISE CLUBS

EXHAUST SYSTEMS, §321.436

EXHIBITIONS, §163.32, ch 304A, ch 305B, ch 717D, §727.10

EXHUMATIONS, see DISINTERMENTS

EXPERIMENTATION, see RESEARCH

EXPERT WITNESSES, see WITNESSES

EXPLOITATION, ch 235B, ch 235E, §709.15, §728.12, §802.2A, §802.2B

EXPLOSIONS, ch 101A, ch 708A, §712.5, §712.7, §712.9

EXPLOSIVES, ch 101A, §461A.42, §481A.76, ch 708A, §712.5 – §712.9, §724.1, §727.2

EXPRESS COMPANIES, ch 327C

EXPRESSWAYS, see HIGHWAYS

EXTENSION SERVICE, see COOPERATIVE EXTENSION SERVICE IN AGRICULTURE AND HOME ECONOMICS
EXTINCTION, see ENDANGERED SPECIES; THREATENED SPECIES

EXTINGUISHING SYSTEMS (FIRE PROTECTION), see FIRES AND FIRE PROTECTION

EXTORTION, ch 711

EXTRADITION, ch 820

EYE CARE, §135.39D, §139A.38, §147.108, §147.109, ch 154, §280.7A, §280.10

EYEGGLASSES, see VISION

EYES, §135.39D, §139A.38, ch 142C, §147.108, §147.109, ch 154, §280.7A, §280.10

FACTORY-BUILT STRUCTURES, §103A.9, ch 435

FACULTY, see TEACHERS

FAIR (FAIR ACCESS TO INSURANCE REQUIREMENTS) PLAN ACT, see FAIR PLAN ACT

FAIR BOARD, see STATE FAIR

FAIR INFORMATION PRACTICES, §22.11

FAIR PLAN ACT, §515F.30 – §515F.38

FAIR TRADE, ch 23A, ch 421B, ch 551

FAIR TRIAL, see TRIALS

FAIRS AND FAIRGROUNDS, ch 88A, §163.32, ch 173, ch 174, ch 673, ch 717E

FALLEN PEACE OFFICERS PLATES, §321.34

FALLOPIA JAPONICA, see JAPANESE KNOTWEED

FALLOW DEER, see FARM DEER

FALSE CLAIMS ACT, ch 685

FALSE IMPRISONMENT, §710.7

FALSE PRETENSES, see FRAUD

FALSIFICATION, ch 715A, §718.5, §718.6, §719.1A


FAMILY ASSISTANCE, §232.122 – §232.127, ch 234, ch 239B

FAMILY DEVELOPMENT AND SELF-SUFFICIENCY PROGRAM, §216A.107

FAMILY FARMS, ch 9H, ch 425A

FAMILY HISTORY, see GENEALOGY

FAMILY INVESTMENT PROGRAM, §216A.107, ch 239A, ch 239B

FAMILY LAW, see DOMESTIC RELATIONS
FAMILY LINEAGE, see GENEALOGY

FAMILY PLANNING, §234.21 – §234.28, §514C.19

FAMILY SERVICES, see FAMILY ASSISTANCE

FAMILY SUPPORT PROGRAMS, §225C.35 – §225C.42, §225C.47, §256A.4, §256A.5

FAMILY THERAPY, see MARITAL AND FAMILY THERAPY

FAMILY TREE, see GENEALOGY

FAMILY VIOLENCE, see DOMESTIC ABUSE

FANTASY SPORTS, see ATHLETICS

FARCY, ch 163

FARM ANIMALS, see LIVESTOCK

FARM DEER, ch 169A, ch 169C, ch 170, §484C.2, ch 717, ch 717A

FARM DEER COUNCIL, §170.2

FARM LAND, see AGRICULTURAL LAND


FARM-TO-MARKET REVIEW BOARD, §306.6

FARM-TO-MARKET ROAD FUND, ch 310, ch 312

FARM-TO-MARKET ROADS, ch 306, ch 309, ch 310, ch 312, ch 312A

FARMERS’ MARKETS, §137F.1, §137F.8, ch 175B


FATALITIES, see DECEDETS; MORTALITY

FATHER’S DAY, §1C.3

FATHERS, see PARENTS; PATERNITY

FAUCETS, see PLUMBING

FAULT, see NEGLIGENCE

FAUNA, see ANIMALS

FAVORITISM, see NEPOTISM

FEDERAL FUNDS, §7.9, §7.15, §8.9, §8.10, §8.41, §8A.109, ch 283
FEDERAL GOVERNMENT, ch 7F, ch 9F, ch 28D
FEDERAL INCOME TAXES, see INCOME TAXES
FEDERAL LIEN REGISTRATION ACT, §331.609
FEE SIMPLE, §557.2
FEED, §163.26, §163.27, ch 198, ch 570A
FEED FOR ANIMALS, see COMMERCIAL FEED
FEED GRAINS, see GRAIN
FEED STABLES, see STABLES
FEEDER PIG DEALERS, ch 202C
FEEDING OPERATIONS, see ANIMAL FEEDING OPERATIONS
FEEDLOTS, see ANIMAL FEEDING OPERATIONS
FEES IN COURT ACTIONS, see COURT FEES
FEET (BODY PARTS), ch 149
FELINE ANIMALS, ch 162, ch 351, ch 717A, §717B.8, ch 717E, ch 717F
FELONIES, ch 670A, §701.7, §704.7, §708.3, §720.1, §802.3, ch 902
FELONS, ch 902
FEMALE PERSONS, see WOMEN
FENCES, ch 169C, §297.14, ch 318, ch 327G, ch 359A
FERAL ANIMALS, see STRAY ANIMALS
FERRIES, §427.13
FERRIS WHEELS, see AMUSEMENT RIDES
FERTILIZERS, ch 200, ch 200A, §266.38, ch 479B, ch 570A
FETAL DEATHS, ch 144
FETICIDE, §707.7 – §707.8A
FETUSES, §144.29, §144.30, §144.31, ch 146, §702.20, §707.7 – §707.10
FFA (FUTURE FARMERS OF AMERICA), see FUTURE FARMERS OF AMERICA
FIBEROPTIC NETWORKS, §8B.25
FIBROCYSTIC CONDITIONS, §514C.7
FIDELITY BONDS, see SURETY BONDS
FIDELITY INSURANCE, see INSURANCE

FIELD PEAS, ch 203, ch 203C, ch 203D, §428.35

FIELDS, see AGRICULTURAL LAND

FIFTH-WHEEL TRAILERS, see TRAILERS

FIFTH-WHEEL TRAVEL TRAILERS, see RECREATIONAL VEHICLES

FIGHTING, ch 90A, §280.9B, §280.26, §280.27, ch 717D

FIGHTING ARTS, see MARTIAL ARTS

FILLING STATIONS, see FUELS; GAS STATIONS

FILM OFFICE, §303.95

FILMS, see MOTION PICTURES

FINAL DISPOSITION ACT, ch 144C

FINANCE AUTHORITY, ch 16

FINANCE CHARGES, see CONSUMER CREDIT CODE

FINANCE COMPANIES, see LOANS

FINANCIAL ASSETS, see UNIFORM COMMERCIAL CODE

FINANCIAL DISCLOSURE, ch 13C, ch 68A, §68B.35, §68B.35A

FINANCIAL ENDOWMENTS, see ENDOWMENT FUNDS


FINANCIAL INSTRUMENTS, ch 529, §537.8101, ch 556, ch 556F

FINANCIAL LITERACY, ch 12G

FINANCIAL OBLIGATIONS, see DEBTS

FINANCIAL STATEMENTS, see FINANCIAL DISCLOSURE

FINANCING STATEMENTS, see UNIFORM COMMERCIAL CODE

FINCHES, see BIRDS

FINE ARTS, see ARTS

FINES, ch 666, ch 805, §902.9, §903.1, ch 909, ch 911

FINGERNAILS, see NAILS (HUMAN BODY)

FINGERPRINTS, §232.148, ch 690, ch 692, §726.21 – §726.23, ch 810

FIP (FAMILY INVESTMENT PROGRAM), see FAMILY INVESTMENT PROGRAM
FIRE ALARMS, see FIRES AND FIRE PROTECTION

FIRE AND POLICE RETIREMENT SYSTEM, ch 97D, ch 411


FIRE DISTRICTS, §28E.41, §28E.42, ch 28I, ch 357B

FIRE EXTINGUISHING SYSTEM CONTRACTORS AND ALARM SYSTEMS ADVISORY BOARD, §100C.10

FIRE FIGHTER PLATES, §321.34

FIRE FIGHTERS, see FIRE DEPARTMENTS; FIRES AND FIRE PROTECTION

FIRE INSURANCE, ch 515, ch 515F

FIRE MARSHAL, see PUBLIC SAFETY DEPARTMENT

FIRE MARSHAL DIVISION, see PUBLIC SAFETY DEPARTMENT

FIRE PROTECTION, see FIRES AND FIRE PROTECTION

FIRE SERVICE AND EMERGENCY RESPONSE COUNCIL, ch 100B

FIRE SERVICE TRAINING BUREAU, ch 100B


FIREARMS, §461A.42, §483A.35, §483A.36, ch 724, §809.21, §914.7

FIRECRACKERS, see FIREWORKS


FIREWORKS, §461A.42, §727.2

FIRST NAMES, see NAMES

FIRST RESPONSE SERVICES, see EMERGENCY MEDICAL CARE

FISCAL YEAR, §3.12


FISH AND GAME PROTECTION FUND, §422.12H, §455A.10, §456A.16

FISH FARMING, see AQUACULTURE

FISHING, ch 461, ch 461C, ch 481A, ch 482, ch 483A

FITNESS CLUBS, see PHYSICAL EXERCISE CLUBS
FLAGS, ch 1B, §1C.4 – §1C.6, §1C.8, §1C.11, §35A.18, §280.5, ch 718A
FLAMMABLE MATERIALS, ch 101
FLAX, ch 203, ch 203C, ch 203D, §210.10, §428.35
FLEA MARKETS, ch 546A
FLEET VEHICLES, see MOTOR POOLS
FLEXIBLE SPENDING ACCOUNTS, §8A.437, §8A.438
FLOOD CENTER, ch 466C
FLOOD CONTROL, see FLOODS
FLOOD INSURANCE, §455B.262A, ch 515
FLOOD MITIGATION, see FLOODS
FLOOD MITIGATION BOARD, §418.5, §418.6
FLOODED GRASSLANDS, see WETLANDS
FLOODPLAINS, see WATER
FLORA, see PLANTS (VEGETATION)
FLORICULTURE, see HORTICULTURE
FLOUR, §210.16
FLOWERS, see PLANTS (VEGETATION)
FLU, see INFLUENZA
FLUNITRAZEPAM, §709.4
FLYING, see AIR CARRIERS; AIRCRAFT; AIRPORTS
FOALS, see EQUINE ANIMALS
FODDER, see CROPS; FEED; STOVER
FOGGING, see SPRAYING
FOLIAGE, see PLANTS (VEGETATION)
FOOD ADDITIVES, ch 190
FOOD ADULTERATION, ch 190
FOOD ASSISTANCE, §135.16, §234.12 – §234.13
FOOD BANKS, see FOOD ASSISTANCE
FOOD ESTABLISHMENTS, ch 137F, ch 216D
FOOD GRADING, ch 192, ch 194, ch 196
FOOD GRAINS, see GRAIN
FOOD LABELING, ch 191, §192.143
FOOD PROCESSING PLANTS, ch 137F
FOOD SAFETY, ch 137D, ch 137F
FOOD SERVICE ESTABLISHMENTS, §100.35, ch 137F, ch 216D, ch 549
FOOD STAMPS, see FOOD ASSISTANCE
FOOT (BODY PART), see FEET (BODY PARTS)
FOOT AND MOUTH DISEASE, ch 163
FOOTPATHS, §455A.8, §455A.8A, ch 461, ch 465B
FOOTPRINTS, ch 810
FORAGE, see CROPS; FEED
FORCE, ch 704
FORCIBLE ENTRY AND DETAINER, §631.1, ch 648
FORCIBLE FELONIES, ch 670A, §702.11, §704.7, §914.7
FORDS, see WATER
FORECLOSURES, §557A.17, ch 628, §648.22B, ch 654, ch 655A, ch 714E, ch 714F
FOREIGN AFFAIRS, see INTERNATIONAL RELATIONS
FOREIGN BUSINESSES, ch 91, ch 495, §617.3
FOREIGN COUNTRIES, see INTERNATIONAL RELATIONS
FOREIGN JUDGMENTS, ch 626A, ch 626B
FOREIGN LANGUAGES, see LANGUAGES
FOREIGN PERSONS, see ALIENS
FOREIGN RELATIONS, see INTERNATIONAL RELATIONS
FOREIGN-COUNTRY MONEY JUDGMENTS RECOGNITION ACT, ch 626B
FORENSIC INVESTIGATIONS, see AUTOPSIES
FOREST FIRES, see FIRES AND FIRE PROTECTION
FOREST RESERVATIONS, ch 427C, §441.22
FOREST TREES, see TREES
FORESTRY, §1.9, ch 350, ch 427C, §441.22, §456A.21, ch 461
FORFEITURE, ch 656, ch 666, ch 809A
FORGERY, §715A.2, §715A.2A
FORMS, ch 556C
FORT DODGE CORRECTIONAL FACILITY, ch 904
FORT MADISON STATE PENITENTIARY, ch 904
FORWARDING MERCHANTS, ch 576
FOSSIL FUELS, see FUELS
FOUNDLINGS, §144.14
FOUR-H CLUBS, see 4-H CLUBS
FOUR-WHEEL DRIVE VEHICLES, see OFF-ROAD UTILITY VEHICLES
FOURTH OF JULY, see INDEPENDENCE DAY
FOWL, see BIRDS
FOX INDIANS, see SAC AND FOX NATION
FOXES, ch 481A, ch 483A
FRACTURES, see INJURIES
FRATERNAL BENEFIT SOCIETIES, ch 507C, §511.10, ch 512B, ch 513, ch 513C, ch 521E
FRATERNAL ORGANIZATIONS, ch 507C, ch 512B, ch 513
FRATERNITIES, ch 287
FRAUDULENT PRACTICES, see FRAUD
FRAUDULENT TRANSFER ACT, ch 684
FREEDOM OF SPEECH, §2.17, §280.22
FREeways, see HIGHWAYS

FREEZING EQUIPMENT, see REFRIGERATION EQUIPMENT

FREIGHT TRANSPORTATION, ch 325A, ch 327C, ch 327D

FREON, see CHLOROFLUOROCARBONS

FRESH PURSUIT, ch 806

FRESH PURSUIT ACT, ch 806

FRINGE BENEFITS, see EMPLOYEE BENEFITS

FROZEN FOOD EQUIPMENT, see REFRIGERATION EQUIPMENT

FRUIT, §210.10 – §210.12, §266.33, §266.34

FRUIT TREES, see TREES

FRUIT-TREE RESERVATIONS, ch 427C, §441.22

FSA (FLEXIBLE SPENDING ACCOUNTS), see FLEXIBLE SPENDING ACCOUNTS

FUEL TAXES, ch 452A


FUGITIVE RECOVERY AGENTS, see BOUNTY HUNTERS

FUGITIVES, §719.4

FUND OF FUNDS, see IOWA FUND OF FUNDS

FUNDRAISERS, ch 13C

FUNDS TRANSFERS, §554.12101 – §554.12507

FUNERAL DIRECTING, ch 147, ch 156, §272C.2B

FUNERAL HOMES, see FUNERAL DIRECTING

FUNERAL MERCHANDISE, ch 523A

FUNERAL PROCESSIONS, §321.324A, §723.5

FUNERALS, ch 35B, ch 144C, ch 156, §249.9, §321.324A, ch 523A, §723.5

FUNGI, ch 206

FUNGIBLE GOODS, see UNIFORM COMMERCIAL CODE

FUNGICIDES, see PESTICIDES

FUR-BEARING ANIMALS, ch 481A, ch 483A

FURNACES, see HVAC SYSTEMS (HEATING, VENTILATION, AIR CONDITIONING)

FUROSEMIDE, §99D.25, §99D.25A
FURS, §481A.94 – §481A.98, ch 483A

FUTURE ESTATES, see FUTURE INTERESTS

FUTURE FARMERS OF AMERICA, §163.47, §717E.3

FUTURE GOODS, see UNIFORM COMMERCIAL CODE

FUTURE INTERESTS, §557.6

FUTURES CONTRACTS, see SECURITIES

FY (FISCAL YEAR), see FISCAL YEAR

GALLON, §210.5, §210.15

GALLONAGE TAXES, §123.183, §123.184


GAME ANIMALS, §1.5 – §1.8, §422.12H, §456A.16 – §456A.19, ch 481A, ch 483A, ch 484B, ch 484C

GAME BIRDS, see GAME ANIMALS

GAMES (ATHLETICS AND SPORTS), see ATHLETICS

GAMES OF CHANCE, see GAMBLING

GAMES OF SKILL, see GAMBLING

GAMING, see GAMBLING

GAMMA-HYDROXYBUTYRATE, §126.23

GANGS, §279.58, ch 723A

GARAGES, §321.65, §321.66, §321.90, ch 579

GARBAGE, §163.26, §163.27, §321E.30, §420.190, §455B.361 – §455B.364, §592.1

GARLIC MUSTARD, §317.25

GARNISHMENT, §626.26 – §626.31, §631.1, ch 642

GAS LINES, see NATURAL GAS PIPELINES

GAS STATIONS, ch 323, ch 323A

GAS TAXES, see FUEL TAXES

GAS UTILITIES, §314.11, ch 320, ch 388, ch 412, §428.24 – §428.26, §428.28, §428.29, ch 437A, §441.73, ch 474, ch 475A, ch 476, ch 479, ch 495

GASES, ch 101C, ch 136B, §215.20, ch 429, ch 438, §441.73, ch 478A – ch 479A

GASOHOL, see ETHANOL

GASOLINE, ch 214A, §260C.19A, §279.34, ch 323, ch 323A, §331.908, §364.20, ch 429, ch 438, §441.73, ch 452A, §455G.31, ch 473
GASOLINE TAXES, see FUEL TAXES
GASWORKS, see GAS UTILITIES
GECKOS, see LIZARDS
GEMS, ch 502A
GENDER, §2.33, §39.25, §69.16A, ch 216, §595.2, ch 729A
GENDER IDENTITY DISCRIMINATION, ch 216
GENEALOGY, §144.44
GENERAL ASSEMBLY, ch 2, ch 2A, ch 3, §39.15, §39.16, ch 41, ch 42, ch 59, §70A.40
GENERAL ASSISTANCE (COUNTY RELIEF), see COUNTY GENERAL ASSISTANCE
GENERAL CONTRACTORS, see CONSTRUCTION WORK
GENERAL ELECTIONS, see ELECTIONS AND POLITICS
GENERAL LAND OFFICE, ch 9G
GENERAL OBLIGATION BONDS, §331.441 – §331.449, §384.23 – §384.36
GENERATION OF ELECTRICITY, see UTILITIES
GENES, see GENETICS
GENETIC DISORDERS, see CONGENITAL DISORDERS
GENETIC MUTATIONS, see GENETICS
GENETIC TESTING, see GENETICS
GENETICS, ch 136A, §600B.41, ch 707C, §729.6
GENOCIDE, ch 12F
GEOLOGICAL SURVEY, ch 456
GEOLOGY, ch 456
GEOMETRY, see MATHEMATICS
GEORGE WASHINGTON'S BIRTHDAY, see WASHINGTON, GEORGE
GEOTHERMAL ENERGY, §455B.171 – §455B.188, §455B.190 – §455B.199C
GERBILS, see RODENTS
GERIATRIC PERSONS, see OLDER PERSONS
GERRYMANDERING, see REDISTRICTING
GHB (GAMMA-HYDROXYBUTYRATE), see GAMMA-HYDROXYBUTYRATE
GIDEON FELLOWSHIP PROGRAM, §13B.12
GIFT CERTIFICATES, §556.9
GIFT LAW FOR PUBLIC OFFICERS, §8.7, ch 68B
GIFT TO IOWA’S FUTURE RECOGNITION DAY, §1C.15
GIFTED AND TALENTED EDUCATION, §257.42 – §257.49, §257B.1B, §263.8A
GIFTS, see DONATIONS
GILA MONSTERS, see LIZARDS
GIRLS, see CHILDREN
GIVEN NAMES, see NAMES
GLANDERS, ch 163
GLASS, §321.444
GLASSES, see VISION
GLENWOOD STATE RESOURCE CENTER, see RESOURCE CENTERS
GLOBAL POSITIONING DEVICES, ch 522E, §808.4A
GOATS, see CAPRINE ANIMALS
GOLD, ch 502A, ch 556E
GOLD STAR PLATES, §321.34
GOLDFISH, ch 717E
GOLF, ch 552
GOLF CARTS, §321.247
GONORRHEA, §139A.41
GOOD CONDUCT TIME, see EARNED TIME
GOOD FAITH, see UNIFORM COMMERCIAL CODE
GOOD SAMARITAN LAWS, §135.147, §613.17, §915.3
GOODS, §554.2101 – §554.2207, §554.2209 – §554.2725, §554.7101 – §554.7603, ch 556F, ch 645
GOPHERS, see RODENTS
GORILLAS, see PRIMATES
GOVERNMENT ACCOUNTABILITY, see ACCOUNTABLE GOVERNMENT ACT
GOVERNMENT CONTRACTS, see PUBLIC CONTRACTS
GOVERNMENT EMPLOYEES, see PUBLIC EMPLOYEES
GOVERNMENT EXPENDITURES, see PUBLIC FUNDS
GOVERNMENT IMMUNITY, see TORT CLAIMS ACTS
GOVERNMENT MEETINGS, see PUBLIC MEETINGS

GOVERNMENT OF IOWA, see DEPARTMENTS OF STATE GOVERNMENT

GOVERNMENT RECORDS, see PUBLIC RECORDS

GOVERNMENTAL PUBLIC HEALTH ADVISORY COUNCIL, §135A.4

GOVERNMENTAL PUBLIC HEALTH EVALUATION COMMITTEE, §135A.5

GOVERNOR, §2.27, §2.28, ch 3, ch 7, ch 7D, ch 7E, §8A.326, ch 29A, §39.9, ch 58, §817.2

GOVERNOR'S OFFICE OF DRUG CONTROL POLICY, §80E.1

GPS (GLOBAL POSITIONING SYSTEM), see GLOBAL POSITIONING DEVICES

GRADE SCHOOLS, see SCHOOLS

GRADE SHARING, §280.15, §282.10 – §282.12

GRADUATE SCHOOLS, see COLLEGES AND UNIVERSITIES

GRAFT, ch 722

GRAIN, §159.7, ch 203, ch 203C, ch 203D, §210.10, ch 215A, §419.18, §428.35, ch 502A, §570.9, §570.10, ch 717A

GRAIN DEALERS, ch 203, ch 203D

GRAND JURIES, see JURIES

GRANDCHILDREN, ch 600C

GRANDPARENTS, ch 600C

GRANTS ENTERPRISE MANAGEMENT OFFICE, §8.9, §8.10

GRASS, §317.11

GRAVE MARKERS, see FUNERAL MERCHANTISE

GRAVEL, ch 208, §309.63, §309.65, §309.66, §317.12

GRAVES, see BURIALS; CEMETERIES

GRAVEYARDS, see CEMETERIES

GRAY FOXES, see FOXES


GREASES, §8A.316, §260C.19B, §262.25B, §904.312B

GREAT PLACES PROGRAM, see IOWA GREAT PLACES PROGRAM

GREAT RIVER ROAD, ch 308

GREAT SEAL OF IOWA, ch 1A, §622.60, ch 718A

GREAT-GRANDCHILDREN, see GRANDCHILDREN
GREAT-GRANDPARENTS, see GRANDPARENTS

GREEN BUILDING, §103A.8B

GREEN CORPS PROGRAM, §15H.6

GREEN REVOLUTION, see BORLAUG, NORMAN E.

GREENHOUSE GASES, §455B.131 – §455B.147, §455B.149 – §455B.152

GREENHOMES, ch 177A, ch 717A

GREENWAYS, see OPEN SPACES

GRENADES, see EXPLOSIVES; WEAPONS

GREYHOUND RACING, see DOG RACING

GROCERIES, see FOOD

GROOMING SALONS, see SALONS

GROUND BEEF, see BEEF

GROUNDWATER, see WATER

GROUP HOMES, §16.41, ch 144D, §231.41, §231.42, §231.44, §231.45, ch 231B, §232.142, ch 235E, §335.33, §414.31

GROUP INSURANCE, §2.40, ch 509 – ch 509B, ch 513B

GROVES, see TREES

GROWLERS (BEER CONTAINERS), see ALCOHOLIC BEVERAGES

GUARANTEED STUDENT LOANS, see STUDENT LOANS

G U A R A N T Y B O N D S, see SURETY BONDS

GUARD FORCES (M I L I T A R Y FORCES), see NATIONAL GUARD


GUIDANCE PROGRAMS, §256.11

GUIDE DOGS, see ASSISTIVE ANIMALS

GUINEA PIGS, see RODENTS

GUNS, see FIREARMS

GUNSHOT WOUNDS, see WOUNDS

GYMNASIUMS, ch 552
GYPSUM, ch 208

H1N1 INFLUENZA, see INFLUENZA

HABEAS CORPUS, ch 663

HABITUAL OFFENDERS, §321.555, §321.556, §321.560 – §321.562, §902.8

HACKING, §716.6B

HAEMOPHILUS INFLUENZA, see INFLUENZA

HAIL, §103A.71, §515.138, §518.21, §518A.21, §570.4

HAIR, ch 157, ch 158, ch 810

HAIR CARE, see BARBERING; COSMETOLOGY

HAIR SALONS, see SALONS

HAIRCUTTING, see BARBERING; COSMETOLOGY

HALFWAY HOUSES, ch 125, ch 356A, §904.904

HAMBURGER, see BEEF

HAMSTERS, see RODENTS

HANDGUNS, see FIREARMS

HANDICAPPED ACCESSIBILITY, see ACCESSIBILITY

HANDICAPPED PARKING, see DISABILITIES PARKING

HANDICAPS, see DISABILITIES

HANDWRITING, ch 810

HARASSMENT, §19B.12, §280.28, ch 664A, §708.7, §718.4, §915.22

HARD LABOR, §904.701 – §904.706

HARD-OF-HEARING PERSONS, see HEARING DISABILITIES

HARDWARE (COMPUTERS), see COMPUTERS AND SOFTWARE

HARDWARE (TOOLS), see TOOLS

HARES, see RABBITS

HARMFUL MATERIALS, see HAZARDOUS MATERIALS

HARNESS RACING, see HORSE RACING

HARVESTING, ch 482, ch 562, ch 571

HATCHERIES (POULTRY), ch 168

HATE CRIMES, §708.2C, §712.9, §716.6A, §716.8, ch 729A

HAV (HEPATITIS A VIRUS), see HEPATITIS
HAUNIANS, see PACIFIC ISLANDER PERSONS

HAWK-I (HEALTHY AND WELL KIDS IN IOWA) PROGRAM, see HEALTHY AND WELL KIDS IN IOWA PROGRAM

HAY, §321.454, §321E.29, ch 571

HAZARD INSURANCE, see INSURANCE

HAZARDOUS CHEMICALS RISKS RIGHT TO KNOW ACT, see RIGHT TO KNOW ACT

HAZARDOUS LIQUID PIPELINES, ch 479B


HAZING, §708.10

HBV (HEPATITIS B VIRUS), see HEPATITIS

HCV (HEPATITIS C VIRUS), see HEPATITIS


HEADNOTES, §3.3

HEADS OF HOUSEHOLD, see FAMILIES


HEALTH AND WELLNESS PLAN, ch 249N

HEALTH BENEFIT PLANS, see HEALTH INSURANCE

HEALTH BOARD (STATE), ch 136

HEALTH BOARDS (LOCAL), ch 135A, ch 137, ch 143


HEALTH CLUBS, see PHYSICAL EXERCISE CLUBS

HEALTH DEPARTMENT, see PUBLIC HEALTH DEPARTMENT
HEALTH EFFECTS OF ENVIRONMENTAL CONTAMINATION, CENTER FOR, see CENTER FOR HEALTH EFFECTS OF ENVIRONMENTAL CONTAMINATION

HEALTH FACILITIES COUNCIL, §135.61 – §135.73

HEALTH FACILITIES DIVISION, see INSPECTIONS AND APPEALS DEPARTMENT


HEALTH MAINTENANCE ORGANIZATIONS, ch 509A, ch 509B, ch 513C, ch 514B, ch 514C, ch 514E, ch 521F

HEALTH SERVICE CORPORATIONS, §432.2, ch 507C, ch 509A, ch 509B, ch 513C, ch 514, ch 514E, ch 521F

HEALTH-RELATED PROFESSIONS, ch 147 – ch 149, ch 151 – ch 153, ch 154 – ch 158

HEALTHY AND WELL KIDS IN IOWA PROGRAM, §505.25, ch 514I

HEALTHY OPPORTUNITIES FOR PARENTS TO EXPERIENCE SUCCESS (HOPES) PROGRAM, §135.106


HEARING AID SPECIALISTS, ch 147, ch 154A, §216E.7

HEARING AIDS, ch 154A, §216E.7


HEARING TESTS, see AUDIOLOGY; HEARING (SENSE)

HEARSES, §321.117

HEART DISEASE, see CARDIOVASCULAR DISEASES

HEARTS, §136A.5A

HEATING, see HVAC SYSTEMS (HEATING, VENTILATION, AIR CONDITIONING); HYDRONIC SYSTEMS

HEAVY METALS, see CADMIUM; CHROMIUM; LEAD; MERCURY

HEDGES, ch 359A

HEEL INSERTS, see ORTHOTIC DEVICES

HEIGHT, see WEIGHT AND MEASUREMENT


HELICOPTERS, see AIRCRAFT

HELIPORTS, see AIRPORTS
HELPER MONKEYS, see ASSISTIVE ANIMALS
HEPATITIS, §135.19, ch 139A, ch 709D
HERBERT HOOVER DAY, see HOOVER, HERBERT
HERBICIDES, see PESTICIDES
HEREDITY, see GENETICS
HEROIN, see NARCOTICS
HETEROSEXUALITY, see SEXUAL ORIENTATION
HFI (HEALTHY FAMILIES IOWA) PROGRAM, see HEALTHY OPPORTUNITIES FOR PARENTS TO EXPERIENCE SUCCESS (HOPES) PROGRAM
HICKORY TREES, see TREES
HIDES, §481A.94 – §481A.98, ch 483A
HIGH SCHOOL EQUIVALENCY DIPLOMAS, ch 259A, §260C.50
HIGH SCHOOLS, see SCHOOLS
HIGH TECHNOLOGY, see TECHNOLOGY
HIGHER EDUCATION, see COLLEGES AND UNIVERSITIES
HIGHER EDUCATION COMPACT, see MIDWESTERN HIGHER EDUCATION COMPACT
HIGHER EDUCATION LOAN AUTHORITY, §7E.7, ch 261, ch 261A
HIGHWAY PATROL (STATE PATROL), see PUBLIC SAFETY DEPARTMENT
HIKING, ch 461C, ch 465B
HISPANIC PERSONS, see LATINO PERSONS
HISTORIC PROPERTY, see HISTORICAL RESOURCES
HISTORIC SITES, see HISTORICAL RESOURCES
HISTORICAL DIVISION, ch 303
HISTORICAL RECORDS ADVISORY BOARD, §305.16
HISTORICAL RESOURCES, §15.274, ch 263B, ch 303, ch 303A, ch 305, ch 461, ch 461C
HISTORICAL SOCIETY OF IOWA, see HISTORICAL DIVISION
HISTORY, §280.9A

HIT-AND-RUN ACCIDENTS, §321.261 – §321.266, ch 516A

HIV/AIDS, §80.9B, ch 139A, ch 141A, §505.16, ch 692A, §708.3B, ch 709D, §915.40 – §915.45

HIVES (BEES), see BEEKEEPING

HMO (HEALTH MAINTENANCE ORGANIZATIONS), see HEALTH MAINTENANCE ORGANIZATIONS

HOG CHOLERA, ch 163, ch 166, ch 166B

HOGS, see PORCINE ANIMALS

HOLDING COMPANIES, ch 521A, ch 521H, §524.1801 – §524.1809

HOLDING FACILITIES, see JAILS

HOLIDAYS, ch 1C, §314.27, ch 541

HOLOCAUST VICTIMS, §217.39

HOME APPRAISALS, see APPRAISALS OF REAL ESTATE

HOME CARE SERVICES, §16.47, ch 135J, ch 135P, ch 144D

HOME ENERGY ASSISTANCE, §216A.93, §216A.99, §216A.102, §216A.104, §476.20, §476.66

HOME FOOD ESTABLISHMENTS, ch 137D

HOME INSURANCE, see INSURANCE

HOME OWNERSHIP, §16.40, §16.54

HOME RULE, ch 331, ch 362, ch 364, ch 372

HOME SCHOOLS, ch 299A

HOMELAND SECURITY AND DEFENSE, ch 29A, ch 29C, §274.39 – §274.45

HOMELAND SECURITY AND EMERGENCY MANAGEMENT DEPARTMENT, §7E.5, ch 29C

HOMELESSNESS, §16.2D, §16.40, §16.41, ch 235, §269.2, §270.8, §648.1A

HOMELESSNESS COUNCIL, §16.2D

HOMEMAKERS, ch 241

HOMEOPATHY, §263.4

HOMEOWNERS INSURANCE, see INSURANCE

HOMES, see HOUSING

HOMESTEAD CREDITS, ch 425

HOMESTEADS, ch 425, §499A.18, ch 561, §588.2, §627.9, §654.16
HOMICIDE, §321.210D, ch 707, §902.12

HOMOSEXUALITY, see SEXUAL ORIENTATION

HONEY, ch 160, §210.9

HONEY CREEK STATE PARK, ch 463C

HONEYBEES, see BEES

HOOF AND MOUTH DISEASE, see FOOT AND MOUTH DISEASE

HOOVER, HERBERT, §1C.8

HOPES (HEALTHY OPPORTUNITIES FOR PARENTS TO EXPERIENCE SUCCESS) PROGRAM, see HEALTHY OPPORTUNITIES FOR PARENTS TO EXPERIENCE SUCCESS (HOPES) PROGRAM

HOPS, §210.14

HORIZONTAL PROPERTY, ch 499B, §558.68, §572.31

HORNS (MOTOR VEHICLES), §321.432

HORSE RACING, ch 99D

HORSES, see EQUINE ANIMALS

HORTICULTURAL NURSERIES, see NURSERIES

HORTICULTURE, ch 177A, ch 186, §266.33, ch 500

HORTICULTURE SOCIETY, ch 186

HOSPICE SERVICES, §135C.32, ch 135J, ch 135P

HOSPITAL SERVICE CORPORATIONS, see HEALTH SERVICE CORPORATIONS

HOSPITAL-SCHOOLS, see RESOURCE CENTERS

HOSPITALIZATION PROCEEDINGS, see COMMITMENT PROCEEDINGS


HOT PURSUIT, see FRESH PURSUIT

HOTELS AND MOTELS, ch 15J, §100.35, ch 135I, ch 137C, §137F.3, §137F.3A, ch 423A, ch 583, ch 671

HOUSE APPRAISALS, see APPRAISALS OF REAL ESTATE

HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES (STATE), see STATE HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES

HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES (UNITED STATES), see UNITED STATES HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES
HOUSE TRAILERS, see MANUFACTURED HOMES; MOBILE HOMES

HOUSEBREAKING, see BURGLARY

HOUSEHOLD HAZARDOUS WASTE CLEANUP PROGRAM, ch 455F

HOUSEHOLDS, see FAMILIES


HOUSING APPRAISALS, see APPRAISALS OF REAL ESTATE

HOUSING ASSISTANCE, ch 16

HOUSING DEVELOPMENT, see SUBDIVISIONS (LAND)

HOUSING FINANCE AUTHORITY, see FINANCE AUTHORITY

HOUSING TRUST FUND, §16.181, §16.181A

HPV (HUMAN PAPILLOMA VIRUS), see HUMAN PAPILLOMA VIRUS

HUMAN CLONING, ch 707C

HUMAN GENOME, see GENETICS

HUMAN IMMUNODEFICIENCY VIRUS, see HIV/AIDS

HUMAN PAPILLOMA VIRUS, §514C.23

HUMAN REPRODUCTION, see REPRODUCTION


HUMAN RIGHTS, ch 216 – ch 216E

HUMAN RIGHTS BOARD, §216A.3

HUMAN RIGHTS DEPARTMENT, §7E.5, ch 216A


HUMAN SERVICES COUNCIL, §217.2 – §217.4

HUMAN SERVICES DEPARTMENT, §7E.5, §11.5B, ch 217, ch 218, §589.26

HUMAN TRAFFICKING, §9.8, ch 9E, §702.11, ch 710A, §911.2A, §911.2B, §915.51, §915.95

HUMANE ORGANIZATIONS, ch 162

HUMULUS JAPONICUS, see JAPANESE HOP

HUNDRED-WEIGHT, §210.4
HUNGRY CANYONS ALLIANCE, §161D.1
HUNTING, ch 461, ch 461C, ch 481A, ch 483A, ch 484A – ch 484C
HUNTING PRESERVES, ch 484B, ch 484C
HUSBANDS, see MARRIAGE
HVAC SYSTEMS (HEATING, VENTILATION, AIR CONDITIONING), ch 105, ch 523C
HYDRAULIC FLUIDS, §8A.316, §260C.19B, §262.25B, §904.312B
HYDROELECTRIC UTILITIES, ch 28F, ch 469A, ch 473, §476.41 – §476.48
HYDROGEN, ch 473
HYDROGEN FUEL, ch 476C
HYDRONIC SYSTEMS, ch 105
HYDROPHOBIA, see RABIES
HYDROPONICS, see AQUACULTURE
HYGIENE, see HEALTH
HYGIENIC LABORATORY, §263.7, §263.8
I ON IOWA, ch 466
I-JOBS PROGRAM, see IOWA JOBS PROGRAM
IAB (IOWA ADMINISTRATIVE BULLETIN), see IOWA ADMINISTRATIVE BULLETIN
IAC (IOWA ADMINISTRATIVE CODE), see IOWA ADMINISTRATIVE CODE
ICE CREAM, see DAIRYING
ICEBOXES, see REFRIGERATION EQUIPMENT
ICN (IOWA COMMUNICATIONS NETWORK), see IOWA COMMUNICATIONS NETWORK
IDEM SONANS STATUTE, §558.6
IDENTIFICATION INFORMATION, ch 690, §714.16B, ch 714G, §715A.8 – §715A.9A, ch 715C, §719.1A
IDENTITY THEFT, §614.4A, §714.16B, ch 714G, §715A.8 – §715A.9A, ch 715C
IGUANAS, see LIZARDS
ILLEGAL ALIENS, see ALIENS
ILLEGAL DRUG TRADE, see DRUG TRAFFICKING
ILLEGAL IMMIGRANTS, see ALIENS
ILLEGAL POSSESSIONS, see CONTRABAND
ILlicit Drug Use, see Substance Abuse
ILLITERACY, see LITERACY
ILLNESSES, see DISEASES
IMITATION CONTROLLED SUBSTANCES, ch 12A
IMMEDIATE PURSUIT, see FRESH PURSUIT
IMMUNIZATIONS, §135.19, §135.39B, §139A.8, §139A.8A, §139A.26, §155A.44, §239B.12, §299.4, §514C.21
IMPAIRMENTS, see DISABILITIES
IMPEACHMENT (PUBLIC OFFICERS), ch 68
IMPEACHMENT (WITNESSES), see WITNESSES
IMPERSONATION, §80.6, §718.2, ch 718B
IMPLIED CONSENT LAWS, ch 321J, §462A.14A
IMPOVERISHED PERSONS, see POVERTY
IMPRISONED PERSONS, see INMATES
IN FORMA PAUPERIS, ch 610
IN-HOME CARE SERVICES, see HOME CARE SERVICES
IN-HOME RESPITE, see RESpite CARE SERVICES
INCARCERATION, ch 663A, §704.8, ch 901B, §902.5, §903.4, §903.6, ch 904
INCENDIARIES, §702.21, §712.6, §712.7, §712.9
INCEST, §726.2, §802.2A
INCINERATORS, see WASTE MANAGEMENT
INCOMPETENCY, see COMPETENCY
INCORPORATION (CITIES), ch 368
INCORPORATION (CORPORATIONS), see CORPORATIONS
INCREMENTAL PROPERTY TAXES, see TAX INCREMENT FINANCING
INDECENT ACTS, §709.9, §709.12, §728.5, §802.2B
INDECENT EXPOSURE, §709.9, §728.5
INDEPENDENCE DAY, §1C.1, §1C.2

INDEPENDENCE STATE MENTAL HEALTH INSTITUTE, see MENTAL HEALTH INSTITUTES

INDEPENDENCE SUNDAY, §1C.4

INDEPENDENT AGENCIES OF STATE GOVERNMENT, see DEPARTMENTS OF STATE GOVERNMENT

INDETERMINATE SENTENCES, §902.3

INDIANS, see NATIVE AMERICANS

INDICTMENT, ch 802, ch 821

INDIGENOUS AMERICANS, see NATIVE AMERICANS

INDIGENT DEFENSE, ch 13B, §28E.19, ch 610, §814.9 – §814.11, ch 815

INDIGENT PERSONS, see POVERTY

INDIVIDUAL ACCIDENT AND HEALTH INSURANCE MINIMUM STANDARDS ACT, ch 514D

INDIVIDUAL ACCIDENT AND SICKNESS ACT, ch 514A

INDIVIDUAL DEVELOPMENT ACCOUNTS, ch 541A

INDIVIDUAL HEALTH INSURANCE, see HEALTH INSURANCE

INDIVIDUAL INCOME TAXES, see INCOME TAXES

INDIVIDUAL RIGHTS, §708.2C, §712.9, §716.6A, ch 729, ch 729A

INDUSTRIAL DISPUTES, see LABOR AND EMPLOYMENT

INDUSTRIAL EQUIPMENT, ch 322F

INDUSTRIAL ESPIONAGE, see TRADE SECRETS

INDUSTRIAL LOANS, ch 527, ch 528, ch 535A, ch 536A

INDUSTRIAL NEW JOBS TRAINING PROGRAM, §15.251, §15.252, ch 260E

INDUSTRIAL PROPERTY, ch 426C, ch 427B, §441.21A

INEBRIATION, see INTOXICATION

INEFFECTIVE ASSISTANCE OF COUNSEL, §814.7, §815.10

INFANTILE PARALYSIS, see POLIOMYELITIS

INFANTS, see CHILDREN; NEWBORN CHILDREN

INFECTIONS, see DISEASES

INFECTIOUS BULBAR PARALYSIS, see PSEUDORABIES

INFECTIOUS DISEASES, see DISEASES
INFECTIOUS WASTE, §455B.501, §455B.503, §455B.505

INFLAMMABLE MATERIALS, see FLAMMABLE MATERIALS

INFLUENZA, §139A.8, §155A.44, ch 163, ch 165B

INFORMATION (CRIMINAL ACCUSATION), ch 802, ch 821


INFORMED CONSENT, ch 135L, §147.137

INFRASTRUCTURE
Correctional facilities, §12.79, §12.80, §16.177, §266.37, §704.8, §708.12, §721.12, ch 904
School infrastructure, §12.81 – §12.86, ch 292, ch 297, ch 423E, ch 423F
Vertical infrastructure, §12.87 – §12.90

INHALATION THERAPY, see RESPIRATORY CARE


INHERITANCE TAXES, ch 450, ch 450B

INHERITED DISORDERS, see CONGENITAL DISORDERS

INHERITED TRAITS, see GENETICS

INHUMANE TREATMENT OF ANIMALS, see ANIMAL CRUELTY

INITIATIVE ON IMPROVING OUR WATERSHED ATTRIBUTES, see I ON IOWA


INKS, §8A.315

INMATE LABOR, §904.701 – §904.706

INMATES, §13B.7, §249A.38, ch 356, ch 356A, ch 610A, §622.82, §622.83, ch 663A, §708.3B, §719.5, §719.6, §721.12, ch 821, §903.6, ch 903A, ch 904, ch 906

INNOVATION CORPORATION, §15.107, §15.107A, §15.107C

INNOVATION COUNCIL, §15.117A
INNOVATION ZONE SCHOOLS, ch 256F

INNS, see HOTELS AND MOTELS; LODGING

INOCULATIONS, see IMMUNIZATIONS

INSANITY, §701.4

INSECTICIDES, see PESTICIDES

INSECTS, ch 160, ch 177A, ch 206

INSEMINATION, see ARTIFICIAL INSEMINATION

INSIDER TRADING, ch 523

INSIGNIA, ch 718A

INSPECTIONS AND APPEALS DEPARTMENT, §7E.5, ch 10A

INSTRUMENTS (REAL ESTATE CONVEYANCE), see CONVEYANCES (REAL ESTATE)

INSTRUMENTS (WRITTEN), see RECORDS AND PUBLICATIONS

INSURANCE
Accident insurance, §148E.9, §505.32, ch 509, ch 514A, ch 514C, ch 514D, ch 515, ch 515D, ch 516A, ch 516B, ch 516D
Automobile insurance, ch 321A, ch 515, ch 515D, ch 516A, ch 516B, ch 516D, ch 516E, ch 522A
Benevolent organizations, ch 512A, §565.7
Casualty insurance, ch 507D, ch 510A, ch 515, ch 515F, ch 515H, ch 521E
Comprehensive Health Insurance Association, ch 514E
County mutual insurance associations, ch 518, ch 518C
Disability insurance, ch 505A
Fire insurance, ch 515, ch 515F
Flood insurance, §455B.262A, ch 515
Fraternal benefit societies, ch 507C, §511.10, ch 512B, ch 513, ch 513C, ch 521E
Group insurance, §2.40, ch 509 – ch 509B, ch 513B
Health maintenance organizations, ch 509A, ch 509B, ch 513C, ch 514B, ch 514C, ch 514E, ch 521F
Health service corporations, §432.2, ch 507C, ch 509A, ch 509B, ch 513C, ch 514, ch 514E, ch 521F
Healthy and Well Kids in Iowa Program, §505.25, ch 514I
Insurance adjusters, ch 522C
Insurance fraud, ch 507E
Insurance guaranty associations, ch 508C, ch 515B, ch 518C
Interinsurance, ch 520
Life and Health Insurance Guaranty Association, ch 508C
Life insurance, §491.33, §505.12, §505.27A, ch 505A, ch 508 – ch 508E, ch 509, ch 509A, ch 511, ch 521E, ch 521G, ch 556, §598.20A
Marine insurance, ch 432A, ch 515F
Medical malpractice insurance, §272C.11, §505.27, ch 519A
Medicare supplement insurance, §507B.9, §509.13, §514D.4, §514D.5, §514D.9
Organized delivery systems for health care, $135.120, ch 509A, ch 514C, ch 521F
Professional liability insurance, ch 507D, ch 519, ch 519A
Reinsurance, ch 518B, ch 521, ch 521B – ch 521D
State mutual insurance associations, ch 518A, ch 518C
Surplus lines insurance, ch 515I
Viticultural settlements, ch 508E

INSURANCE ADJUSTERS, ch 522C

INSURANCE AGENTS, see INSURANCE PRODUCERS


INSURANCE DIVISION, ch 505, ch 546

INSURANCE FRAUD, ch 507E

INSURANCE GUARANTY ASSOCIATIONS, ch 508C, ch 515B, ch 518C

INSURANCE PRODUCERS, ch 507A, ch 510, ch 510A, ch 515I, §518.16, §518.16A, ch 522B, ch 522D

INSURANCE PRODUCT REGULATION INTERSTATE COMPACT, ch 505A

INSURANCE SALESPERSONS, see INSURANCE PRODUCERS

INSURANCE TRADE PRACTICES, ch 507B

INSURRECTIONS, §718.1

INTAKE AND CLASSIFICATION CENTER, ch 904

INTEGRATED ROADSIDE VEGETATION MANAGEMENT TECHNICAL ADVISORY COMMITTEE, §314.22


INTELLECTUAL PROPERTY, ch 523G, ch 548 – ch 550, §714.26

INTERAGENCY PHARMACEUTICALS BULK PURCHASING COUNCIL, §135.132

INTERCEPTION OF COMMUNICATIONS, §727.8, ch 808B

INTERCOLLEGIATE ATHLETICS, see ATHLETICS

INTEREST, ch 74A, ch 535

INTERFERENCE WITH JUDICIAL PROCESS, ch 720

INTERFERENCE WITH OFFICIAL ACTS, §719.1

INTERINSURANCE, ch 520

INTERIOR DESIGN, ch 544C
INTERIOR DESIGN EXAMINING BOARD, see INTERIOR DESIGN

INTERLOCUTORY DECREES, see JUDGMENTS AND DECREES

INTERMEDIATE CARE FACILITIES, ch 135C, §249A.21

INTERMEDIATE CRIMINAL SANCTIONS, see INDETERMINATE SENTENCES

INTERMENTS, see BURIALS

INTERNATIONAL CENTER FOR TALENTED AND GIFTED EDUCATION, §257B.1B, §263.8A

INTERNATIONAL RELATIONS, ch 2D, ch 9I

INTERNATIONAL TRADE, §491.36


INTERNERSHIPS, §15.410 – §15.412, §153.22, §155A.6, §156.8

INTEROPERABLE COMMUNICATIONS SYSTEM BOARD, see STATEWIDE INTEROPERABLE COMMUNICATIONS SYSTEM BOARD

INTERPRETING, ch 91E, ch 147, ch 154E, ch 622A, ch 622B, §804.31

INTERSECTIONS, §216C.9

INTERSTATE COMPACTS, see COMPACTS

INTERSTATE COOPERATION COMMISSION, §7E.5, ch 28B

INTERSTATE FAMILY SUPPORT ACT, ch 252K

INTERSTATE HIGHWAYS, see HIGHWAYS

INTERURBAN RAILWAYS, see RAILROADS

INTESTACY, §633.210 – §633.231

INTIMATE PARTNER VIOLENCE, see DOMESTIC ABUSE

INTIMIDATION, §708.6, §915.22

INTOXICATION, §123.46, ch 321J, §462A.14 – §462A.14F, §701.5, §719.8, §724.4C, §730.5

INVASION OF PRIVACY, see PRIVACY

INVASIVE PNEUMOCOCCAL DISEASE, see PNEUMOCOCCAL DISEASE

INVASIVE SPECIES, §456A.37

INVENTIONS, ch 523G

INVESTIGATION BUSINESSES, see PRIVATE INVESTIGATION

INVESTIGATIONS, see CRIMINAL INVESTIGATIONS

INVESTIGATIONS DIVISION, see INSPECTIONS AND APPEALS DEPARTMENT
INVESTIGATORS (LAW ENFORCEMENT), see LAW ENFORCEMENT OFFICERS

INVESTIGATORS (PRIVATE), see PRIVATE INVESTIGATION

INVESTMENT FUNDS, see INVESTMENTS

INVESTMENT SECURITIES, see SECURITIES


IN VOLUNTARY COMMITMENT, see COMMITMENT PROCEEDINGS

IN VOLUNTARY MANSLAUGHTER, see MANSLAUGHTER

IN VOLUNTARY SERVITUDE, ch 710A

IOWA ABLE SAVINGS PLAN TRUST, ch 12I

IOWA ACTS, ch 2A, ch 2B

IOWA ADMINISTRATIVE BULLETIN, ch 2B

IOWA ADMINISTRATIVE CODE, ch 2A, ch 2B, ch 17A

IOWA ADMINISTRATIVE RULES, see ADMINISTRATIVE RULES

IOWA ASSOCIATION OF SCHOOL BOARDS, §279.38

IOWA CODE, ch 2A, ch 2B, §3.3

IOWA COMMUNICATIONS NETWORK, ch 8D

IOWA CONSTITUTION, see CONSTITUTION OF IOWA

IOWA CULTURAL TRUST, ch 303A

IOWA FUND OF FUNDS, §15E.61 – §15E.72

IOWA GOVERNMENT, see DEPARTMENTS OF STATE GOVERNMENT

IOWA GRANTS ENTERPRISE MANAGEMENT SYSTEM, see GRANTS ENTERPRISE MANAGEMENT OFFICE

IOWA GREAT PLACES PROGRAM, §303.3C, §303.3D

IOWA GREEN CORPS PROGRAM, see GREEN CORPS PROGRAM

IOWA HEALTH AND WELLNESS PLAN, see HEALTH AND WELLNESS PLAN

IOWA HERITAGE FUND, §303.9A

IOWA HERITAGE SPECIAL PLATES, §321.34

IOWA HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES, see STATE HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES


IOWA JUVENILE HOME, see JUVENILE HOME, STATE
IOWA LEAGUE OF CITIES, §364.5
IOWA LOTTERY, see STATE LOTTERY
IOWA OFFICIAL REGISTER, see OFFICIAL REGISTER
IOWA ONE CALL, ch 480
IOWA PLANE COORDINATE SYSTEM, §355.16 – §355.19
IOWA PRISON INDUSTRIES, §904.801 – §904.809, §904.812 – §904.815
IOWA PUBLIC EMPLOYEES’ RETIREMENT SYSTEM, see PUBLIC EMPLOYEES’ RETIREMENT SYSTEM
IOWA PUBLIC TELEVISION, §256.80 – §256.88, §256.90
IOWA READING CORPS PROGRAM, see READING CORPS
IOWA RESOURCES ENHANCEMENT AND PROTECTION PROGRAM, §455A.15 – §455A.17, §455A.18 – §455A.20
IOWA SCHOOL BOARDS ASSOCIATION, see IOWA ASSOCIATION OF SCHOOL BOARDS
IOWA SENATE, see STATE SENATE
IOWA STATE FAIR, see STATE FAIR
IOWA STATE INDUSTRIES, see IOWA PRISON INDUSTRIES
IOWA STATE PATROL, see PUBLIC SAFETY DEPARTMENT
IOWA STATE UNIVERSITY, §163.9, ch 262 – ch 262B, ch 266, ch 267, §267A.4, §466B.41, §466B.42, §466B.45, §466B.47 – §466B.49
IOWA SUMMER YOUTH CORPS, see SUMMER YOUTH CORPS
IOWA SUPREME COURT, see SUPREME COURT OF IOWA
IOWA VETERANS HOME, see VETERANS HOME
IOWA WASTE REDUCTION CENTER FOR THE SAFE AND ECONOMIC MANAGEMENT OF SOLID WASTE AND HAZARDOUS SUBSTANCES, see WASTE REDUCTION CENTER
IOWA WORKFORCE DEVELOPMENT, see WORKFORCE DEVELOPMENT DEPARTMENT
IOWAACCESS, §8B.31 – §8B.33
IPERS (IOWA PUBLIC EMPLOYEES’ RETIREMENT SYSTEM), see PUBLIC EMPLOYEES’ RETIREMENT SYSTEM
IPTV (IOWA PUBLIC TELEVISION), see IOWA PUBLIC TELEVISION
IRAN, ch 12H
IRON, §306C.1 – §306C.9
IRREVERSIBLE DEMENTIA, see DEMENTIA
ISLAM, see RELIGION

ISOBUTANE, see LIQUEFIED GASES

ISOPROPANOL, see ALCOHOL

ISP (INTERNET SERVICE PROVIDERS), see INTERNET

IT (INFORMATION TECHNOLOGY), see INFORMATION TECHNOLOGY

ITEM VETOES, §3.4

JACKALS, ch 717F

JACKS, see EQUINE ANIMALS

JAG (JUDGE ADVOCATE GENERAL), see MILITARY JUSTICE

JAGUARS, see FELINE ANIMALS

JAILS, §80B.11A, ch 80F, §331.658, ch 356, ch 356A, §704.8

JAPANESE HOP, §317.25

JAPANESE KNOTWEED, §317.25

JAPANESE PERSONS, §217.38

JET AIRCRAFT, see AIRCRAFT

JEWELRY, ch 502A

JEWELS, see GEMS


JOBS, see LABOR AND EMPLOYMENT

JOBS PROGRAM, see IOWA JOBS PROGRAM

JOHNE’S DISEASE, ch 165A

JOINT CUSTODY, see CHILD CUSTODY


JOINT TENANCIES, §557.15

JUDAISM, see RELIGION

JUDGE ADVOCATES, see MILITARY JUSTICE

JUDGES AND COURT OFFICIALS, ch 46, §49.48, ch 602
JUDGMENTS AND DECREES, §298.4, §298A.3, ch 516, §535.3, ch 587, ch 615, ch 624, ch 624A, ch 626 – ch 626B, ch 626D, ch 627, ch 630, ch 676

JUDICIAL ADMINISTRATION, ch 602, ch 625

JUDICIAL BRANCH, §11.5B, ch 46, §49.48, ch 602

JUDICIAL DISTRICTS, ch 602

JUDICIAL ELECTIONS, ch 46, §49.48

JUDICIAL HOSPITALIZATION, see COMMITMENT PROCEEDINGS

JUDICIAL HOSPITALIZATION REFEREES, §125.90, §229.21

JUDICIAL MAGISTRATES, ch 602

JUDICIAL NOMINATING COMMISSIONS, ch 46

JUDICIAL NOTICE, see EVIDENCE

JUDICIAL OFFICERS, see JUDGES AND COURT OFFICIALS

JUDICIAL PROCESS, INTERFERENCE WITH, see INTERFERENCE WITH JUDICIAL PROCESS

JUDICIAL QUALIFICATIONS COMMISSION, ch 602

JUDICIAL RETIREMENT SYSTEM, §602.9101, §602.9102, §602.9104 – §602.9107, §602.9107B – §602.9116

JUDICIAL SALES, §589.12, §589.13, ch 629, ch 714E

JUDICIARY, see JUDICIAL BRANCH

JUDO, see MARTIAL ARTS

JULY FOURTH, see INDEPENDENCE DAY

JUNETEENTH NATIONAL FREEDOM DAY, §1C.14

JUNIOR COLLEGES, see COMMUNITY COLLEGES

JUNIOR HIGH SCHOOLS, see SCHOOLS

JUNKYARDS, §306C.1 – §306C.9, ch 321H, §455B.282, §714.27

JURAT, ch 63A

JURIES, ch 607A, ch 624, §709.6, ch 720, §815.2, §815.12

JURY TAMPERING, see JURIES

JUSTICE DEPARTMENT, see ATTORNEY GENERAL

JUSTICES, see JUDGES AND COURT OFFICIALS

JUVENILE COURTS, ch 46, ch 602

JUVENILE DELINQUENCY, see JUVENILE JUSTICE
JUVENILE FACILITIES, ch 218, ch 232, ch 233A, ch 233B, ch 259A, §282.31 – §282.33

JUVENILE HOME, STATE, ch 218, ch 233B, ch 259A, §261.6, §282.33

JUVENILE INSTITUTIONS, see JUVENILE FACILITIES

JUVENILE JUDGES, ch 602


JUVENILE PROCEDURE, see JUVENILE JUSTICE


JUVENILES INTERSTATE COMPACTS, §232.171 – §232.173

KARATE, see MARTIAL ARTS

KAYAKING, see BOATS AND VESSELS

KEEP IOWA BEAUTIFUL FUND, §314.28

KENNELS, ch 162

KENO, see GAMBLING

KEROSENE, §214A.2A

KICKBACKS, see BRIBERY

KICKBOXING, see MARTIAL ARTS

KIDNAPPING, ch 692A, §702.11, §710.1 – §710.4, §902.12

KIDS, see CHILDREN

KILLINGS, see HOMICIDE

KIN, see RELATIVES

KINDERGARTEN, ch 256D

KING, MARTIN LUTHER, JR., §1C.1, §1C.2, §1C.9

KIOSKS, see CONCESSION BOOTHS

KITCHENS, see FOOD

KITTLE MILLS, ch 162

KNIFE WOUNDS, see WOUNDS

KORAN, §280.6

LABELS, ch 189, ch 191, §192.143, ch 548

LABOR (CHILDBIRTH), see BIRTHS
LABOR AND EMPLOYMENT
Alcohol testing, §730.5
Child labor, ch 92
Drug testing, §730.5
Employment agencies, ch 94A
Inmate labor, §904.701 – §904.706
Layoffs, ch 84C
Migrant labor camps, ch 138
Minimum wage, ch 91D
Non-English speaking employees, ch 91E
Occupational disease, ch 85A
Occupational hearing loss, ch 85B
Occupational safety and health, ch 88, ch 89B
Personnel files, §22.7, ch 91B
Right to work law, ch 731
Salaries and wages, ch 70A, ch 91A, ch 91D, ch 284, §331.904, §331.905, §331.907, ch 642
Unemployment compensation, ch 84A, ch 96, §298.4, §298A.3
Unions, ch 731, ch 732
Vocational rehabilitation, §85.70, ch 256, ch 259
Work permits, ch 92

LABOR BY INMATES, see INMATE LABOR

LABOR DAY, §1C.1, §1C.2

LABOR SERVICES DIVISION, ch 91

LABOR UNIONS, ch 20, ch 731, ch 732

LABORATORIES, ch 124C, §455B.501, §455B.503, §455B.505, ch 691

LABORATORY SCHOOLS, ch 256G, ch 265

LACERATIONS, see WOUNDS

LAGOONS, see WATER

LAKES, §15F.201 – §15F.206, ch 357E, ch 357H, §456A.33B, ch 461A, ch 462A, ch 481A

LAMB, see MEAT

LAMBS, see OVINE ANIMALS

LAND, see REAL PROPERTY

LAND OFFICE, see GENERAL LAND OFFICE

LAND RECLAMATION, see RECLAMATION

LAND RECYCLING AND ENVIRONMENTAL REMEDIATION STANDARDS ACT, ch 455H

LAND SURVEYING, §210.3, ch 354, ch 355, ch 496C, ch 542B, §622.42, ch 650

LAND USE, ch 9G, ch 18B, ch 300, §303.20 – §303.34, §303.41 – §303.68, ch 352, ch 463B, ch 465A

LAND-LEASED COMMUNITIES, see MANUFACTURED HOMES; MOBILE HOMES

LANDFILLS, see WASTE MANAGEMENT

LANDHOLDINGS, ch 9H – ch 10, ch 10B, ch 10D

LANDING STRIPS, see AIRPORTS

LANDLORD AND TENANT, §231B.18, §231C.19, ch 562 – ch 562B, ch 570, §646.2, §646.10, §646.11, §646.22, ch 648

LANDMARKS, see HISTORICAL RESOURCES

LANDSCAPE ARCHITECTURAL EXAMINING BOARD, see LANDSCAPE ARCHITECTURE

LANDSCAPE ARCHITECTURE, ch 496C, ch 544B

LANGUAGES, §1.18, ch 91E, ch 154E, §280.4, ch 622A

LASCIVIOUS ACTS, ch 692A, §709.8, §709.14, §802.2B, §902.14

LAST NAMES, see NAMES

LAST WILL AND TESTAMENT, see WILLS

LATINO AFFAIRS COMMISSION, §216A.11 – §216A.15

LATINO AFFAIRS, OFFICE OF, see HUMAN RIGHTS DEPARTMENT


LAVATORIES, see TOILETS


LAW ENFORCEMENT ACADEMY, §7E.5, ch 80B

LAW ENFORCEMENT ACADEMY COUNCIL, §80B.6 – §80B.10

LAW ENFORCEMENT DISTRICTS, §28E.21 – §28E.30, ch 357D

LAW ENFORCEMENT INITIATIVE SURCHARGE, §911.3
LAW ENFORCEMENT OFFICERS, §7.10 – §7.12, ch 80, ch 80B, ch 80D, ch 80F, ch 97A, §262.13, §321.189A, §362.10, ch 400, ch 693, §708.12, §708.13, §717B.9, §721.12, §724.6, §801.4, §817.3


LAW EXAMINERS BOARD, §602.10101 – §602.10111, §602.10113 – §602.10141

LAW LIBRARIES, see LIBRARIES

LAW MERCHANT, see COMMERCIAL LAW

LAW OF THE ROAD, see MOTOR VEHICLES

LAW PUBLICATIONS, see LEGAL PUBLICATIONS

LAWN CARE, see LANDSCAPE ARCHITECTURE

LAWSUITS, see CIVIL PROCEDURE

LAWYERS, see ATTORNEYS

LAYOFFS, ch 84C

LEAD, §135.100 – §135.105D, §299.4, §455D.19

LEAD POISONING, §135.100 – §135.105D, §299.4

LEAGUE OF CITIES, see IOWA LEAGUE OF CITIES

LEAN ENTERPRISE OFFICE, §8.70

LEARNER'S PERMITS, see DRIVER'S LICENSES

LEARNING, see EDUCATION

LEARNING INSTITUTIONS, see SCHOOLS

LEASE-PURCHASE AGREEMENTS, §7D.34, §8.46, §12.28


LEAVES OF ABSENCE, ch 55, ch 70A

LEAVING SCENE OF ACCIDENT, see HIT-AND-RUN ACCIDENTS

LEGACIES, §359.29, §557.21

LEGAL ASSISTANCE, ch 13, ch 13B, ch 23B, §231.65, §232.141, §232.142, ch 668A, ch 815, §815.7, §815.9, §815.11, §815.14

LEGAL COUNSEL, see ATTORNEYS

LEGAL HOLIDAYS, see HOLIDAYS

LEGAL PROCEDURE, see APPELLATE PROCEDURE; CIVIL PROCEDURE; CRIMINAL PROCEDURE
LEGAL PUBLICATIONS, ch 2A, ch 2B, ch 349, ch 618

LEGAL SEPARATION, see DISSOLUTION OF MARRIAGE

LEGALIZING ACTS, ch 585 – ch 592, ch 594A

LEGION OF MERIT SPECIAL PLATES, §321.34

LEGISLATIVE BRANCH, ch 2, ch 2B – ch 2D

LEGISLATIVE COUNCIL, §2.41 – §2.48, ch 2D

LEGISLATIVE DISTRICTS, ch 41, ch 42

LEGISLATIVE SERVICES AGENCY, ch 2A

LEGISLATURE, see GENERAL ASSEMBLY

LEMON LAWS, ch 322G

LEMURS, see PRIMATES

LENDING, see LOANS

LENGTH, see WEIGHT AND MEASUREMENT

LENSES, §147.108, §147.109, ch 154

LEOPARDS, see FELINE ANIMALS

LEOPOLD CENTER FOR SUSTAINABLE AGRICULTURE, §266.39, §266.39B

LETTERS OF CREDIT, §554.5101 – §554.5118

LEVEE DISTRICTS, ch 468

LEVEES, ch 418, §420.155, §420.157, ch 468

LEVIES, see TAX LEVIES

LEWD ACTS, see INDECENT ACTS


LIBEL, §2.17, ch 659

LIBRARIES, §8A.351, §256.50 – §256.59, §256.62, §256.69 – §256.73, §298.7, §298A.7, ch 305B, ch 336, §359.29, §392.5, §592.6, §702.22, §714.5, §808.12

LIBRARIES COMMISSION, §256.52

LIBRARY COMPACT, §256.70 – §256.73

LIBRARY DISTRICTS, ch 336

LIBRARY SERVICES DIVISION, §256.50, §256.51, §256.53 – §256.59

LICENSED PRACTICAL NURSES, see NURSING

LICENSED PROFESSIONS, see PROFESSIONAL LICENSURE

LIE DETECTOR TESTS, see POLYGRAPH EXAMINATIONS


LIEUTENANT GOVERNOR, §§2.27, §2.28, ch 7, §39.9, §43.123, ch 58

LIFE AND HEALTH INSURANCE GUARANTY ASSOCIATION, ch 508C

LIFE CYCLE COST ANALYSIS, §72.5, ch 470

LIFE ESTATES, §§427.2A, §450.45, §450.47, §450.51, §561.12, §562.8 – §562.10

LIFE INSURANCE, §§491.33, §505.12, §505.27A, ch 505A, ch 508 – ch 508E, ch 509, ch 509A, ch 511, ch 521E, ch 521G, ch 556, §598.20A

LIFE SUPPORT, ch 144A, ch 144D, ch 707A

LIFE-SUSTAINING PROCEDURES, see LIFE SUPPORT

LIFEBUOYS, see BUOYS

LIFTS, ch 89A


LIHEAP (LOW INCOME HOME ENERGY ASSISTANCE PROGRAM), see HOME ENERGY ASSISTANCE

LIME, ch 201A, ch 353

LIMESTONE, ch 201A, ch 353

LIMITATIONS OF ACTIONS, ch 614, ch 615, ch 802, §802.2B

LIMITATIONS ON JUDGMENTS, ch 615

LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANIES, ch 9H, ch 489, §558.72, §614.14A

LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY ACT, ch 489

LIMITED LIABILITY PARTNERSHIPS, ch 486A, §558.72, §614.14A

LIMITED PARTNERSHIP ACT, ch 488

LIMITED PARTNERSHIPS, ch 486A, ch 488, §558.72, §614.14A

LIMITED SERVICE ORGANIZATIONS, see HEALTH MAINTENANCE ORGANIZATIONS
LIMITED-ACCESS HIGHWAYS, see CONTROLLED-ACCESS HIGHWAYS
LINCOLN, ABRAHAM, §1C.1
LINE ITEM VETOES, see ITEM VETOES
LINEAL ASCENDANTS, see GRANDPARENTS; PARENTS
LINEAL DESCENDANTS, see CHILDREN; GRANDCHILDREN
LINES (PIPES), see PIPELINES
LINES (RAILROADS), see RAILROADS
LINES (UTILITIES), see WIRES
LINEUPS, ch 810
LINKED INVESTMENTS, §12.31, §12.32, §12.34 – §12.39, §12.43
LIONS, see FELINE ANIMALS
LIQUID PETROLEUM GAS, see LIQUEFIED GASES
LIQUIDATED DAMAGES, see DAMAGES
LIQUIDS, ch 101, §210.5, ch 479, ch 479B
LIQUOR, see ALCOHOLIC BEVERAGES
LIS PENDENS, §617.11
LISTENING DEVICES, ch 808B
LITERACY, ch 12G, §15H.7, ch 256D, §257B.1B, §260C.50, §279.68, §280.4
LITTER, ch 318, §455B.361 – §455B.364
LITTORAL LANDS, see WATER
LITTORAL RIGHTS, see WATER
LIVE BIRTHS, see BIRTHS
LIVERIES (BOATS), §462A.10
LIVERY STABLES, see STABLES
LIVESTOCK FEEDING OPERATIONS, see ANIMAL FEEDING OPERATIONS
LIVESTOCK HEALTH ADVISORY COUNCIL, ch 267
LIVING WILLS, ch 144A, ch 144D
LIZARDS, ch 717E, ch 717F

LLC (LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANIES), see LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANIES

LLLP (LIMITED LIABILITY LIMITED PARTNERSHIPS), see LIMITED PARTNERSHIPS

LLP (LIMITED LIABILITY PARTNERSHIPS), see LIMITED PARTNERSHIPS

LNG (LIQUEFIED NATURAL GAS), see LIQUEFIED GASES

LOAM, see SOILS

LOAN BROKERAGE, ch 535C


LOBBYING, ch 68B

LOCAL BUDGET LAW, ch 24

LOCAL BUILDING CODES, see BUILDING CODES

LOCAL FOOD AND FARM PROGRAM COUNCIL, §267A.3


LOCAL OPTION TAXES, ch 422D, ch 423B

LOCK BOXES, see SAFE DEPOSIT BOXES

LOCKER PLANTS, ch 189A, §428.22, ch 578

LOCKERS (SCHOOL FACILITIES), ch 808A

LOCKOUTS, see LABOR AND EMPLOYMENT

LOCOMOTIVES, see RAILROADS

LOCUST TREES, see TREES

LODGES, see CLUBS AND LODGES

LODGING, ch 137C, ch 423A, ch 671

LOESS HILLS, ch 161D

LOESS HILLS ALLIANCE, §161D.4 – §161D.7

LOESS HILLS DEVELOPMENT AND CONSERVATION AUTHORITY, ch 161D

LOGOS, ch 547A

LOGS, see WOOD PRODUCTS

LONG-TERM CARE INSURANCE, §249A.35, ch 505A, §514D.9, ch 514G, ch 514H

LONG-TERM CARE OMBUDSMEN, §231.41, §231.42, §231.44, §231.45

LONG-TERM LIVING, see LONG-TERM CARE

LOST PERSONS, see MISSING PERSONS

LOST PROPERTY, ch 556F – ch 556H

LOTS (GOODS), see UNIFORM COMMERCIAL CODE

LOTTERIES, ch 99G, §725.12

LOTTERY AUTHORITY, ch 99G

LOVE OUR KIDS PLATES, §321.34

LOW-INCOME ASSISTANCE, see PUBLIC ASSISTANCE

LOW-INCOME HEALTH CARE, ch 135M, §231.44, ch 249A, ch 249B, ch 249F, ch 249N, ch 633C

LOW-INCOME HOME ENERGY ASSISTANCE, see HOME ENERGY ASSISTANCE

LOW-INCOME HOUSING, see PUBLIC HOUSING

LOW-INCOME PERSONS, see POVERTY

LOW-INCOME WEATHERIZATION ASSISTANCE, see WEATHERIZATION ASSISTANCE

LOW-LEVEL RADIOACTIVE WASTE INTERSTATE COMPACT, see MIDWEST INTERSTATE LOW-LEVEL RADIOACTIVE WASTE COMPACT

LOW-SPEED VEHICLES, §321.381A – §321.383

LP GAS (LIQUEFIED PETROLEUM GAS), see LIQUEFIED GASES

LPN (LICENSED PRACTICAL NURSES), see NURSING

LUBRICANTS, §8A.316, §260C.19B, §262.25B, §904.312B

LUGGAGE, see BAGGAGE

LUMBER, §210.26, §456A.36, §556F.1A – §556F.5

LUNCH STANDS, see FOOD ESTABLISHMENTS; FOOD SERVICE ESTABLISHMENTS

LUNGS, ch 152B

LYING UNDER OATH, see PERJURY

M LEARNING (MOBILE LEARNING), see DISTANCE EDUCATION

MA (MASTER OF ARTS), see DEGREES AND DIPLOMAS

MACHINE GUNS, see FIREARMS

MAD ITCH, see PSEUDORABIES

MADNESS, see INSANITY

MAGAZINES (EXPLOSIVES STORAGE), see EXPLOSIVES

MAGAZINES (WEAPONS), see WEAPONS

MAGISTRATES, ch 602

MAGNESIUM, ch 201A

MAGNETIC STORAGE, see RECORDINGS

MAIL ORDER MERCHANDISE, ch 556A

MAIL VOTING, see ABSENTEE VOTING

MAINTENANCE OF PERSONS, see SUPPORT OF PERSONS

MAIZE, see CORN

MAJORITY, ch 599

MAKEUP, see COSMETICS

MALADIE DU COIT, ch 163

MALCOLM PRICE LABORATORY SCHOOL, see PRICE LABORATORY SCHOOL

MALE PERSONS, see MEN

MALICIOUS MISCHIEF, §515F.30 – §515F.38

MALICIOUS PROSECUTION, §720.6

MALICIOUS SOFTWARE, see MALWARE

MALIGNANCY, see CANCER

MALPRACTICE, §147.135 – §147.139, ch 272C, §505.27, ch 519, ch 519A, §614.1

MALPRACTICE INSURANCE, see MEDICAL MALPRACTICE INSURANCE

MALWARE, ch 715

MAMMOGRAPHY, ch 136C, §514C.4

MANAGEMENT DEPARTMENT, §7E.5, ch 8

MANAGING GENERAL AGENTS, ch 510

MANDAMUS, ch 661

MANDATES IMPOSED ON POLITICAL SUBDIVISIONS, ch 25B

MANIC-DEPRESSIVE DISORDERS, see BIPOLAR DISORDERS

MANICURING, see COSMETOLOGY
MANS

MANS LAUGHTER, §707.4, §707.5

MANUFACTURED HOME COMMUNITIES, see MANUFACTURED HOMES


MANUFACTURING, §15.410 – §15.412, ch 322, ch 322C, §492.8, ch 500

MANURE, ch 200A, ch 459 – ch 459B

MANURE DISPOSAL, ch 459 – ch 459B

MAPS, §307.14, ch 354, ch 355, ch 456, §622.47

MARES, see EQUINE ANIMALS

MARGARINE, see OLEOMARGARINE

MARIJUANA, ch 124, ch 124D, ch 453B

MARINE CORPS, see MILITARY; MILITARY SERVICE MEMBERS

MARINE CORPS MEDAL PLATES, §321.34

MARINE INSURANCE, ch 432A, ch 515F

MARINE VESSELS, see BOATS AND VESSELS

MARINES, see MILITARY; MILITARY SERVICE MEMBERS

MARITAL AND FAMILY THERAPY, §135.24, ch 147, ch 154D, §249A.15A

MARITAL RELATIONS, see MARRIAGE

MARKETABLE RECORD TITLE, §614.29 – §614.38


MARKS, ch 189, ch 191, ch 548

MARRIAGE, ch 144, ch 154D, §216.18, §234.45, ch 236, ch 249B, §331.611, §557.11 – §557.13, ch 595 – ch 598, §614.15, §622.8, §622.9, §633.236 – §633.258, §726.1, §726.4

MARRIAGE CERTIFICATES, ch 144, §331.611

MARRIAGE COUNSELING, see MARITAL AND FAMILY THERAPY

MARRIAGE RECORDS, see MARRIAGE CERTIFICATES

MARROW, see BONE MARROW

MARSHALLTOWN STATE VETERANS HOME, see VETERANS HOME

MARSHES, see WETLANDS

MARTIAL ARTS, ch 90A, ch 552

MARTIAL LAW, see MILITARY JUSTICE

MARTIN LUTHER KING, JR. DAY, see KING, MARTIN LUTHER, JR.
MASS TRANSIT, see PUBLIC TRANSPORTATION

MASSAGE THERAPY, ch 147, ch 152C

MASTER OF ARTS DEGREES, see DEGREES AND DIPLOMAS

MASTER OF SCIENCE DEGREES, see DEGREES AND DIPLOMAS

MASTER'S DEGREES, see DEGREES AND DIPLOMAS

MASTERS (COURT OFFICIALS), see SPECIAL MASTERS

MATERIAL WITNESSES, see WITNESSES

MATERNITY, §216.13, §222.78, ch 252A, §514C.12, ch 600B, §710.11

MATHEMATICS, §256.36, §263.8A, §268.7

MATRIMONY, see MARRIAGE

MATRONS, see POLICE OFFICERS

MAXIMUM SECURITY CORRECTIONAL FACILITIES, see CORRECTIONAL FACILITIES

MAYORS, §39.20, ch 372

MEAL PROGRAMS, §16.47, ch 283A, §298A.11

MEALS, see FOOD; NUTRITION

MEASLES, §139A.8

MEASUREMENT, see WEIGHT AND MEASUREMENT

MEASURES (PUBLIC), see PUBLIC MEASURES

MEAT, ch 189A, ch 202B, §428.22, ch 556H

MEAT PACKING PLANTS, see PACKINGHOUSES

MECHANICAL CONTRACTORS, ch 105

MECHANICS' LIENS, ch 572, §628.6, §631.1

MEDAL OF HONOR PLATES, §321.34

MEDALS FOR MILITARY SERVICE, §321.34


MEDIATION ACT, ch 679C

MEDICAID, see MEDICAL ASSISTANCE

MEDICAL AND CLASSIFICATION CENTER, §218.92, ch 904


MEDICAL ASSISTANCE ADVISORY COUNCIL, §249A.4B
MEDICAL ASSISTANCE DRUG UTILIZATION REVIEW COMMISSION, §249A.24

MEDICAL CANNABIDIOL, see MARIJUANA

MEDICAL CANNABIS, see MARIJUANA


MEDICAL COLLEGES, see MEDICAL SCHOOLS

MEDICAL EQUIPMENT, ch 126

MEDICAL EXAMINER ADVISORY COUNCIL, §691.6C

MEDICAL EXAMINERS, §135.43, §142C.4A, §144.28, §331.801 – §331.805, ch 691

MEDICAL INSURANCE, see HEALTH INSURANCE

MEDICAL LICENSURE COMPACT, ch 147B

MEDICAL MALPRACTICE, §147.135 – §147.139, ch 272C, §505.27, ch 519, ch 519A, §614.1

MEDICAL MALPRACTICE INSURANCE, §272C.11, §505.27, ch 519A

MEDICAL MARIJUANA, see MARIJUANA

MEDICAL PROFESSIONS, see MEDICAL CARE

MEDICAL RECORDS, §22.7, §135.154, ch 228, §622.10

MEDICAL SCHOOLS, §261.113

MEDICAL SERVICE CORPORATIONS, see HEALTH SERVICE CORPORATIONS

MEDICAL SUPPORT, ch 252C – ch 252E, §514C.9, §535.3, §602.6608, §627.6A, §627.11 – §627.13

MEDICARE, §135C.32, §507B.9, §509.13, §514D.4, §514D.5, §514D.9

MEDICARE SUPPLEMENT INSURANCE, §507B.9, §509.13, §514D.4, §514D.5, §514D.9

MEDICATION AIDES, see NURSING

MEDICATIONS, see PRESCRIPTION DRUGS

MEDICINE, §135.31, ch 147, ch 148, ch 152, ch 155A, ch 496C, §727.1

MEDICINE BOARD, see ACUPUNCTURE; MEDICAL CARE; OSTEOPATHIC MEDICINE

MEDICINE, COLLEGE OF, see CARVER COLLEGE OF MEDICINE

MEDICINES, see PRESCRIPTION DRUGS
MEDIUM SECURITY CORRECTIONAL FACILITIES, see CORRECTIONAL FACILITIES

MEETINGS, ch 21, ch 23

MEETINGS OPEN TO THE PUBLIC, see OPEN MEETINGS

MEMORIAL BUILDINGS, ch 37, §347.23A

MEMORIAL DAY, §1C.1, §1C.2

MEMORIAL HOSPITALS, see HOSPITALS

MEMORIAL SERVICES, ch 144C, ch 523A, §723.5

MEMORIAL VASES, see FUNERAL MERCHANDISE

MEMORIALS, ch 37, ch 37A, ch 523I

MEN, ch 597

MENAGERIES, see ZOOS

MENINGOCOCCAL DISEASE, ch 139A, ch 709D

MENTAL COMPETENCY, see COMPETENCY

MENTAL DISABILITIES, see BRAIN INJURIES; DEVELOPMENTAL DISABILITIES; INTELLECTUAL DISABILITIES; MENTAL HEALTH


MENTAL HEALTH ADVOCATES, §229.19

MENTAL HEALTH AND DISABILITY SERVICES COMMISSION, §225C.5, §225C.6

MENTAL HEALTH AND DISABILITY SERVICES DIVISION, see HUMAN SERVICES DEPARTMENT

MENTAL HEALTH CENTERS, see COMMUNITY MENTAL HEALTH CENTERS

MENTAL HEALTH COUNSELING, §135.24, ch 147, ch 154D, §249A.15A

MENTAL HEALTH INSTITUTES, ch 218, ch 226, ch 229, §282.33

MENTAL HEALTH INTERSTATE COMPACT, ch 221

MENTAL ILLNESS, see MENTAL HEALTH

MENTAL INCOMPETENCY, see COMPETENCY

MENTAL RETARDATION, see INTELLECTUAL DISABILITIES

MENTORING, §84A.9, ch 284, ch 284A

MERCANTILE ESTABLISHMENTS, ch 9C, ch 645

MERCHANDISE, ch 9C, ch 552A, ch 645
MERCHANTABLE TITLE, see MARKETABLE RECORD TITLE
MERCHANTS, see MERCANTILE ESTABLISHMENTS
MERCURY, §135.39B, §455B.801 – §455B.809, §455D.16, §455D.19, §514C.21
MERGED AREA HOSPITALS, ch 145A
MERGED AREA SCHOOLS, see COMMUNITY COLLEGES
MERIT SYSTEM FOR STATE EMPLOYEES, §8A.411 – §8A.418
MESCALINE, see PEYOTE
MESKWAKI, see SAC AND FOX NATION
METABOLIC SCREENING, see CONGENITAL DISORDERS
METAL TIRES, see TIRES
METALS, §306C.1 – §306C.9, ch 455D, ch 458A, ch 502A, ch 556E, §714.27
METEOROLOGY, see WEATHER
METHAMPHETAMINE, ch 124, §135.16, §902.8A
METHEMOGLOBINEMIA, §139A.21
METHYL ALCOHOL, see ALCOHOL
METHYL TERTIARY BUTYL ETHER, see MTBE (METHYL TERTIARY BUTYL ETHER)
METEOLOGIST, STATE, ch 213
METROLOGY, see WEIGHT AND MEASUREMENT
MIA (MISSING IN ACTION), see MILITARY
MICE, see RODENTS
MICROBREWERIES, see BREWERIES
MID-AMERICA PORT COMMISSION AGREEMENT, ch 28K
MIDDLE NAMES, see NAMES
MIDDLE SCHOOLS, see SCHOOLS
MIDWAYS, see AMUSEMENT RIDES
MIDWEST ENERGY COMPACT, ch 473A
MIDWEST INTERSTATE LOW-LEVEL RADIOACTIVE WASTE COMPACT, ch 457B
MIDWESTERN HIGHER EDUCATION COMPACT, ch 261D
MIGRANT LABOR CAMPS, ch 138
MIGRANT WORKERS, ch 91E, §92.12, §92.18, ch 138
MIGRATORY BIRDS, ch 484A
MILEAGE PAYMENTS, §70A.9 – §70A.11, §607A.8, §622.69

MILFOIL, §456A.37


MILITARY CONFLICTS, see ARMED CONFLICTS

MILITARY COURTS, see MILITARY JUSTICE

MILITARY FORCES, see MILITARY; MILITARY SERVICE MEMBERS

MILITARY INSIGNIA, see INSIGNIA

MILITARY JUSTICE, ch 29B, §803.1


MILITIA, see MILITARY; MILITARY SERVICE MEMBERS

MILK, see DAIRYING

MILLER TRUSTS, see SUPPLEMENTAL NEEDS TRUSTS FOR PERSONS WITH DISABILITIES

MILLET, §210.10

MILLS, ch 464B

MINE SHAFTS, see MINING

MINERAL SPAS, see SPAS

MINERALS, ch 201A, ch 208, ch 456, ch 458A, ch 502A, ch 556, ch 557C

MINES, see MINING

MINIMUM SECURITY CORRECTIONAL FACILITIES, see CORRECTIONAL FACILITIES

MINIMUM WAGE, ch 91D

MINING, ch 207, ch 208, §297.26 – §297.32, ch 353, §456.11, ch 500, ch 557C, ch 574

MINKS, see FUR-BEARING ANIMALS

MINORITY (AGE), see MINORS


MIRRORS, §321.437

MISCHIEF, see CRIMINAL MISCHIEF; MALICIOUS MISCHIEF; VANDALISM

MISCONDUCT IN OFFICE, §721.1, §721.2

MISDEMEANANTS, ch 903

MISDEMEANORS, §701.8, §802.3, §802.4, ch 903

MISREPRESENTATION, see FRAUD

MISSING IN ACTION, see MILITARY

MISSING PERSONS, §633.510 – §633.520, ch 694, ch 710, §726.21 – §726.23

MISSING PROPERTY, see LOST PROPERTY

MISSISSIPPI PARKWAY PLANNING COMMISSION, §308.1

MISSISSIPPI RIVER, ch 28N, §161A.80A, §161A.80B, ch 161G, ch 308

MISSISSIPPI RIVER PARKWAY, ch 308

MISSISSIPPI RIVER PARTNERSHIP COUNCIL, ch 28N

MISSOURI RIVER, ch 28L, §161A.80A, §161A.80B, ch 307C, ch 463B

MISSOURI RIVER BARGE COMPACT, ch 307C

MITCHELLVILLE CORRECTIONAL FACILITY, ch 904

MIXED DRINKS, see ALCOHOLIC BEVERAGES

MOBILE HOME PARKS, see TRAILER PARKS


MODIFICATION DECREES AND ORDERS, ch 624A

MODULAR HOMES, §103A.51 – §103A.63, §335.30, §435.23, ch 555B, ch 555C, ch 562B

MOLDS, ch 556C

MOLESTATION, see SEX CRIMES

MOMS, see MATERNITY; PARENTS


MONEY CARDS AND MONEY MACHINES, see ATM AND ATM CARDS; DEBIT CARDS

MONEY LAUNDERING, ch 706B

MONEY ORDERS, ch 556

MONEY SERVICES ACT, ch 533C

MONITOR LIZARDS, see LIZARDS
MONKEY HELPERS, see ASSISTIVE ANIMALS
MONKEYS, see PRIMATES
MONOPOLIES, ch 202B, ch 551, ch 553
MONUMENTS (CEMETERIES), see FUNERAL MERCHANDISE
MONUMENTS (COMMEMORATION), ch 37
MOOD DISORDERS, see PSYCHIATRIC ILLNESSES
MOPEDS, see MOTORIZED BICYCLES
MORAL RIGHTS, see INTELLECTUAL PROPERTY
MORATORIUMS (FORECLOSURES), see FORECLOSURES
MORBIDITY, §135.40 – §135.42
MORPHINE, see NARCOTICS
MORTGAGE BANKERS, ch 535B
MORTGAGE BROKERS, ch 535B
MORTGAGE LOAN ORIGINATORS, ch 535D
MORTUARY SCIENCE, ch 147, ch 156, §272C.2B
MOTELS, see HOTELS AND MOTELS
MOTHER'S DAY, §1C.3
MOTHERS, see MATERNITY; PARENTS
MOTION PICTURES, §303.95, §709.21, §714.15, §728.14
MOTIONS (COURT), see COURT MOTIONS
MOTOR BIKES, see MOTORCYCLES; MOTORIZED BICYCLES
MOTOR BOATS, see BOATS AND VESSELS
MOTOR CARRIERS, §321.449, ch 325A – ch 326, ch 327B, ch 327C
MOTOR FUEL TAXES, see FUEL TAXES
MOTOR FUELS, see FUELS
MOTOR HOMES, see RECREATIONAL VEHICLES

MOTOR INNS, see HOTELS AND MOTELS

MOTOR POOLS, §8A.361 – §8A.367

MOTOR VEHICLE DEALERS, see AUTOMOBILE DEALERS


MOTORBIKES, see MOTORCYCLES; MOTORIZED BICYCLES

MOTORBOATS, see BOATS AND VESSELS

MOTORCYCLE RIDER EDUCATION PLATES, §321.34


MOTORISTS, see DRIVING

MOTORIZED BICYCLES, §321.117, §321.275, §321.386

MOTORS, see ENGINES

MOTORSPORTS RECREATIONAL VEHICLES, see RECREATIONAL VEHICLES

MOTTO (STATE), see STATE MOTTO

MOUNT PLEASANT CORRECTIONAL FACILITY, ch 904

MOUNT PLEASANT STATE MENTAL HEALTH INSTITUTE, see MENTAL HEALTH INSTITUTES

MOUNTAIN LIONS, see FELINE ANIMALS

MOUSE, see RODENTS

MOUSTACHES, see HAIR

MOVIES, see MOTION PICTURES

MOVING WALKS, ch 89A

MS (MASTER OF SCIENCE), see DEGREES AND DIPLOMAS

MSC (MASTER OF SCIENCE), see DEGREES AND DIPLOMAS

MTBE (METHYL TERTIARY BUTYL ETHER), §214A.18
MUFFLERS, §321.436

MULBERRY TREES, see TREES

MUCT TAXES, ch 99

MULE DEER, see FARM DEER

MULES, see EQUINE ANIMALS

MULTIFLORA ROSE, ch 317

MULTIPLE HOUSING, ch 499A, §558.68

MULTISTATE LIFE AND HEALTH INSURANCE RESOLUTION FACILITY ACT, ch 508D

MUNICIPAL FIRE AND POLICE RETIREMENT SYSTEM, see FIRE AND POLICE RETIREMENT SYSTEM

MUNICIPAL GOVERNMENT, see LOCAL GOVERNMENT

MUNICIPAL HOUSING, ch 403A

MUNICIPAL JAILS, see JAILS

MUNICIPAL STREETS, see HIGHWAYS

MUNITIONS, see FIREARMS

MURDER, §598.41B, ch 692A, §702.11, ch 707, §802.1, §902.1, §902.12

MUSCULAR DYSTROPHY, §263.9 – §263.13

MUSEUMS, ch 305B, ch 350, §702.22, §714.5

MUSIC, ch 549

MUSKETS, see FIREARMS

MUSKRATS, see FUR-BEARING ANIMALS

MUSSELS, §456A.37, §482.3, §482.9

MUTILATION, §708.14, ch 717B, ch 718A, §723.4, §727.10

MUTUAL AID COMPACT, see STATEWIDE MUTUAL AID COMPACT

MUTUAL AID SOCIETIES, see FRATERNAL BENEFIT SOCIETIES

MUTUAL BENEFIT CORPORATIONS, see NONPROFIT ENTITIES


MUZZLELOADERS, see FIREARMS

MYNAHS, ch 717E

NAIL SALONS, see SALONS

NAIL TECHNOLOGY, see COSMETOLOGY
NAILS (HUMAN BODY), ch 157, §158.14

Nakedness, see NUDITY

Names, §144.39, ch 547, ch 547A, §595.5, §598.37, ch 674

Narcotics, ch 80E, ch 124, ch 124B, ch 124C, §708.5

Narcotics Enforcement Division, see PUBLIC SAFETY DEPARTMENT

Narcotics Trafficking, see DRUG TRAFFICKING

Nataatoriums, see Swimming Pools

National Crime Prevention and Privacy Compact, ch 692B

National Defense, see Homeland Security and Defense

National Government, see Federal Government

National Guard, §16.54, ch 29A, ch 29B, ch 35, ch 35A, §261.86, §654.1A, §654.17C, ch 916

National Guard Special Plates, §321.34

National Monuments, see Monuments (Commemoration)

National Pollutant Discharge Elimination System, §455B.196, §455B.197

National Security, see Homeland Security and Defense

Nationality, see CITIZENSHIP


Native American Affairs, Office of, see Human Rights Department


Native Wine, see Alcoholic Beverages

Natural Disasters, see Disasters

Natural Gas, §260C.19A, §314.11, ch 437A, §441.73, ch 452A, ch 458A, ch 473, ch 476, ch 478A, ch 479A

Natural Gas Pipelines, §314.11, ch 479A

Natural Preserves, §314.23, §314.24, ch 350, ch 352, ch 465C

Natural Resources
Air pollution, ch 455B, ch 459
Air quality, ch 142D, ch 455B, ch 459
Fishing, ch 461, ch 461C, ch 481A, ch 482, ch 483A
Forestry, §1.9, ch 350, ch 427C, §441.22, §456A.21, ch 461
Hunting, ch 461, ch 461C, ch 481A, ch 483A, ch 484A – ch 484C
Land use, ch 9G, ch 18B, ch 300, §303.20 – §303.34, §303.41 – §303.68, ch 352, ch 463B, ch 465A
Parks, §1.16, ch 308A, §314.23, §314.24, §315.6, §321.248, ch 350, §359.30, §359.34, §364.23, ch 461, ch 461A, ch 463C, ch 481A
Plants (vegetation), ch 177A, ch 186, ch 206, ch 481B, ch 571
Pollution, ch 161C, ch 455B, ch 455K, ch 459, ch 466B
Soil and water conservation, §159.18, ch 161A, ch 161C, ch 161E, ch 161F, ch 207, ch 208, ch 352, ch 456B, ch 461
Water pollution, §16.131 – §16.135, ch 455B, ch 459, ch 466B
Water quality, §16.131 – §16.135, ch 357E, ch 357H, ch 455B, ch 455E, ch 459, ch 466 – ch 466B

NATIONAL RESOURCES DEPARTMENT, §7E.5, §11.5B, ch 455A, ch 455B, ch 456A, ch 456B

NATIONAL RESOURCES PLATES, §321.34

NAVAL FORCES, see MILITARY; MILITARY SERVICE MEMBERS

NAVIGATION, ch 307C, ch 462A

NAVY, see MILITARY; MILITARY SERVICE MEMBERS

NAVY CROSS PLATES, §321.34

NAVY MEDAL PLATES, §321.34

NECKLACES, see JEWELRY

NECROPHILIA, §709.18

NEEDLES, ch 148E, §455B.501, §455B.503, §455B.505

NEEDY CHILDREN, see CHILD ASSISTANCE

NEEDY PERSONS, see POVERTY

NEGLECT, §231.56A, ch 235, ch 235B, ch 235E, §726.3 – §726.8

NEGLIGENCE, ch 668

NEGOTIABLE INSTRUMENTS, ch 541, §554.3101 – §554.3119, §554.3201 – §554.3207, §554.3301 – §554.3505, §554.3512 – §554.3605

NEGOTIATION, see ARBITRATION; MEDIATION

NEMATOCIDES, see PESTICIDES

NEMATODES, ch 206
NEONATES, see NEWBORN CHILDREN

NEPOTISM, ch 71

NESTS, ch 481A

NEUTER, see STERILIZATION (REPRODUCTIVE)

NEW TRIAL, see TRIALS

NEW YEAR'S DAY, §1C.1, §1C.2


NEWBORN SAFE HAVEN, ch 233

NEWCASTLE DISEASE, ch 163, ch 165B

NEWSPAPERS, ch 349, ch 618

NEWTON CORRECTIONAL FACILITY, ch 904

NEXT OF KIN, see FAMILIES

NITROGEN, §466B.41, §466B.42, §466B.45, §466B.47 – §466B.49

NITROUS OXIDE, §126.22

NO SMOKING LAW, ch 142D

NO-CONTACT ORDERS, ch 664A, §709.19

NOISE, ch 85B, §280.11, §321.436, §321G.11, §321I.12

NOMINATIONS, ch 43 – ch 45

NON-ENGLISH SPEAKING EMPLOYEES, ch 91E

NON-ENGLISH SPEAKING PERSONS, see LANGUAGES

NONNEGOTIABLE INSTRUMENTS, ch 539


NONPARTY POLITICAL ORGANIZATIONS, ch 44, §49.36

NONPROFIT CORPORATIONS, see NONPROFIT ENTITIES

NONPROFIT ENTITIES, ch 9H, ch 498, ch 501B, ch 504, ch 504B, ch 504C

NONPUBLIC SCHOOL ADVISORY COMMITTEE, §256.15

NONPUBLIC SCHOOLS, see PRIVATE EDUCATION

NONRESIDENT (TRAFFIC) VIOLATOR COMPACTS, §321.513

NON SUPPORT, see SUPPORT OF PERSONS

NONTESTIMONIAL IDENTIFICATION, ch 810

NORTH CENTRAL CORRECTIONAL FACILITY, see ROCKWELL CITY CORRECTIONAL FACILITY

NORTHERN IOWA, UNIVERSITY OF, see UNIVERSITY OF NORTHERN IOWA


NOTARIAL ACTS LAW, ch 9B

NOTICES, ch 618

NPDES (NATIONAL POLLUTANT DISCHARGE ELIMINATION SYSTEM), see NATIONAL POLLUTANT DISCHARGE ELIMINATION SYSTEM

NUCLEAR DISASTERS, see DISASTERS

NUDITY, §709.9, §709.21, ch 728


NULLIFICATION OF ADMINISTRATIVE RULES, §3.6

NURSE LICENSURE COMPACT, ch 152E

NURSE PRACTITIONERS, see NURSING

NURSERIES, ch 177A, ch 481C, ch 717A

NURSERY SCHOOLS, see PRESCHOOLS

NURSERY STOCK, §456A.20

NURSING, §84A.11, §135.24, §135.31, §135.175, §135.178, ch 135P, ch 143, ch 144D, ch 147, §147A.12, ch 152, ch 152E, §261.114, §261.116, §261.129, ch 496C, §514C.2, §514C.11, §514F.1, ch 519

NURSING FACILITIES, ch 135C, ch 144D, ch 155, ch 249B, ch 249K, ch 249L, ch 347B, ch 514H

NURSING HOME ADMINISTRATION, ch 147, ch 155

NURSING HOME INSURANCE, see LONG-TERM CARE INSURANCE

NURSING HOMES, §37.27, ch 135C, ch 144D, ch 155, ch 249B, ch 249K, ch 249L, ch 514H

NURSING OF CHILDREN, see BREASTFEEDING

NUTRIENT RESEARCH CENTER, §466B.41, §466B.42, §466B.45, §466B.47 – §466B.49

NUTRIENT RESEARCH CENTER ADVISORY COUNCIL, §466B.48

NUTRITION, §16.47, ch 152A, ch 175B, ch 190A, §231.66, ch 283A, §298A.11

OAKDALE CAMPUS, ch 262, ch 271
OAKDALE CORRECTIONAL FACILITY, ch 904

OATHS, ch 63, ch 63A, §817.3

OATS, ch 203, ch 203C, ch 203D, §210.10, §428.35

OBSCENITY, §234.28, ch 728

OBSESSIVE-COMPULSIVE DISORDERS, §514C.22

OBSTETRICAL AND NEWBORN INDIGENT PATIENT CARE PROGRAM, §135.152

OBSTETRICS, §135.152

OBSTRUCTING JUSTICE, ch 719

OBSTRUCTIONS, ch 318

OCCUPATIONAL DISEASE, ch 85A

OCCUPATIONAL HEARING LOSS, ch 85B

OCCUPATIONAL LICENSURE, see PROFESSIONAL LICENSURE

OCCUPATIONAL SAFETY AND HEALTH, ch 88, ch 89B

OCCUPATIONAL THERAPY, §135.24, ch 147, ch 148B, §514C.30

OCCUPATIONS, see PROFESSIONS

OCCUPYING CLAIMANTS, ch 560

OCELOTS, see FELINE ANIMALS

OCTANE, see FUELS

ODOMETERS, §321.71

ODORS, §266.40 – §266.49, §455B.131 – §455B.147, §455B.149 – §455B.152, §459.201 – §459.207

OFF-ROAD UTILITY VEHICLES, ch 321G, ch 321I

OFFENSIVE WEAPONS, see WEAPONS

OFFICE OF MINORITY AND MULTICULTURAL HEALTH, §135.12

OFFICIAL REGISTER, §7D.6, §9F.4

OFFSPRING, see CHILDREN

OILS, §8A.316, ch 429, ch 438, §441.73, §455B.701, ch 458A, ch 473


OLEOMARGARINE, ch 191, §192.143

OMBUDSMAN, ch 2C
OMVUI (OPERATING A MOTOR VEHICLE WHILE UNDER THE INFLUENCE), see OPERATING WHILE INTOXICATED

ONE CALL SYSTEM, ch 480

ONLINE LEARNING, see DISTANCE EDUCATION

ONLINE TRANSACTIONS, see ELECTRONIC TRANSACTIONS

OPEN CONTAINER LAWS, §123.28, §321.284, §321.284A

OPEN ENROLLMENT, §282.18

OPEN MEETINGS, ch 21, ch 23

OPEN RECORDS, ch 22, ch 23

OPEN SPACES, ch 306D, ch 465A, ch 544B

OPERATING WHILE INTOXICATED, ch 321J, §462A.14 – §462A.14F, §904.513, §911.2

OPIATES, see NARCOTICS

OPOSSUMS, see FUR-BEARING ANIMALS

OPTICAL SCAN SYSTEMS, ch 52

OPTICAL STORAGE, see RECORDINGS

OPTOMETRIC SERVICE CORPORATIONS, see HEALTH SERVICE CORPORATIONS

OPTOMETRY, §135.24, §135.39D, ch 147, ch 154, §280.7A, ch 496C

ORAL HEALTH CARE, see DENTAL CARE

ORAL LANGUAGE INTERPRETERS, see INTERPRETING

ORCHARDS, ch 177A, ch 427C, §441.22, ch 717A

ORCHESTRAL MUSIC, see MUSIC

ORDNANCE PLANTS, §274.39 – §274.45

ORES, see MINERALS

ORGAN DONATIONS, see ANATOMICAL GIFTS

ORGAN TRANSPLANTS, see ORGANS AND TISSUE

ORGANIC ADVISORY COUNCIL, §190C.2, §190C.2A

ORGANIC AGRICULTURAL PRODUCTS, ch 190C

ORGANIC FOOD, ch 190C

ORGANIZED CRIME, see RACKETEERING

ORGANIZED DELIVERY SYSTEMS FOR HEALTH CARE, §135.120, ch 509A, ch 514C, ch 521F

ORGANIZED LABOR, see LABOR UNIONS
ORGANS AND TISSUE, §70A.39, ch 142C
ORIENTAL BITTERSWEET, §317.25
ORIGINAL NOTICE, see PLEADINGS
ORPHANS, §35A.13
ORTHODISTS, see ORTHOTICS
ORTHODONTIA, see DENTAL CARE
ORTHOTIC DEVICES, ch 148F
ORTHOTICS, ch 147, ch 148F
OSTEOPATHIC MEDICAL CENTER (DES MOINES UNIVERSITY), see DES MOINES UNIVERSITY OSTEOPATHIC MEDICAL CENTER
OSTEOPATHIC MEDICINE, ch 147, ch 148, ch 148D, §261.113, ch 496C, §514F.1, ch 519
OSTRICHES, see BIRDS
OTTERS, see FUR-BEARING ANIMALS
OUT-OF-HOSPITAL DO-NOT-RESUSCITATE ORDERS, ch 144A
OUTDOOR POWER EQUIPMENT, ch 322F
OVERPASSES, §327G.12, §364.8
OVICIDES, see PESTICIDES
OWI (OPERATING WHILE INTOXICATED), see OPERATING WHILE INTOXICATED
OYSTER FARMING, see AQUACULTURE
PACE (PATHWAYS FOR ACADEMIC CAREER AND EMPLOYMENT) PROGRAM, see PATHWAYS FOR ACADEMIC CAREER AND EMPLOYMENT PROGRAM
PACIFIC ISLANDER PERSONS, §216A.151 – §216A.154, §261.101 – §261.105
PADDLEFISH, §483A.6A
PAGERS, ch 522E
PAINTINGS, see ARTS
PAL PROGRAM (PREPARATION FOR ADULT LIVING PROGRAM), see PREPARATION FOR ADULT LIVING PROGRAM
PALIMONY, see SUPPORT OF PERSONS
PALLADIUM, ch 502A
PALLIATIVE CARE, see HOSPICE SERVICES

PALM PRINTS, ch 690, ch 810

PANDAS, ch 717F

PANDEMICS, see DISEASES

PANDERING, §725.1 – §725.4

PANELS (JURORS), see JURIES

PANIC ROOMS, see SAFE ROOMS

PANTHERS, see FELINE ANIMALS

PAPER, §8A.315, §8A.315A, ch 455D

PAPERBOARD, see CARDBOARD

PAPERS (NEWSPAPERS), see NEWSPAPERS

PARA-EDUCATORS, see TEACHERS

PARAMEDICS, see EMERGENCY MEDICAL CARE

PARATUBERCULOSIS, ch 165A

PARDONS, ch 904A, ch 914

PARENT-TEACHER ASSOCIATIONS, §297.9

PARENTAL NOTIFICATION (ABORTION), ch 135L

PARENTAL RIGHTS, §232.6, §232.78 – §232.84, §232.87 – §232.104, §232.106 – §232.120, ch 232B, ch 233, ch 600, ch 600A


PARI-MUTUEL WAGERING, ch 99D

PARKING (VEHICLES), §8A.323, §262.68, §262.69, §321.236, §321.237, §321.313, §321.395, §321.396, ch 321L

PARKS, §1.16, ch 308A, §314.23, §314.24, §315.6, §321.248, ch 350, §359.30, §359.34, §364.23, ch 461, ch 461A, ch 463C, ch 481A

PARKWAYS, ch 308, §315.6, ch 350

PAROCHIAL SCHOOLS, see PRIVATE EDUCATION

PAROL CONTRACTS, see CONTRACTS

PAROLE, §2.56, §902.11, §902.12, ch 903B, ch 904A – ch 906, ch 908

PAROLE BOARD, ch 904A

PAROLE COMPACTS, §906.13
PAROLE OFFICERS, ch 80F, §692A.129, ch 905, ch 906
PARROTS, see BIRDS
PARTIES TO ACTIONS, ch 622A, ch 622B
PARTITION, §499B.13, §557.17, §557A.4, ch 651
PARTITION FENCES, see FENCES
PARTNERSHIP ACT, ch 486A
PARTNERSHIPS, ch 9H, ch 486A, ch 488, §558.72, §614.14A
PARTS (AUTOMOTIVE), see AUTOMOTIVE PARTS
PASTRIES, see DESSERTS
PATENTS, §7.5, ch 9G, ch 523G, §622.41
Paternity, §144.12A, §144.40, §222.78, ch 252A, ch 252F, §598.21E, ch 600B
PATHOGENS, see DISEASES
PATHOLOGY, §135B.19 – §135B.32, §147.106
PATHS, see FOOTPATHS; TRAILS
PATHWAYS FOR ACADEMIC CAREER AND EMPLOYMENT PROGRAM, ch 260H
PATIENT-CENTERED HEALTH ADVISORY COUNCIL, §135.159
PATROL (STATE HIGHWAY PATROL), see PUBLIC SAFETY DEPARTMENT
PAUPERISM, see POVERTY
PAWNBROKERS, §631.1, §714.28
PAY, see SALARIES AND WAGES
PAY TOILETS, §135.21
PAY-PER-CALL SERVICES, ch 714A
PAYDAY LOAN BUSINESSES, see DELAYED DEPOSIT SERVICES BUSINESSES
PAYMENT CARDS, see ATM AND ATM CARDS; CREDIT; DEBIT CARDS
PCB (POLYCHLORINATED BIPHENYLS), see POLYCHLORINATED BIPHENYLS
PEACE OFFICERS, see LAW ENFORCEMENT OFFICERS
PEACE OFFICERS’ RETIREMENT, ACCIDENT, AND DISABILITY SYSTEM, see PUBLIC SAFETY PEACE OFFICERS’ RETIREMENT SYSTEM
PEACH TREES, see TREES
PEAR TREES, see TREES
PEARL HARBOR SPECIAL PLATES, §321.34
PECK, §210.6, §210.11
PEDDLING, see DOOR-TO-DOOR SALES; VENDORS
PEDICURING, see COSMETOLOGY
PEDORTHICS, ch 147, ch 148F
PEER REVIEW, §147.135, ch 272C, $542.7, $542.8
PEER REVIEW COURT, $602.6110
PELL GRANTS, see WORK-STUDY PROGRAMS
PELTS, see FURS; HIDES
PEN REGISTERS, ch 808B
PENAL LABOR, see HARD LABOR
PENAL SYSTEMS, see CORRECTIONAL SYSTEMS
PENITENTIARIES, see CORRECTIONAL FACILITIES
PENSION PLANS, see RETIREMENT PLANS
PEONAGE, see INVOLUNTARY SERVITUDE
PERB (PUBLIC EMPLOYMENT RELATIONS BOARD), see PUBLIC EMPLOYMENT RELATIONS BOARD
PERINATAL CARE, §514C.12
PERIODIC PAYMENT JUDGMENTS, see STRUCTURED SETTLEMENTS
PERJURY, §720.2, §720.3
PERPETUITIES, see RULE AGAINST PERPETUITIES
PERSONAL DIRECTIVES, see ADVANCE HEALTH CARE DIRECTIVES
PERSONAL INCOME TAXES, see INCOME TAXES
PERSONAL INJURIES, see INJURIES
PERSONAL PROPERTY, ch 427A, ch 671
PERSONALITY DISORDERS, see PSYCHIATRIC ILLNESSES
PERSONNEL FILES, §22.7, ch 91B
PERSONS WITH DISABILITIES COMMISSION, §216A.71, §216A.72, §216A.74, §216A.75
PERSONS WITH DISABILITIES SPECIAL PLATES, §321.34
PERSONS WITH DISABILITIES, OFFICE OF, see HUMAN RIGHTS DEPARTMENT
PERTUSSIS, §139A.8, §155A.44
PERVASIVE DEVELOPMENTAL DISORDERS, §514C.22
PESTICIDES, §139A.21, ch 206, §266.38, ch 570A
PESTS, ch 177A, ch 206, §570.4
PET SHOP, ch 162
PETIT JURIES, see JURIES
PETITIONS (COURT PLEADINGS), see PLEADINGS
PETITIONS TO GOVERNMENTAL AUTHORITIES, ch 45
PETROLEUM, ch 101, §215.20, ch 424, ch 452A, §455B.701, ch 455F, ch 455G, ch 458A
PETROLEUM DIMINUTION, ch 424, ch 455G
PETS, ch 198, §483A.23, ch 717E, ch 717F
PEYOTE, §124.204
PH.D. (DOCTOR OF PHILOSOPHY), see DEGREES AND DIPLOMAS
PHARMACEUTICAL DRUGS, see PRESCRIPTION DRUGS
PHARMACEUTICAL SERVICE CORPORATIONS, see HEALTH SERVICE CORPORATIONS
PHARMACY BENEFITS MANAGERS, §505.26, ch 510B
PHARMACY BOARD, see PHARMACY
PHEASANTS, §481A.6A, §481A.6B, §484B.6
PHENYLButAZONE, §99D.25, §99D.25A
PHILANTHROPIC ORGANIZATIONS, ch 13C, §15E.301 – §15E.305
PHONE SERVICES, see TELEPHONE SERVICES
PHONOGRAPH RECORDS, §714.15
PHOSPHORUS, §466B.41, §466B.42, §466B.45, §466B.47 – §466B.49
PHOTOGRAPHY, §232.77, §232.148, ch 690, §709.21, §728.14, ch 810, §817.1
PHYSICAL DISABILITIES, see DISABILITIES
PHYSICAL EXERCISE, ch 552
PHYSICAL EXERCISE CLUBS, ch 135I, ch 552
PHYSICAL HEALTH, see HEALTH
PHYSICAL INJURIES, see INJURIES
PHYSICAL PLANT AND EQUIPMENT LEVY, §298.2, §298A.4
PHYSICAL THERAPY, §135.24, ch 147, ch 148A, §261.115, ch 496C, §514C.30
PHYSICALLY DISABLED PERSONS, see DISABILITIES
PHYSICIAN ASSISTANTS BOARD, see PHYSICIAN ASSISTING
PHYSICIAN CARE, see HEALTH; MEDICAL CARE
PHYSICS, see SCIENCE
PICKPOCKETS, see THEFT
PICKUPS, see TRUCKS
PICNIC GROUNDS, ch 461, ch 461C
PIES, see DESSERTS
PIGEONS, see BIRDS
PIGS, see PORCINE ANIMALS
PILFERING, see SHOPLIFTING; THEFT
PIMPING, §725.1 – §725.4
PINT, §210.5, §210.6, §210.11, §210.13, §210.15
PIONEER CEMETERIES, §331.325, §331.424B
PIPE SYSTEMS, §314.11, ch 320, §428.24 – §428.26, §428.28, §428.29, ch 429, ch 438, §441.73, ch 476, ch 479 – ch 479B, §589.29
PIPELINES, §314.11, ch 320, §428.24 – §428.26, §428.28, §428.29, ch 438, ch 476, ch 479 – ch 479B
PISTOLS, see FIREARMS
PLACEMENT OF CHILDREN INTERSTATE COMPACT, §232.158 – §232.168
PLANE COORDINATE SYSTEM, see IOWA PLANE COORDINATE SYSTEM
PLANES, see AIRCRAFT
PLANNING COMMISSIONS, §8A.371 – §8A.376, ch 28H, ch 28I, §308.1, ch 358C
PLANT DISEASES, ch 177A
PLANT PATHOLOGY, ch 177A
PLANTS (VEGETATION), ch 177A, ch 186, ch 206, ch 481B, ch 571
PLASTICS, ch 455D, ch 556C
PLATINUM, ch 502A
PLATS, §331.511, ch 354, ch 355, §558.63, §558.65, §561.4 – §561.6, §589.23, §592.2 – §592.4, §622.42
PLAYGROUNDS, ch 300, ch 350, §359.28
PLEADINGS, ch 619
PLUM TREES, see TREES
PLUMBING, ch 104B, ch 105, ch 135K, ch 523C
PLUMBING AND MECHANICAL SYSTEMS BOARD, §105.3
PLUMBING CODES, ch 104B, ch 105
PLUTONIUM, see RADIOACTIVE MATERIALS
PLYWOOD, see WOOD PRODUCTS
PMIC (PSYCHIATRIC MEDICAL INSTITUTIONS FOR CHILDREN), see PSYCHIATRIC HOSPITALS
PNEUMATIC TIRES, see TIRES
PNEUMOCOCCAL DISEASE, §139A.8
PNEUMOCONIOSIS, ch 85A
PODIATRY, §135.24, ch 135P, ch 147, ch 149, §261.115, ch 496C, §514F.1, ch 519
POET LAUREATE, STATE, §303.89
POINT-OF-SALE TERMINALS, ch 527
POISON PILL DEFENSE, §490.624A, §491.101A
POISONINGS, §135.100 – §135.105D, ch 139A, §708.5
POISONS, §135.100 – §135.105D, ch 205, ch 206, §708.5, §727.1
POKER, see GAMBLING
POLES (UTILITY), ch 429, ch 437, §441.73, ch 478
POLICE ACADEMY, see LAW ENFORCEMENT ACADEMY
POLICE DEPARTMENTS, see POLICE OFFICERS
POLICE DOGS, §717B.9
POLICE OFFICERS, ch 80D, ch 97D, §362.10, ch 400, §400.8A, §400.13, §400.14, ch 410, ch 411
POLICE RADIO BROADCASTING SYSTEM, ch 693

POLICE TRAINING, see LAW ENFORCEMENT ACADEMY

POLICE VEHICLES, see LAW ENFORCEMENT VEHICLES

POLIOMYELITIS, §139A.8, §263.9 – §263.13

POLITICAL ACTION COMMITTEES, see POLITICAL COMMITTEES

POLITICAL ACTIVITIES, see CAMPAIGN FINANCE; ELECTIONS AND POLITICS; POLITICAL ORGANIZATIONS

POLITICAL ADVERTISING, see CAMPAIGN FINANCE

POLITICAL COMMITTEES, ch 68A

POLITICAL CONTRIBUTIONS, see CAMPAIGN FINANCE

POLITICAL ORGANIZATIONS, ch 13C, ch 44, §721.3, §721.6, §721.7

POLITICAL PARTIES, ch 43, ch 68A, §420.126 – §420.137

POLITICAL SUBDIVISIONS, see CITY GOVERNMENT; COUNTY GOVERNMENT; LOCAL GOVERNMENT; SCHOOL DISTRICTS; TOWNSHIPS

POLITICS, see ELECTIONS AND POLITICS

POLLING PLACES, ch 49

POLLUTION, ch 161C, ch 455B, ch 455K, ch 459, ch 466B

POLYCHLORINATED BIPHENYLS, §614.1

POLYGRAPH EXAMINATIONS, §730.4

POLYNESIANS, see PACIFIC ISLANDER PERSONS

POLYSOMNOGRAPHY, ch 147, ch 148G

PONDS, see WATER

PONIES, see EQUINE ANIMALS

POOLS (BETTING AND WAGERING), see GAMBLING

POOLS (BUSINESS ENTITIES), see TRUSTS (BUSINESS ENTITIES)

POOLS (JURORS), see JURIES

POOLS (SWIMMING), see SWIMMING POOLS

POOLS (WATER), see WATER

POOR PERSONS, see POVERTY

POOR RELIEF, see PUBLIC ASSISTANCE

POPCORN, §210.10

POPLAR TREES, see TREES
POPULATION, ch 9F


PORK, ch 183A, ch 202B

PORK PRODUCERS COUNCIL, ch 183A

PORNOGRAPHY, see OBSCENITY

PORS (PEACE OFFICERS' RETIREMENT SYSTEM), see PUBLIC SAFETY PEACE OFFICERS' RETIREMENT SYSTEM

PORT AUTHORITIES, ch 28J

PORTS, ch 28J, ch 28K

POSTCONVICTION PROCEDURE, ch 811, ch 822

POSTCONVICTION PROCEDURE ACT, ch 822

POSTERS, see SIGNS

POSTPARTUM CARE, §514C.12, §514C.14

POSTSECONDARY EDUCATION, see COLLEGES AND UNIVERSITIES

POTABLE WATER, see WATER

POTATOES, §210.10


POUND (WEIGHT), §210.4, §210.19, §215.20

POUNDS (ANIMAL FACILITIES), see ANIMAL SHELTERS


POVERTY RELIEF, see PUBLIC ASSISTANCE

POW (PRISONERS OF WAR), see MILITARY

POWER EQUIPMENT, see OUTDOOR POWER EQUIPMENT

POWER LINES, see POLES (UTILITY); TRANSMISSION LINES

POWER OF APPOINTMENT, ch 559, ch 633E

POWER OF ATTORNEY, §29A.74 – §29A.76, ch 144B, ch 144D, ch 231E, ch 586, ch 633B

POWER OF ATTORNEY ACT, ch 633B
POWER PLANTS, see UTILITIES

POWER POLES, see POLES (UTILITY); TRANSMISSION LINES

POWER TOOLS, see TOOLS

PPEL (PHYSICAL PLANT AND EQUIPMENT LEVY), see PHYSICAL PLANT AND EQUIPMENT LEVY

PRECINCT CAUCUSES, §43.4, §43.90 – §43.93

PRECINCTS, see ELECTIONS AND POLITICS

PRECIOUS METALS, see METALS

PRECIOUS STONES, see GEMS

PREDATION, see DEPREDATION

PREFERENCE LAWS, §8A.311, §35.3, ch 35C, ch 73, §400.10

PREGNANCY, ch 135L, §139A.37, ch 142A, §144.29A, ch 146, ch 146A, §514C.14, §595.2, §702.20, §707.7 – §707.10

PREKINDERGARTEN, see PRESCHOOLS

PRELIMINARY EXAMINATIONS, see CRIMINAL PROCEDURE

PRELIMINARY HEARINGS, see CRIMINAL PROCEDURE

PRELIMINARY INFORMATION, see INFORMATION (CRIMINAL ACCUSATION)

PREMARITAL AGREEMENT ACT, ch 596

PREMARITAL AGREEMENTS, see PRENUPTIAL AGREEMENTS

PREMIUM TAXES, see INSURANCE COMPANIES TAXES

PREMIUMS, see INSURANCE

PRENATAL CARE, §135.106, §139A.37

PRENUPTIAL AGREEMENTS, ch 596

PREPARATION FOR ADULT LIVING PROGRAM, §234.46

PREPARATORY SCHOOLS, see PRIVATE EDUCATION

PRESCHOOLS, ch 237A, ch 256C, ch 256G


PRESERVES, see NATURAL PRESERVES

PRESERVES ADVISORY BOARD, §465C.2 – §465C.8

PRESIDENT OF THE IOWA SENATE, see GENERAL ASSEMBLY

PRESIDENT OF THE UNITED STATES, §43.80, §49.32, ch 54, ch 60
PRESS, see NEWSPAPERS; RADIO; TELEVISION

PRESSURE VESSELS (STEAM CONTAINMENT), see STEAM ENERGY

PRETRIAL RELEASE, ch 811

PRICE FIXING, ch 553

PRICE LABORATORY SCHOOL, ch 256G

PRIMA FACIE EVIDENCE, see EVIDENCE

PRIMARY CARE, see MEDICAL CARE

PRIMARY CARE PROVIDER RECRUITMENT AND RETENTION ENDEAVOR, see PRIMECARRE

PRIMARY EDUCATION, see SCHOOLS

PRIMARY ELECTIONS, ch 43, §376.6, §376.7

PRIMARY HIGHWAYS, see PRIMARY ROADS

PRIMARY ROAD FUND, ch 312 – ch 313

PRIMARY ROADS, ch 306, ch 312 – ch 313, ch 315

PRIMARY SCHOOLS, see SCHOOLS

PRIMATES, §216C.11, ch 717F

PRIMECARRE, §135.107

PRINCIPAL AND INCOME ACT, ch 637

PRINCIPALS (ESTATES AND TRUSTS), ch 637

PRINCIPALS (SCHOOLS), see SCHOOL ADMINISTRATORS

PRINTING, §8A.341 – §8A.345

PRINTS (FINGERS), see FINGERPRINTS

PRINTS (PALMS), see PALM PRINTS

PRISON INDUSTRIES, see IOWA PRISON INDUSTRIES

PRISON INDUSTRIES ADVISORY BOARD, §904.803, §904.804

PRISON LABOR, see HARD LABOR; INMATE LABOR

PRISONERS, see INMATES

PRISONERS OF WAR, see MILITARY

PRISONS, see CORRECTIONAL FACILITIES

PRIVACY, §709.21, ch 808A

PRIVATE ACTIVITY BOND ALLOCATION ACT, ch 7C
PRIVATE ACTIVITY BONDS, ch 7C, §15.106D
PRIVATE ACTS (LEGISLATIVE), §3.11
PRIVATE CLUBS, ch 135I
PRIVATE COLLEGES, see COLLEGES AND UNIVERSITIES
PRIVATE DETECTIVES, see PRIVATE INVESTIGATION
PRIVATE EDUCATION, ch 256, ch 280, ch 285, ch 299, ch 299A, §422.11S
PRIVATE ENTERPRISE, see BUSINESS ENTITIES
PRIVATE FOUNDATIONS, ch 504B, §633A.5105, ch 634
PRIVATE INSTRUCTION, see PRIVATE EDUCATION
PRIVATE INVESTIGATION, ch 80A, §724.6
PRIVATE SCHOOLS, see PRIVATE EDUCATION
PRIVATE SECURITY, ch 80A, §724.6
PRIVATE UNIVERSITIES, see COLLEGES AND UNIVERSITIES
PRIVILEGED COMMUNICATIONS, ch 135P, §622.10
PRIZE PROMOTIONS, ch 714B
PRIZEFIGHTING, see BOXING
PRIZES, ch 99B, ch 714B, ch 717E
PROBATE CODE, ch 590, ch 633, ch 635
PROBATE COURTS, ch 602, ch 633
PROBATE PROCEDURE, see PROBATE CODE
PROBATION, §2.56, §135.130, ch 901B, ch 905, §906.13, ch 907, ch 908
PROBATION COMPACTS, §906.13
PROBATION OFFICERS, ch 80F, §692A.129, ch 905
PROCESSIONS, §321.324A
PROCLAMATIONS, see GOVERNOR
PROCREATION, see REPRODUCTION
PROCUREMENT, see PURCHASING
PRODUCE, see FOOD
PRODUCT LIABILITY, ch 507D, §613.18, §668.12
PRODUCTION CREDIT ASSOCIATIONS, §15.351 – §15.356, §422.60 – §422.63, §422.66
PROFESSIONAL ATHLETICS, ch 9A
PROFESSIONAL BOXING, see BOXING

PROFESSIONAL CORPORATIONS, ch 496C

PROFESSIONAL LIABILITY INSURANCE, ch 507D, ch 519, ch 519A

PROFESSIONAL LICENSING, see PROFESSIONAL LICENSURE

PROFESSIONAL LICENSING AND REGULATION BUREAU, ch 546


PROFESSIONAL LICENSURE DIVISION, §135.11A

PROFESSIONAL LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANIES, see LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANIES

PROFESSIONAL TITLES, §147.72 – §147.74

PROFESSIONAL WRESTLING, see WRESTLING


PROFESSORS, see TEACHERS

PROGENY, see CHILDREN

PROMISE JOBS PROGRAM, ch 239A, §239B.17 – §239B.22

PROMOTING INDEPENDENCE AND SELF-SUFFICIENCY THROUGH EMPLOYMENT JOB OPPORTUNITIES AND BASIC SKILLS PROGRAM, see PROMISE JOBS PROGRAM

PROOF, see EVIDENCE

PROPANE, ch 101C, §215.20, §260C.19A, ch 473

PROPANE EDUCATION AND RESEARCH COUNCIL, ch 101C

PROPERTY
Destroyed property, ch 658, ch 716
Forfeiture, ch 656, ch 666, ch 809A
Horizontal property, ch 499B, §558.68, §572.31
Industrial property, ch 426C, ch 427B, §441.21A
Lost property, ch 556F – ch 556H

Property, ch 427A, ch 470, ch 473


Redemption of property, ch 447, ch 628, §654.16, §654.23, §654.25, ch 714E

Rehabilitation (property), §15.38, ch 404A, ch 657A

Seizable property, ch 447, ch 470, ch 473


Unclaimed property, ch 556, ch 556F – ch 556H

Vacant property, §15.291 – §15.295, §297.4, §364.21, §446.19A, §446.19B, ch 657A

PROPERTY ASSESSMENT APPEAL BOARD, §421.1A

PROPERTY INSURANCE, ch 507D, ch 510A, ch 515, ch 515F, ch 515H, ch 518, ch 521E

PROPERTY LINES, see BOUNDARIES (PROPERTY)

PROPERTY MARKETS, ch 546A

PROPERTY OF STATE, see STATE PROPERTY

PROPERTY REDEMPTION, see REDEMPTION OF PROPERTY

PROPERTY REHABILITATION, see REHABILITATION (PROPERTY)

PROPERTY TAX ASSESSMENTS, see PROPERTY TAXES

PROPERTY TAX RELIEF FUND, ch 426B


PROPERTY TITLES, see TITLES (PROPERTY)

PROPHYLACTICS, see CONTRACEPTION

proprietary medicines, see controlled substances

proprietary schools, §714.17 – §714.21a, §714.23 – §714.25

propylene, see liquefied gases

prosecuting attorneys, see prosecutors

prosecutions, ch 802, ch 816

prosecutors, ch 13, ch 13a

prosthetic devices, ch 148f, §514c.25

prosthetics, ch 147, ch 148f, §514c.25

prostitution, ch 99, §702.4, §702.15, §725.1 – §725.4

protected cell companies, ch 521g

protective orders, ch 236, ch 664a

proxy voting, ch 523

prudent investor act, §633.123, §633a.4301 – §633a.4309

prudent management of institutional funds act, ch 540a

prudent person (investment) rules, see prudent investor act

pseudoephedrine, ch 124, §126.23a, §714.7c

pseudorabies, ch 163, ch 166d

pseudorabies advisory committee, §166d.3

psittacine birds, see birds

psychiatric care, §135.180, ch 135g, ch 135h, ch 225

psychiatric facilities, see psychiatric hospitals

psychiatric health, see psychiatric illnesses

psychiatric hospitals, ch 135g, ch 135h, ch 225, §282.27

psychiatric illnesses, ch 135c, ch 135g, ch 135h, ch 221, ch 225, §514c.22

psychiatric institutions, see psychiatric hospitals

psychiatry, see psychiatric care

psychological disorders, see psychiatric illnesses
PSYCHOLOGY, §135.24, ch 147, ch 154B, ch 228, §249A.15, ch 496C

PSYCHOTIC DISORDERS, see PSYCHIATRIC ILLNESSES

PTA (PARENT-TEACHER ASSOCIATIONS), see PARENT-TEACHER ASSOCIATIONS

PTO (PARENT TEACHER ORGANIZATIONS), see PARENT-TEACHER ASSOCIATIONS

PUBLIC ACCOUNTANTS, see ACCOUNTANCY


PUBLIC AUCTIONS, see AUCTIONS

PUBLIC BENEFIT CORPORATIONS, see NONPROFIT ENTITIES

PUBLIC BIDDING, see BIDDING

PUBLIC BONDS, see BONDS

PUBLIC BROADCASTING, §256.80 – §256.88, §256.90

PUBLIC BROADCASTING DIVISION, §256.80 – §256.88, §256.90

PUBLIC BUILDINGS, see PUBLIC PROPERTY

PUBLIC CONTRACTS, ch 8F, ch 26, ch 72 – ch 73A, §331.341, §331.342, §362.5, ch 573, ch 573A, §721.11

PUBLIC DEBT, ch 74 – ch 76

PUBLIC DEFENDERS, ch 13B, §814.9 – §814.11, ch 815

PUBLIC DEFENSE DEPARTMENT, §7E.5, ch 29

PUBLIC DEPOSITS, see PUBLIC FUNDS

PUBLIC DISORDERS, see DISORDERLY CONDUCT; RIOTS; UNLAWFUL ASSEMBLY

PUBLIC DOCUMENTS, see PUBLIC RECORDS

PUBLIC EDUCATION, see EDUCATION

PUBLIC EDUCATION AND RECREATION LEVY, §298A.6


PUBLIC EMPLOYEES’ RETIREMENT SYSTEM, §11.5B, ch 97B, ch 97D

PUBLIC EMPLOYMENT RELATIONS ACT, ch 20

PUBLIC EMPLOYMENT RELATIONS BOARD, §7E.5, ch 20


PUBLIC HEALTH, see HEALTH
PUBLIC HEALTH DEPARTMENT, §7E.5, §11.5B, ch 135, ch 135A
PUBLIC HEALTH DISASTERS, §135.140 – §135.147, §139A.3A
PUBLIC HOLIDAYS, see HOLIDAYS
PUBLIC HOSPITALS, ch 347, ch 347A, ch 348
PUBLIC HOUSING, §225C.45, ch 403A
PUBLIC IMPROVEMENTS, ch 6A, ch 6B, ch 26, ch 28F, ch 72, ch 73A, ch 239A, §331.341, §331.342, §331.485 – §331.491, ch 386, ch 419, ch 573, ch 573A
PUBLIC INFORMATION BOARD, ch 23
PUBLIC JOBS, see PUBLIC EMPLOYEES
PUBLIC LANDS, see PUBLIC PROPERTY
PUBLIC LIBRARIES, see LIBRARIES
PUBLIC MEASURES, §49.43 – §49.47, ch 49A, §277.2, §331.309, §362.11
PUBLIC MEETINGS, ch 21, ch 23
PUBLIC OFFENSES, see CRIMINAL LAW
PUBLIC OFFICERS, ch 35C, ch 63 – ch 69, ch 70A, §70A.40, ch 71, ch 666, §718.2, §718.4, ch 721
PUBLIC POLICY RESEARCH FOUNDATION, §7D.15
PUBLIC RECORDS, ch 22, ch 23, ch 144, ch 303, ch 305, ch 647, ch 692, §702.22, §718.5, §721.10
PUBLIC ROADS, see HIGHWAYS
PUBLIC SAFETY ADVISORY BOARD, §216A.133A
PUBLIC SAFETY COMMISSIONER, see PUBLIC SAFETY DEPARTMENT
PUBLIC SAFETY DEPARTMENT, §7E.5, ch 80, ch 100
PUBLIC SAFETY PEACE OFFICERS’ RETIREMENT SYSTEM, ch 97A, ch 97D
PUBLIC SALES, see AUCTIONS
PUBLIC SCHOOLS, see SCHOOLS
PUBLIC STREETS, see HIGHWAYS
PUBLIC TELEVISION, see IOWA PUBLIC TELEVISION
PUBLIC TRANSPORTATION, §28E.17, ch 28M, ch 324A
PUBLIC UTILITIES, see UTILITIES
PUBLIC WATERS, see PUBLIC PROPERTY
PUBLIC WORKS, see INFRASTRUCTURE; PUBLIC IMPROVEMENTS

PUBLICATIONS, ch 2A, ch 2B, ch 7A, §§8A.351, ch 618

PULSE OXIMETRY, §136A.5A

PUMAS, see FELINE ANIMALS

PUMPS, ch 214

PUNISHMENTS, see SENTENCING

PUNITIVE DAMAGES, see DAMAGES

PUPILS, see STUDENTS

PUPPY MILLS, ch 162


PURCHASING OF PERSONS, see SLAVERY

PURBELL ACT, §§266.6, §266.7

PURPLE HEART DAY, §1C.16

PURPLE HEART SPECIAL PLATES, §321.34

PURPLE LOOSESTRIFE, ch 317, §456A.37

PURSUIT, ch 806

PYROTECHNICS, see FIREWORKS

QUAD CITIES INTERSTATE METROPOLITAN AUTHORITY, ch 28A

QUAIL, §484B.6

QUALIFIED USE INHERITANCE TAXES, ch 450B

QUALITY JOBS ENTERPRISE ZONES, see ENTERPRISE ZONES

QUARANTINES, ch 139A

QUARRIES, ch 353

QUART, §§210.5, §210.6, §§210.11, §210.13, §210.15

QUARTER HORSE RACING, see HORSE RACING

QUARTER HORSES, see EQUINE ANIMALS

QUESTIONS OF FACT, ch 678

QUESTIONS OF LAW, ch 678, ch 684A

QUI TAM ACTIONS, see FALSE CLAIMS ACT

QUIETING TITLE, ch 649
QUITCLAIM DEEDS, see CONVEYANCES (REAL ESTATE)

QUO WARRANTO, §499.53, ch 660

RABBITS, ch 717E

RABIES, ch 351

RACCOONS, see FUR-BEARING ANIMALS

RACETRACKS, see RACING

RACIAL GROUPS, see ETHNIC GROUPS

RACING, ch 99D, ch 99F, §321.278, ch 673

RACING AND GAMING COMMISSION, ch 99D, ch 99F

RACKETEERING, ch 706A, ch 706B

RADAR, §321.232

RADIATION, see RADIOACTIVE MATERIALS

RADIATION BURNS, see BURN INJURIES

RADIATION MACHINES, ch 136C, ch 136D, §727.4

RADIO, §29C.23, §481A.24, §659.5, ch 693, §714.15

RADIO OPERATORS PLATES, §321.34


RADIOACTIVE WASTE INTERSTATE COMPACT, see MIDWEST INTERSTATE LOW-LEVEL RADIOACTIVE WASTE COMPACT

RADIOGRAPHY, see RADIATION MACHINES; X-RAYS

RADIOLOGY, §135B.19 – §135B.32, ch 136C

RADON, ch 136B

RADON TESTING, ch 136B

RAFFLES, see GAMBLING; LOTTERIES

RAFTING, see BOATS AND VESSELS

RAILROAD CROSSINGS, §321.341 – §321.344B, ch 327F, ch 327G


RAILWAY COMPANIES TAXES, ch 429, ch 434, §441.73
RAINY DAY FUNDS, §8.55

RAPE, see SEXUAL ABUSE

RAPID TRANSIT, see PUBLIC TRANSPORTATION

RAPTORS, see BIRDS

RATS, see RODENTS

RATTLESNAKES, see SNAKES

READING, see LITERACY

READING CORPS, §15H.7

REAL ESTATE, see REAL PROPERTY

REAL ESTATE AGENTS, see REAL ESTATE BROKERAGE

REAL ESTATE APPRAISALS, see APPRAISALS OF REAL ESTATE

REAL ESTATE APPRAISER EXAMINING BOARD, see APPRAISALS OF REAL ESTATE

REAL ESTATE BROKERAGE, ch 496C, ch 543B, §557A.20, ch 558A

REAL ESTATE CLOSING SERVICES, ch 535B

REAL ESTATE COMMISSION, see REAL ESTATE BROKERAGE

REAL ESTATE CONTRACTS, see CONVEYANCES (REAL ESTATE)

REAL ESTATE IMPROVEMENT DISTRICTS, ch 358C

REAL ESTATE SALESPERSONS, see REAL ESTATE BROKERAGE

REAL ESTATE TRANSFER TAXES, ch 428A


REAL PROPERTY TAXES, see PROPERTY TAXES

REAP (RESOURCES ENHANCEMENT AND PROTECTION) PROGRAM AND FUND, see IOWA RESOURCES ENHANCEMENT AND PROTECTION PROGRAM

REAPPORTIONMENT, see REDISTRICTING

REAR LAMPS, see TAILLIGHTS

REASONABLE FORCE, ch 704

REBELLIONS, see INSURRECTIONS

REBUILD IOWA INFRASTRUCTURE FUND, §8.57

RECAT (RIVER ENHANCEMENT COMMUNITY ATTRACTION AND TOURISM) PROJECTS AND FUND, see RIVER ENHANCEMENT COMMUNITY ATTRACTION AND TOURISM PROJECTS AND FUND
RECEIPTS, §554.7101 – §554.7603
RECEIVERSHIPS, §654.14, ch 680
RECHARGEABLE BATTERIES, see ELECTRICAL BATTERIES
RECLAMATION, ch 207, ch 208
RECOGNITION DAYS, ch 1C
RECONVEYANCES (REAL ESTATE), ch 714F
RECORDERS, see COUNTY RECORDERS
RECORDING (REAL ESTATE INSTRUMENTS), see RECORDING ACTS
RECORDING ACTS, ch 547, §557.22 – §557.26, ch 558, ch 626C, §715A.4
RECORDINGS, §280.13B, §702.20A, §714.15
RECORDS AND PUBLICATIONS
Electronic transactions, ch 8B, ch 527, ch 554D, ch 715, ch 715C, §716.6B
Legal publications, ch 2A, ch 2B, ch 349, ch 618
Open records, ch 22, ch 23
Public records, ch 22, ch 23, ch 144, ch 303, ch 305, ch 647, ch 692, §702.22, §718.5, §721.10
Vital records, ch 144, §331.611
RECORDS COMMISSION, §305.3 – §305.8
RECORDS OPEN TO THE PUBLIC, see OPEN RECORDS
RECREATIONAL ACTIVITIES, see RECREATION
RECREATIONAL VEHICLES, ch 322C, ch 557B
RECYCLED PRODUCTS, §8A.315
RED DEER, see FARM DEER
RED FOXES, see FOXES
RED-LINING, ch 535A
REDBOOK, see OFFICIAL REGISTER
REDEEMPTION (BEVERAGE CONTAINERS), see BEVERAGE CONTAINER DEPOSIT LAW
REDEMPTION OF PROPERTY, ch 447, ch 628, §654.16, §654.23, §654.25, ch 714E
REDISTRICTING, ch 42
REDUCED PRESSURE ZONE DEVICES, see BACKFLOW PREVENTION ASSEMBLIES
REFEREES (COURT OFFICIALS), §125.90, §229.21, §602.1508, §602.6602, §602.6608
REFERENDUMS, see ELECTIONS AND POLITICS
REFLEXOLOGY, ch 152C
REFORM SCHOOLS, see JUVENILE FACILITIES
REFORMATORIES, see CORRECTIONAL FACILITIES
REFRIGERATION EQUIPMENT, ch 105, §428.22, ch 578, §727.3
REFUGEES, §217.41
REFUGES, §1.5 – §1.8, §481A.5, §481A.7, §481A.8
REFUNDING BONDS, see BONDS
REFUSE, see GARBAGE
REFUSE DISPOSAL, see WASTE MANAGEMENT
REGENTS BOARD, §7E.5, §8.29, §11.5B, ch 262
REGIONAL COUNCILS, ch 28H, ch 28I
REGIONAL METROPOLITAN SERVICE AREAS, §28E.40
REGIONAL TRANSIT DISTRICTS, ch 28M
REGISTERED NURSES, see NURSING
REGISTRATION (MOTOR VEHICLES), see MOTOR VEHICLE REGISTRATION
REGISTRATION (VOTERS), see VOTER REGISTRATION
REGISTRATION PLATES, see LICENSE PLATES
REGULATED LOAN ACT, ch 536
REGULATORY INFORMATION SERVICE, §15E.17 – §15E.19
REHABILITATION (PERSONS WITH DISABILITIES), see VOCATIONAL REHABILITATION
REHABILITATION (PROPERTY), §15.338, ch 404A, ch 657A
REHABILITATION CAMPS, see CORRECTIONAL FACILITIES
REINDEER, see DEER
REINSURANCE, ch 518B, ch 521, ch 521B – ch 521D
REINVESTMENT DISTRICTS, ch 15J
RELATIVES, §142.4, §232.84, ch 252
RELEASE ON OWN RECOGNIZANCE, see PRETRIAL RELEASE
RELIGION, ch 216, §218.25 – §218.27, §729.1 – §729.3, ch 729A

RELIGIOUS EDUCATION, see PRIVATE EDUCATION

RELIGIOUS ORGANIZATIONS, ch 13C, §100.35, §139A.39, §505.22, ch 540A, §565.1, §565.2

RELIGIOUS TEXTS, §280.6

RELOCATION ASSISTANCE, §6B.42, ch 316

REMAINDERS, §450.44, §557.7

REMAINS (DEAD ANIMALS), see DEAD ANIMALS

REMAINS (DEAD PERSONS), see DEAD BODIES

REMISSIONS OF FINES AND FORFEITURES, ch 904A, ch 914

REMOVAL FROM OFFICE, §8.40, ch 66 – ch 68, ch 69

REMUNERATION, see SALARIES AND WAGES

RENDERING PLANTS, ch 167, ch 189A

RENEWABLE ENERGY, ch 159A, §260C.19A, §266.19, §323.4A, §437A.17B, ch 473, §476.41 – §476.48, ch 476C

RENEWABLE FUEL INFRASTRUCTURE BOARD, §159A.13

RENEWABLE FUELS AND COPRODUCTS OFFICE, §159A.2, §159A.3, §159A.6 – §159A.7

RENT-TO-OWN AGREEMENTS, §537.3601 – §537.3624


RENTAL VEHICLES, ch 321F, ch 423C, ch 516D, ch 522A

RENTERS INSURANCE, see INSURANCE

REPAIR SERVICES, ch 516E, ch 523C, ch 537B, §577.3

REPARATIONS, see RESTITUTION

REPEAT OFFENDERS, see HABITUAL OFFENDERS

REPLACEMENT TAXES, ch 437A, ch 437B, §441.73

REPLEVIN, §631.1, ch 643

REPLICAS, §321.115A, §724.25

REPORTS, ch 7A

REPRESENTATIVES (STATE), see STATE HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES

REPRESENTATIVES (UNITED STATES), see UNITED STATES HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES

REPRIEVES FOR CRIMINAL OFFENDERS, see PARDONS
REPRODUCTION, ch 707C
REPTILES, ch 717F
REPUBLICAN PARTY, see POLITICAL PARTIES
RESEARCH, ch 142, ch 159A, ch 256G, ch 262B, §266.39 – §266.39B, §266.39F – §266.49, ch 707C, ch 717A, ch 717B
RESEARCH AND DEVELOPMENT SCHOOL, see PRICE LABORATORY SCHOOL
RESEARCH FACILITIES, ch 162
RESEARCH LIBRARIES, see LIBRARIES
RESERVE OFFICERS TRAINING CORPS (ROTC), §35A.12, §262.27
RESERVE PEACE OFFICERS, see LAW ENFORCEMENT OFFICERS
RESERVOIRS, see WATER
RESIDENCES, see HOUSING
RESIDENCY (DOMICILE), see HOUSING
RESIDENT PHYSICIANS, see MEDICAL CARE
RESIDENTIAL CARE FACILITIES, ch 135C
RESIDENTIAL LANDLORD AND TENANT ACT, §231B.18, §231C.19, ch 562A
RESIDENTIAL SERVICE COMPANIES, ch 523C
RESOLUTIONS, ch 2B
RESOURCE CENTERS, ch 218, ch 222
RESOURCES ENHANCEMENT AND PROTECTION PROGRAM AND FUND, see IOWA RESOURCES ENHANCEMENT AND PROTECTION PROGRAM
RESPIRATION, see BREATHING
RESPIRATORY CARE, ch 147, ch 152B
RESPIRATORY CARE AND POLYSOMNOGRAPHY BOARD, see POLYSOMNOGRAPHY; RESPIRATORY CARE
RESPITE CARE SERVICES, §16.47, ch 237B
REST AREAS, §306C.21, §313.67, §314.27
RESTAURANTS, see FOOD ESTABLISHMENTS; FOOD SERVICE ESTABLISHMENTS
RESTITUTION, §217.38, §217.39, ch 232A, ch 645, ch 668A, ch 910, §915.28, §915.100
RESTORATION OF CITIZENSHIP RIGHTS (FELONS), see CITIZENSHIP RIGHTS
RESUSCITATION, ch 144A

RETIRED AND SENIOR VOLUNTEER PROGRAM, §15H.2


RETIREMENT CARE, ch 523D

RETIREMENT COMMUNITIES, ch 523D

RETIREMENT PLANS, ch 97D, §216.13, §279.46, §627.8


REVENUE DEPARTMENT, §7E.5, ch 421

REVENUE ESTIMATING CONFERENCE, §8.22A

REVERSE MORTGAGES, see MORTGAGES

REVITALIZATION AREAS, see URBAN RENEWAL; URBAN REVITALIZATION

REVITALIZE IOWA’S SOUND ECONOMY (RISE) FUND, ch 315

REVOLVERS, see FIREARMS

RHEAS, see BIRDS

RHINOCEROSES, ch 717F

RIDES (CARNIVAL), see AMUSEMENT RIDES

RIDES (PASSENGER TRANSPORTATION), see PASSENGERS

RIFLES, see FIREARMS

RIGHT OF REDEMPTION, see REDEMPTION OF PROPERTY

RIGHT TO DIE LAW, ch 144A

RIGHT TO KNOW ACT, ch 89B

RIGHT TO WORK LAW, ch 731

RIGHT-OF-WAY, ch 318, §327G.81, §462A.26, ch 480A, §564.3

RINDERPEST, ch 163

RIOTS, ch 518B, §723.1, §723.3

RIPARIAN LANDS, see WATER

RIPARIAN RIGHTS, see WATER

RISE FUND (REVITALIZE IOWA’S SOUND ECONOMY FUND), see REVITALIZE IOWA’S SOUND ECONOMY (RISE) FUND

RISK OF LOSS, see UNIFORM COMMERCIAL CODE

RISK RETENTION GROUPS, §432.5, ch 515E
RIVER ENHANCEMENT COMMUNITY ATTRACTION AND TOURISM PROJECTS AND FUND, §15F.201 – §15F.206

RIVER RAFTING, see BOATS AND VESSELS

RIVERBOAT GAMBLING, see GAMBLING

RIVERBOATS, see BOATS AND VESSELS


RN (REGISTERED NURSES), see NURSING

ROAD USE TAX FUND, ch 312, ch 312A, §321.145

ROADBLOCKS, ch 321K

ROADS, see HIGHWAYS

ROBBERY, §702.11, ch 711, §902.12

ROCK, see STONES

ROCKWELL CITY CORRECTIONAL FACILITY, ch 904

RODEOS, ch 673

ROE, see FISH

ROHYPNOL, see FLUNITRAZEPAM

ROLLER COASTERS, see AMUSEMENT RIDES

ROOFS, §103A.71

ROOMING HOUSES, see BOARDING FACILITIES

ROTC (RESERVE OFFICERS TRAINING CORPS), see RESERVE OFFICERS TRAINING CORPS (ROTC)

ROULETTE, see GAMBLING

ROYALTIES, ch 549


RUBBER TIRES, see TIRES

RUBBISH, see GARBAGE

RUBBISH DISPOSAL, see WASTE MANAGEMENT

RUBELLA, §139A.8

RUBIES, see GEMS

RULE AGAINST PERPETUITIES, §557.7, §557.8, §558.68
RULE IN SHELLEY'S CASE, §557.20

RULES OF COURT, see JUDICIAL ADMINISTRATION

RULES OF STATE AGENCIES (ADMINISTRATIVE RULES), see ADMINISTRATIVE RULES

RUM-RUNNING, see BOOTLEGGING

RUNAWAY PERSONS, §232.19 – §232.23, §232.195, §232.196, ch 694, §710.8, §710.9, §726.21 – §726.23

RUNOFF, ch 161G, ch 466A

RUNOFF ELECTIONS, §376.9

RUNWAYS, see AIRPORTS

RURAL AREAS, §135.107, ch 357A, ch 357H

RURAL ELECTRIC COOPERATIVES, see ELECTRIC UTILITIES

RURAL HEALTH AND PRIMARY CARE, CENTER FOR, see CENTER FOR RURAL HEALTH AND PRIMARY CARE

RURAL IMPROVEMENT ZONES, ch 357H

RURAL SERVICES, see RURAL AREAS

RURAL WATER ASSOCIATIONS, see WATER ASSOCIATIONS

RURAL WATER DISTRICTS, see WATER DISTRICTS

RV (RECREATIONAL VEHICLES), see RECREATIONAL VEHICLES

RYE, ch 203, ch 203D, §210.10, §428.35

SABBATICALS, see LEAVES OF ABSENCE

SAC AND FOX NATION, §1.12 – §1.15, §256.30, §425.12

SACCHARIN, §190.11

SAFE DEPOSIT BOXES, §524.809, §524.810A – §524.812, §533.317 – §533.320

SAFE ROOMS, §103A.8C

SAFETY
Building codes, ch 103, ch 103A, ch 104A – ch 105
Emergency communications, §16.161, §29C.23, ch 34, ch 34A, §359.42, §359.43, §359.45, §718.6, §727.5, §727.6
Food safety, ch 137D, ch 137F
Homeland security and defense, ch 29A, ch 29C, §274.39 – §274.45
Occupational safety and health, ch 88, ch 89B

SAFETY ALARMS, see ALARM SYSTEMS

SAFETY DEPOSIT BOXES, see SAFE DEPOSIT BOXES

SAILBOARDING, see BOATS AND VESSELS

SAILBOATS, ch 462A

SAILING, see BOATS AND VESSELS

SALARIES AND WAGES, ch 70A, ch 91A, ch 91D, ch 284, §331.904, §331.905, §331.907, ch 642

SALE OF PERSONS, see SLAVERY

SALES, ch 9C, ch 546A, ch 551, ch 552A, §554.2101 – §554.2207, §554.2209 – §554.2725, ch 555A

SALES AND USE TAX ADMINISTRATION ACT, §423.7, §423.8 – §423.12

SALES TAXES, ch 15J, §357E.15, ch 423, ch 423B, ch 423E

SALIVA, §730.5, ch 810

SALIVA TESTING, §730.5, ch 810

SALONS, ch 157, ch 552

SALVAGE, ch 321H

SALVAGE YARDS, see JUNKYARDS

SAMOANS, see PACIFIC ISLANDER PERSONS

SAND, ch 208


SANITARY DISTRICTS, ch 28I, §357.1B, ch 358


SANITATION, ch 137C, ch 137D, ch 137F, ch 138, ch 358

SAPPHIRES, see GEMS
SATE

SATELLITE TERMINALS, ch 527
SATISFACTION, ch 655

SAVANNAHS, see FELINE ANIMALS

SAVINGS, ch 12D, ch 12G, ch 524, ch 533

SAVINGS AND LOAN ASSOCIATIONS, §15.351 – §15.356, ch 527, ch 528, ch 535A, ch 536C, §554.4101 – §554.4504, ch 556

SAVINGS BONDS, §556.9B

SAVINGS INSTITUTIONS, see FINANCIAL INSTITUTIONS

SCABIES, ch 163, ch 166A

SCALES, see WEIGHT AND MEASUREMENT

SCALP, see HAIR

SCAVENGER SALES, see TAX SALES

SCHEDULED VIOLATIONS, ch 805

SCHIZO-AFFECTIVE DISORDERS, §514C.22

SCHIZOPHRENIA, §514C.22

SCHOLARSHIPS, ch 261, §261B.11A

SCHOOL ADMINISTRATORS, ch 272, ch 279, ch 284A

SCHOOL AID LAW, ch 257

SCHOOL ATTENDANCE, §280.3, ch 282, ch 299, ch 299A

SCHOOL BOARDS, ch 256F, ch 274, ch 277, ch 279, ch 290, ch 291

SCHOOL BUDGET REVIEW COMMITTEE, §257.30 – §257.32

SCHOOL BUDGETS, ch 257, ch 257B, ch 257C, ch 296, ch 298, ch 298A

SCHOOL BUSES, ch 285, §321.372 – §321.380

SCHOOL CALendars, §279.10

SCHOOL CORPORATIONS, see SCHOOL DISTRICTS

SCHOOL COUNSELORS, see GUIDANCE PROGRAMS


SCHOOL Finance, ch 257, ch 257B, ch 257C, ch 296, ch 298, ch 298A, ch 423F

SCHOOL FOR THE BLIND, see BRAILLE AND SIGHT SAVING SCHOOL
SCHOOL FOR THE DEAF, ch 262, ch 270
SCHOOL FOUNDATION PROGRAM, ch 257
SCHOOL GUIDANCE COUNSELORS, see GUIDANCE PROGRAMS
SCHOOL INFRASTRUCTURE, §12.81 – §12.86, ch 292, ch 297, ch 423E, ch 423F
SCHOOL LIBRARIES, §256.11, §298.7, §298A.7
SCHOOL NURSES, §256.11
SCHOOL PRINCIPALS, see SCHOOL ADMINISTRATORS
SCHOOL READY CHILDREN GRANT PROGRAM, §256I.9
SCHOOL START DATE, see SCHOOL CALENDARS
SCHOOL SUPERINTENDENTS, see SCHOOL ADMINISTRATORS
SCHOOL TEACHERS, see TEACHERS
SCHOOL-TO-WORK PROGRAMS, ch 258
SCHWENGEL, FRED, §314.26
SCIENCE, §256.36, §263.8A, §268.7
SCIENTIFIC RESEARCH, see RESEARCH
SCRAPIE, ch 163
SCRAPYARDS, see JUNKYARDS
SCULPTURE, see ARTS
SEALS (EMBLEMS), ch 1A, §159.27, §537A.1, ch 718A
SEAPORTS, see PORTS
SEARCHES AND SEIZURES, §702.23, §702.24, §804.30, ch 808, ch 808A
SEAT BELT LAWS, §321.445, §321.446
SEAT BELTS, §321.445, §321.446
SECOND INDOCHINA WAR, see VIETNAM CONFLICT
SECOND INJURY COMPENSATION, §85.63 – §85.69
SECOND-HAND STORES, see CONSIGNMENTS
SECONDARY EDUCATION, see SCHOOLS
SECONDARY ROAD FUND DISTRIBUTION COMMITTEE, §312.3C
SECONDARY ROAD FUND OF THE COUNTIES, ch 312


SECONDARY SCHOOLS, see SCHOOLS

SECRET SOCIETIES, ch 287

SECRETARY OF AGRICULTURE, ch 7D, §39.9, ch 159

SECRETARY OF STATE, ch 3, ch 7D, ch 9, ch 14A, §39.9, ch 47, §617.3

SECTARIAN INSTITUTIONS, see RELIGIOUS ORGANIZATIONS

SECURE WITNESSES FROM WITHOUT THE STATE ACT, ch 819

SECURED TRANSACTIONS, see SECURITY INTERESTS


SECURITIES ACT, ch 502

SECURITY BREACHES, see BREACHES OF SECURITY

SECURITY GUARDS, see PRIVATE SECURITY


SECURITY SYSTEMS, ch 715C

SEED CAPITAL, see CAPITAL FUNDS

SEEDS, ch 177, ch 190C, ch 199, §210.10, ch 570A

SEEING, see VISION

SEEING EYE DOGS, see ASSISTIVE ANIMALS

SEIZABLE PROPERTY, ch 667, ch 808, ch 809, ch 809A

SEIZURES (PROPERTY), see SEARCHES AND SEIZURES

SELF-DEFENSE, ch 704, §707.6

SELF-LIQUIDATING IMPROVEMENTS, ch 386

SELF-SERVICE STORAGE FACILITIES, ch 578A

SELLING, see SALES

SEMI-PRECIOUS STONES, see GEMS

SENATORS (STATE), see STATE SENATE

SENATORS (UNITED STATES), see UNITED STATES SENATE

SENILITY, see DEMENTIA
SENIOR ADULT CONGREGATE LIVING, see RETIREMENT CARE

SENIOR CITIZENS, see OLDER PERSONS

SENIOR JUDGES, ch 602

SENIOR YEAR PLUS PROGRAM, ch 261E


SEPARATE MAINTENANCE, see SUPPORT OF PERSONS

SERVALS, see FELINE ANIMALS

SERVICE ANIMALS, see ASSISTIVE ANIMALS

SERVICE CONTRACTS, §8.47, ch 8F, ch 516E, ch 523C

SERVICE DOGS, see ASSISTIVE ANIMALS

SERVICE MARKS, ch 548

SERVICE ORGANIZATIONS, see FRATERNAL ORGANIZATIONS

SERVICE STATIONS, see FUELS

SERVITUDE, see INVOLUNTARY SERVITUDE

SESSION LAWS, see IOWA ACTS

SETTLEMENT OF CLAIMS AND DISPUTES, see COMPROMISE AND SETTLEMENT

SETTLEMENT OF DEBTS, ch 533A


SEWERS, see PLUMBING; SEWAGE TREATMENT

SEX, ch 99, §702.15, §702.17, ch 709, ch 710A, ch 717C, §726.2, ch 728

SEX ACTS, see SEXUAL ACTIVITY

SEX CRIMES, ch 99, §216A.139, ch 229A, ch 235A, ch 235E, §282.9, ch 692A, §707.11, §708.7, §708.11, §708.15, ch 709, §710.1 – §710.5, §713.3 – §713.6B, §725.1 – §725.4, §726.2, §726.10, ch 901A, ch 903B, ch 916

SEX OFFENDER REGISTRATION, §282.9, ch 692A

SEX OFFENDER RESEARCH COUNCIL, §216A.139

SEX OFFENSES, see SEX CRIMES

SEXUAL ACTIVITY, ch 99, §702.15, §702.17, ch 709, ch 710A, ch 717C, §726.2, ch 728
SEXUAL ASSAULT, see SEXUAL ABUSE
SEXUAL CONTACT, see SEXUAL ACTIVITY
SEXUAL DISCRIMINATION, ch 216
SEXUAL EXPLOITATION, §614.1, §709.15, §728.12, §802.2A, §802.2B
SEXUAL HARASSMENT, §19B.12
SEXUAL IDENTITY, see GENDER
SEXUAL INTERCOURSE, see SEXUAL ACTIVITY
SEXUAL MISCONDUCT, §709.16, §802.2B
SEXUAL ORIENTATION, ch 216, ch 729A
SEXUAL PREDATORS, see SEXUALLY VIOLENT PREDATORS
SEXUAL SLAVERY, see HUMAN TRAFFICKING; SEXUAL EXPLOITATION
SEXUALLY PREDATORY OFFENSES, see SEX CRIMES
SEXUALLY TRANSMITTED DISEASES, ch 139A, ch 141A
SEXUALLY VIOLENT PREDATORS, ch 229A, ch 901A
SHADE, ch 564A
SHAKEN BABY SYNDROME, §135.119
SHARE DRAFTS, §533.313, §533.314
SHARES (ESTATES OF DECEDENTS), see ESTATES OF DECEDENTS
SHARES (SECURITIES), ch 492, ch 493, ch 502, ch 506, ch 508B, ch 523, §556.5
SHARPS, §455B.501, §455B.503, §455B.505
SHATTERCANE, ch 317
SHAVING, see BARBERING
SHEEP, see OVINE ANIMALS
SHEEP AND WOOL PROMOTION BOARD, ch 182
SHELLEY'S CASE, §557.20
SHELLING SERVICES, ch 571
SHELTERS, §16.41, §232.20, §232.21, ch 235D, ch 236
SHERIFF'S DEEDS, see CONVEYANCES (REAL ESTATE)
SHERIFF'S SALES, see EXECUTION SALES
SHERIFFS, see COUNTY SHERIFFS
SHINGLES (ROOFING), see ROOFS
SHIPS, see BOATS AND VESSELS
SHOOTING RANGES, §657.9
SHOOTING SPORTS, see TARGET SHOOTING
SHOPLIFTING, §808.12
SHORELINES, see WATER
SHORT MESSAGE SERVICE, see TEXT MESSAGING
SHORTHAND REPORTERS, §602.3101 – §602.3302, §602.6603, §622.97 – §622.101
SHOTGUNS, see FIREARMS
SHOTS, see IMMUNIZATIONS
SHOWERS, see PLUMBING
SHRUBBERY, §658.4
SICK LEAVE, ch 70A, §279.40
SICKNESSES, see DISEASES
SIDEWALKS, §216C.9, ch 320
SIGHT, see VISION
SIGN LANGUAGE, ch 147, ch 154E, ch 622A, ch 622B
SIGN LANGUAGE INTERPRETERS, see INTERPRETING
SIGNATURES, ch 9B, ch 554D, §622.51, §817.3
SIKA, see FARM DEER
SILAGE, see CROPS; FEED
SILVER, ch 502A, ch 556E
SILVER STAR PLATES, §321.34
SIMIANS, see PRIMATES
SIMULTANEOUS DEATH ACT, §633.523 – §633.528
SINKHOLES, ch 460
SINKS, see PLUMBING
SIRENS, see ALARM SYSTEMS
SKEET SHOOTING, see TARGET SHOOTING
SKELETONS, see BONES

SKIING, see SNOW SKIING; WATER SKIING

SKILLED NURSING FACILITIES, see NURSING FACILITIES

SKIN, ch 136D, ch 157

SKINS, §481A.94 – §481A.98, ch 483A

SKIS, see SNOW SKIING; WATER SKIING

SKUNKS, see FUR-BEARING ANIMALS

SLAMMING, ch 714D

SLANDER, §2.17, ch 659

SLAUGHTERHOUSES, §163.6, §163.34 – §163.37, ch 172A, ch 172E, ch 189A

SLAVERY, §1C.14, §710.11, ch 710A

SLEEP, ch 148G

SLOT MACHINES, see GAMBLING

SLOUGHS, see WETLANDS

SLOW VEHICLES, §321.381A – §321.383

SLUM AREAS, ch 403, ch 403A


SMALL CLAIMS, ch 631

SMALL ESTATES, ch 635

SMELLS, see ODORS

SMOKE, ch 142D

SMOKE DETECTORS, §100.18

SMOKING, ch 142A, ch 142D, §453A.2, §453A.3

SMS (SHORT MESSAGE SERVICE), see TEXT MESSAGING

SMUGGLING, see CONTRABAND

SNAKES, ch 717E, ch 717F

SNARING, see TRAPPING

SNOW SKIING, ch 465B

SNOWMOBILES, ch 321G, ch 322D, ch 461, ch 461C, ch 465B

SNUFF, see TOBACCO
SOCIAL HOST LAW, §123.47

SOCIAL REFERRAL SERVICES, ch 555A

SOCIAL SECURITY, ch 97C, ch 634A

SOCIAL WELFARE, see PUBLIC ASSISTANCE

SOCIAL WORK, §135.24, ch 147, ch 154C, §249A.15A

SODIUM BICARBONATE, see BAKING POWDER

SOFTWARE, see COMPUTERS AND SOFTWARE

SOIL AND WATER CONSERVATION, §159.18, ch 161A, ch 161C, ch 161E, ch 161F, ch 207, ch 208, ch 352, ch 456B, ch 461

SOIL AND WATER CONSERVATION DISTRICTS, §39.21, ch 161A, ch 161C, ch 161E

SOIL CONDITIONERS, ch 200, ch 200A, ch 201A

SOIL CONSERVATION AND WATER QUALITY DIVISION, ch 161A

SOIL CONSERVATION COMMITTEE, §161A.4


SOLAR ENERGY, §260C.19A, ch 473, §476.41 – §476.48, ch 476C, ch 564A

SOLDIER'S MEDAL PLATES, §321.34

SOLDIERS, see MILITARY; MILITARY SERVICE MEMBERS

SOLICITATION OF CONTRIBUTIONS, ch 13C

SOLICITATION OF CRIMES, ch 705

SOLID WASTE, ch 28F, ch 28G, §268.4, ch 455B, ch 455D, ch 455J

SOLID WASTE ALTERNATIVES PROGRAM ADVISORY COUNCIL, §455J.6

SONS, see CHILDREN

SORGHUM, ch 203, ch 203C, ch 203D, §210.10, §428.35

SORORITIES, ch 287

SOUND RECORDINGS, §714.15

SOUTHERN IOWA DEVELOPMENT AND CONSERVATION AUTHORITY, ch 161D

SOVEREIGN IMMUNITY, see TORT CLAIMS ACTS

SOY PRODUCTS, ch 185, ch 203C

SOYBEAN ASSOCIATION, ch 185

SOYBEANS, ch 185, ch 203, ch 203C, ch 203D, §419.18, §428.35, ch 571

SPAMMING, ch 716A
SPARKLERS, see FIREWORKS

SPAS, ch 135I, ch 552

SPAYING, see STERILIZATION (REPRODUCTIVE)

SPEAKER OF THE IOWA HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES, see GENERAL ASSEMBLY

SPEAKER OF THE UNITED STATES HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES, see UNITED STATES HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES


SPECIAL CHARTER CITIES, §43.112, §43.114 – §43.118, ch 420

SPECIAL EDUCATION, ch 256B, ch 273, §280.8, ch 282

SPECIAL ELECTIONS, see ELECTIONS AND POLITICS

SPECIAL EXECUTION, see EXECUTION (JUDGMENTS AND DECREES)

SPECIAL FUEL, see FUELS

SPECIAL FUEL TAXES, see FUEL TAXES

SPECIAL MASTERS, §602.1508, §602.6602

SPECIAL OLYMPICS, §8.8

SPECIFIC ATTACHMENT, see ATTACHMENT

SPECIFIC PERFORMANCE, see CONTRACTS

SPECTACLES, see VISION

SPEECH PATHOLOGY, §135.24, ch 147, ch 154F, §249A.15B, ch 496C, §514C.30

SPEECH PATHOLOGY AND AUDIOLOGY BOARD, see AUDIOLOGY; SPEECH PATHOLOGY


SPELT, ch 203, ch 203C, ch 203D, §210.10, §428.35

SPENDTHRIFTS, §633A.2301 – §633A.2307

SPILLWAYS, ch 464A

SPINA BIFIDA, §263.9 – §263.13

SPINAL CORD INJURIES, §135.22 – §135.22B

SPIRITS, see ALCOHOLIC BEVERAGES

SPORTS, see ATHLETICS

SPORTS AGENTS, see ATHLETE AGENTS
SPOTTED SKUNKS, see FUR-BEARING ANIMALS

SPOUSAL ABUSE, see DOMESTIC ABUSE

SPOUSAL SUPPORT, ch 230, ch 249B, ch 252 – ch 252K, §535.3, ch 598, ch 600B, §626A.2, §627.6A, §627.11, §627.13, §642.23, §642.24, §726.4, §726.5, §726.8

SPOUSES, see MARRIAGE

SPRAYING, ch 206, ch 317

SPRINKLER SYSTEMS (FIRE PROTECTION), ch 100C, ch 100D

SPYWARE, ch 715

SQUATTING, see ADVERSE POSSESSION

SQUIRRELS, see RODENTS

SSA (STATE SUPPLEMENTARY ASSISTANCE), see SUPPLEMENTARY ASSISTANCE

SSI (SUPPLEMENTAL SECURITY INCOME), see SUPPLEMENTAL SECURITY INCOME

STAB WOUNDS, see WOUNDS

STABLES, ch 579, ch 673

STADIUMS, §364.23

STALKING, §9.8, ch 9E, ch 664A, §692.22, §708.11, §911.2B

STALLIONS, see EQUINE ANIMALS

STATE AGENCIES, see DEPARTMENTS OF STATE GOVERNMENT

STATE APPEAL BOARD, §24.26 – §24.32, §24.48, ch 25

STATE APPELLATE DEFENDER, §13B.11

STATE ARCHAEOLOGIST, ch 263B

STATE AUDITOR, see AUDITOR OF STATE

STATE BANNER (STATE FLAG), see STATE FLAG

STATE BOARDS, see BOARDS, COMMISSIONS, AND COUNCILS

STATE BOTANIST, §317.2

STATE BOUNDARIES, ch 1, ch 313A

STATE BUDGET, ch 8

STATE BUILDING CODES, see BUILDING CODES

STATE CAPITAL, see CAPITOL COMPLEX

STATE COLLEGES, see COLLEGES AND UNIVERSITIES; IOWA STATE UNIVERSITY; UNIVERSITY OF IOWA; UNIVERSITY OF NORTHERN IOWA

STATE COMMISSIONS, see BOARDS, COMMISSIONS, AND COUNCILS
STATE COMMUNICATIONS NETWORK, see IOWA COMMUNICATIONS NETWORK

STATE CONSTITUTION, see CONSTITUTION OF IOWA

STATE COUNCILS, see BOARDS, COMMISSIONS, AND COUNCILS

STATE COURT ADMINISTRATOR, §602.1208, §602.1209

STATE DATA CENTER, §256.55

STATE DEBTS, ch 641

STATE DEPARTMENTS, see DEPARTMENTS OF STATE GOVERNMENT


STATE ENTOMOLOGIST, §177A.3

STATE FAIR, ch 73A, §163.32, ch 173, §261.62, §422.12D

STATE FLAG, ch 1B, §1C.11, §280.5, ch 718A


STATE GOVERNMENT, see DEPARTMENTS OF STATE GOVERNMENT

STATE GUARD, §29A.65 – §29A.73

STATE HIGHWAY PATROL, see PUBLIC SAFETY DEPARTMENT

STATE HIGHWAYS, see HIGHWAYS

STATE HISTORICAL SOCIETY, see HISTORICAL DIVISION

STATE HOLIDAYS, see HOLIDAYS

STATE HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES, ch 2, §39.16, ch 41, ch 42, ch 59

STATE INDUSTRIES, see IOWA PRISON INDUSTRIES

STATE INSTITUTIONS, ch 218, ch 222, ch 225, ch 226, ch 233A, ch 233B, §565.5

STATE JUDICIAL NOMINATING COMMISSION, see JUDICIAL NOMINATING COMMISSIONS

STATE JUVENILE HOME, see JUVENILE HOME, STATE

STATE LAND OFFICE, see GENERAL LAND OFFICE

STATE LAW LIBRARY, §256.54

STATE LEGISLATION, ch 2 – ch 2B, ch 3, ch 4, ch 25B

STATE LIBRARY, §256.54

STATE LOTTERY, ch 99G

STATE MANDATES, see MANDATES IMPOSED ON POLITICAL SUBDIVISIONS
STATE MANDATES ACT, ch 25B

STATE MEDICAL EXAMINER, see MEDICAL EXAMINERS

STATE MENTAL HEALTH INSTITUTES, see MENTAL HEALTH INSTITUTES

STATE METROLOGIST, see METROLOGIST, STATE

STATE MILITARY FORCES, see NATIONAL GUARD; STATE GUARD

STATE MONUMENTS, see MONUMENTS (COMMEMORATION)

STATE MOTTO, ch 1A, ch 1B

STATE MUTUAL INSURANCE ASSOCIATIONS, ch 518A, ch 518C

STATE OFFICERS, see DEPARTMENTS OF STATE GOVERNMENT

STATE OMBUDSMAN, see OMBUDSMAN

STATE PARKS, see PARKS

STATE PATROL DIVISION, see PUBLIC SAFETY DEPARTMENT

STATE POET LAUREATE, see POET LAUREATE, STATE

STATE PRISON INDUSTRIES, see IOWA PRISON INDUSTRIES

STATE PRISONS, see CORRECTIONAL FACILITIES


STATE PSYCHIATRIC HOSPITAL, ch 225, §262.70

STATE PUBLIC DEFENDER, ch 13B

STATE REPRESENTATIVES, see STATE HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES

STATE SEAL, see GREAT SEAL OF IOWA

STATE SENATE, ch 2, §39.15, ch 41, ch 42, ch 59

STATE SENATORS, see STATE SENATE

STATE SUPPLEMENTARY ASSISTANCE, see SUPPLEMENTARY ASSISTANCE

STATE TRAINING SCHOOL, see TRAINING SCHOOL, STATE

STATE TREASURER, see TREASURER OF STATE

STATE TROOPERS, see PUBLIC SAFETY DEPARTMENT

STATE UNIVERSITIES, see COLLEGES AND UNIVERSITIES; IOWA STATE UNIVERSITY; UNIVERSITY OF IOWA; UNIVERSITY OF NORTHERN IOWA

STATE VEHICLES, §§8A.361 – §§8A.367
STATE-FEDERAL RELATIONS OFFICE, ch 7F

STATEHOUSE, see CAPITOL COMPLEX

STATEWIDE INTEROPERABLE COMMUNICATIONS SYSTEM BOARD, §80.28, §80.29

STATEWIDE MUTUAL AID COMPACT, §29C.22

STATEWIDE PRESCHOOL PROGRAM, ch 256C

STATIONARY VEHICLES, see STOPPED VEHICLES

STATISTICAL ANALYSIS CENTER, §216A.136

STATISTICS, ch 9F

STATUES, see ARTS; MEMORIALS; MONUMENTS (COMMEMORATION)

STATUS OF AFRICAN AMERICANS COMMISSION, §216A.141 – §216A.143, §216A.146

STATUS OF AFRICAN AMERICANS, OFFICE OF, see HUMAN RIGHTS DEPARTMENT

STATUS OF WOMEN COMMISSION, §216A.51 – §216A.54

STATUS OF WOMEN, OFFICE ON THE, see HUMAN RIGHTS DEPARTMENT

STATUTE OF FRAUDS, §554.2201, §563.12, §622.32

STATUTE OF LIMITATIONS, ch 614, ch 615, §626B.109, ch 802

STATUTES, ch 2A, ch 2B, ch 3, ch 4

STATUTORY RAPE, see SEXUAL ABUSE

STAYS OF EXECUTION, see EXECUTION (JUDGMENTS AND DECREES)

STD (SEXUALLY TRANSMITTED DISEASES), see SEXUALLY TRANSMITTED DISEASES

STEAK, see BEEF

STEALING OF CHILD, see STEALING OF PERSON

STEALING OF IDENTITY, see IDENTITY THEFT

STEALING OF PERSON, §710.1 – §710.6

STEALING OF PROPERTY, see BURGLARY; ROBBERY; THEFT

STEAM ENERGY, ch 89

STEAM PRESSURE VESSELS, see STEAM ENERGY

STEAMBOATS, see BOATS AND VESSELS

STEEL, §306C.1 – §306C.9

STEERS, see BOVINE ANIMALS

STEM (SCIENCE TECHNOLOGY ENGINEERING MATHEMATICS), see ENGINEERING; MATHEMATICS; SCIENCE; TECHNOLOGY
STEM CELLS, ch 707C

STENOGRAPHERS, see COURT REPORTERS; SHORTHAND REPORTERS

STEP-CHILDREN, see CHILDREN

STERILIZATION (REPRODUCTIVE), §162.20

STEROIDS, see ANABOLIC STEROIDS

STI (SEXUALLY TRANSMITTED INFECTIONS), see SEXUALLY TRANSMITTED DISEASES

STILLBIRTHS, §144.31A

STOCK (ANIMALS), see LIVESTOCK

STOCK BREEDING, see ANIMAL HUSBANDRY

STOCKS (SECURITIES), ch 492, ch 493, ch 502, ch 506, ch 508B, ch 515G, ch 523, §556.5

STOCKYARDS, see LIVESTOCK

STOLEN PROPERTY, see BURGLARY; ROBBERY; THEFT

STONES, ch 208, §210.17


STORAGE DEVICES, see RECORDINGS


STORAGE MEDIA, see RECORDINGS


STORM SHELTERS, §103A.8C

STORMS, see WEATHER

STOVER, §321.454, §321E.29

STOWING AWAY, §716.9

STRAW, §321.454, §321E.29, ch 571

STRAY ANIMALS, ch 169C

STREAMLINED SALES AND USE TAX AGREEMENT, see SALES AND USE TAX ADMINISTRATION ACT; SALES TAXES; USE TAXES

STREAMLINED SALES TAX ADVISORY COUNCIL, §423.9A

STREAMS, see RIVERS AND STREAMS

STREET CONSTRUCTION FUND DISTRIBUTION ADVISORY COMMITTEE, §312.3D
STREETS, see HIGHWAYS

STRIKES, ch 731, ch 732

STRIP SEARCHES, §702.23, §702.24, §804.30, §808A.2

STRUCTURED SETTLEMENTS, ch 682

STRUCTURES, see BUILDINGS

STUDDED TIRES, see TIRES

STUDENT ACHIEVEMENT AND TEACHER QUALITY PROGRAM, ch 284

STUDENT ATHLETES, see ATHLETICS

STUDENT ATTENDANCE, see SCHOOL ATTENDANCE

STUDENT FEES, see TUITION

STUDENT LOANS, §7C.13, ch 261, ch 261A, §261B.11A, ch 261F

STUDENT TEACHING, see TEACHERS


SUBCONTRACTORS, ch 91C, ch 572

SUBDIVISIONS (LAND), §331.511, ch 354, ch 405, ch 543C, §564A.8

SUBPOENAS, §2.23, ch 622

SUBSCRIBING WITNESSES, see WITNESSES


SUBSTANCE ABUSE TREATMENT FACILITY ADVISORY COUNCIL, §135.130

SUBSTITUTE DECISION MAKING SERVICES, §135.29, ch 144B, ch 231E

SUBTERFUGE, see DECEIT

SUDAN, ch 12F

SUGAR, see SWEETENERS

SUICIDE, §135.108 – §135.112, ch 707A
SULFAMATE, §190.11

SUMMARY JUDGMENTS, see JUDGMENTS AND DECREES

SUMMER YOUTH CORPS, §15H.5

SUMMONSES, see CRIMINAL PROCEDURE

SUNFLOWERS, ch 203

SUNLIGHT, ch 564A

SUPERINTENDENTS (SCHOOLS), see SCHOOL ADMINISTRATORS

SUPERVISORS (COUNTY), see COUNTY BOARDS OF SUPERVISORS

SUPPLEMENTAL NEEDS TRUSTS FOR PERSONS WITH DISABILITIES, ch 634A

SUPPLEMENTAL SECURITY INCOME, ch 249

SUPPLEMENTARY ASSISTANCE, ch 249

SUPPORT OF PERSONS, ch 230, ch 252 – ch 252K, §514C.9, §535.3, ch 598, ch 600B, §602.6608, §626A.2, §627.6A, §627.11 – §627.13, §642.23, §642.24, §726.4, §726.5, §726.8

SUPPORT OF SPOUSE, see SPOUSAL SUPPORT

SUPPORTED COMMUNITY LIVING SERVICES, see ASSISTED LIVING

SUPREME COURT OF IOWA, ch 46, §49.48, ch 602

SURCHARGES, ch 911

SURETY BONDS, ch 63, ch 64, ch 65, ch 515F, ch 540, ch 584, ch 621, ch 636, ch 666

SURFBOARDING, see BOATS AND VESSELS

SURGERY, ch 147, ch 148, ch 496C, ch 519

SURNAMES, see NAMES

SURPLUS LINES INSURANCE, ch 515I

SURPLUS PROPERTY, §589.28

SURROGATE MOTHERHOOD, §710.11

SURVEILLANCE, ch 692, §727.8, ch 808B

SURVEYING, ch 354, ch 355, ch 456, ch 542B, §622.42, §622.47, ch 650

SURVIVORS, §633.236 – §633.258

SUSPENSION OF PUBLIC OFFICERS, see PUBLIC OFFICERS

SUSTAINABLE DESIGN, see GREEN BUILDING

SWAMPLANDS, see WETLANDS

SWAP MEETS, ch 546A
SWEAT EQUITY HOUSING COOPERATIVES, §499A.101 – §499A.106

SWEETSTAKES, see PRIZE PROMOTIONS

SWEETENERS, §190.11

SWEETS, see CANDY

SWIMMING, ch 135I, ch 461, ch 461C

SWIMMING POOLS, ch 135I

SWINDLING, see FRAUD

SWINE, see PORCINE ANIMALS

SWINE FEVER, see CLASSICAL SWINE FEVER

SWITCHES (RAILROAD), ch 327G

SYMBOLS, ch 547A

TAE KWON DO, see MARTIAL ARTS

TAG (TALENTED AND GIFTED), see GIFTED AND TALENTED EDUCATION

TAGS (MOTOR VEHICLE REGISTRATION PLATES), see LICENSE PLATES


TALENTED AND GIFTED EDUCATION, see GIFTED AND TALENTED EDUCATION

TAMPERING WITH EVIDENCE, see CONCEALING CRIME

TAMPERING WITH JURORS, see JURIES

TAMPERING WITH WITNESSES, see WITNESSES

TANKS (STORAGE), see STORAGE TANKS

TANNING FACILITIES, ch 136D

TAPES (AUDIO AND VIDEO RECORDINGS), see AUDIOTAPES; VIDEOTAPES

TARGET SHOOTING, §481A.17

TARGETED SMALL BUSINESSES, §11.26, §12.44, §15.311 – §15.313, §73.15 – §73.21, §262.34A

TATTOOING, §135.37

TAX ABATEMENTS, ch 427

TAX DEEDS, ch 448


TAX INCREMENT FINANCING, ch 260E, §357H.9, §403.19, §403.21


TAX REDEMPTION, see TAX SALES

TAX RELIEF, §8.57E, ch 426B

TAX RETURNS, ch 421A

TAX SALES, §420.213 – §420.248, ch 446 – ch 448, §569.8, §589.14 – §589.16A, §658.9, ch 714E, ch 714F

TAX TITLES, see TITLES (PROPERTY)

TAXATION
Alcoholic beverage taxes, §123.136, §123.137, §123.183, §123.184
Cigarette taxes, ch 453A
Construction equipment tax, ch 423D
Death taxes, ch 450
Delinquent taxes, ch 445, ch 446
Drug dealer taxes, ch 453B
Estate tax, ch 450B
Fuel taxes, ch 452A
Inheritance taxes, ch 450, ch 450B
Local option taxes, ch 422D, ch 423B
Mulct taxes, ch 99
 Qualified use inheritance taxes, ch 450B
Railway companies taxes, ch 429, ch 434, §441.73
Real estate transfer taxes, ch 428A
Replacement taxes, ch 437A, ch 437B, §441.73
Sales taxes, ch 15J, §357E.15, ch 423, ch 423B, ch 423E
Use taxes, §357E.15, ch 423, ch 423B
Wheel taxes, ch 423B
Withholding taxes, §403.19A, §422.16

**TAXIDERMY**, §481A.126, ch 483A

**TB (TUBERCULOSIS)**, see **TUBERCULOSIS**

**TDAP VACCINATIONS**, §155A.44

**TEACHERS**, ch 256, §261.25, §261.110 – §261.112, §262.30 – §262.32, §262.75, §262.81, §262.82, ch 272 – ch 272B, ch 279, ch 280, ch 284, ch 294

**TEASEL**, ch 317

**TECHNICAL EDUCATION**, see **VOCATIONAL EDUCATION**


**TECHNOLOGY ADVISORY COUNCIL**, §8B.8

**TEENAGERS**, see **JUVENILES**

**TEETH**, ch 153

**TEETH CARE**, see **DENTAL CARE**

**TELECOMMUNICATIONS**, ch 8C, ch 8D, §256.80 – §256.88, §256.90, §321.238, §321.276, ch 476, ch 477, ch 477A, ch 554D, ch 714D, §719.7A

**TELECOMMUNICATIONS AND TECHNOLOGY COMMISSION**, ch 8D

**TELECOURSES**, see **DISTANCE EDUCATION**

**TELEGRAF SERVICES**, §314.11, ch 429, ch 433, §441.73, ch 476, ch 477

**TELEPHONE POLES**, see **POLES (UTILITY)**

**TELEPHONE SERVICES**, ch 8C, ch 34, ch 34A, §70A.40, §314.11, ch 429, ch 433, §441.73, ch 476, ch 477, ch 477C, ch 522E, ch 714A, ch 714D, §727.5 – §727.8, §728.15

**TELEPHONES**, see **TELEPHONE SERVICES**

**TELEVISION**, §256.80 – §256.88, §256.90, §303.95, ch 477A, §714.15

**TELLER’S CHECKS**, see **UNIFORM COMMERCIAL CODE**

**TEMPORARY EMPLOYMENT AGENCIES**, see **EMPLOYMENT AGENCIES**

**TEMPORARY RESTRAINING ORDERS**, see **PROTECTIVE ORDERS**

**TENANCIES**, see **LANDLORD AND TENANT**

**TENANCIES AT WILL**, §562.4

**TENANCIES FOR LIFE**, §562.1
TENANCIES IN COMMON, §557.15, §557.16, §560.5
TERMINAL ILLNESSES, ch 135J, §514C.17
TERMINALS (AIRPORTS), see AIRPORTS
TERMINALS (FINANCIAL TRANSACTIONS), see SATELLITE TERMINALS
TERMINATION OF PARENTAL RIGHTS, see PARENTAL RIGHTS
TERRACE HILL, §8A.326
TERRACE HILL COMMISSION, §8A.326
TERRORISM, §135.140 – §135.147, ch 708A
TESTAMENTARY ADDITIONS TO TRUST ACT, §633.275 – §633.277
TESTIMONY, see WITNESSES
TETANUS, §139A.8, §155A.44
TEXT MESSAGING, §321.276
TEXTBOOKS, §261.7, §279.28, ch 301
TEXTING, see TEXT MESSAGING
THANKSGIVING DAY, §1C.1, §1C.2
THC (TETRAHYDROCANNABINOL), see MARIJUANA
THEATERS, §100.35
THERAPY, ch 147, ch 148A, ch 148B, ch 148E, ch 151, ch 152B, ch 152C, ch 154D, ch 154F, §709.15
THINGS IN ACTION, see CHOSES IN ACTION
THIRD-PARTY ADMINISTRATORS, ch 510
THOROUGHBRED HORSES, see EQUINE ANIMALS
THOROUGHBRED RACING, see HORSE RACING
THREATENED SPECIES, ch 481B
THRESHING SERVICES, ch 571
THRIFT CERTIFICATES, ch 536A
THROUGHWAYS, see HIGHWAYS
TIEDOWN SYSTEMS, §103A.51 – §103A.63
TIF (TAX INCREMENT FINANCING), see TAX INCREMENT FINANCING
TIGERS, see FELINE ANIMALS
TIMBER, see LUMBER; TREES
TIME, ch 1D

TIME-21 (TRANSPORTATION INVESTMENT MOVES THE ECONOMY IN THE TWENTY-FIRST CENTURY) FUND, see TIME-21 FUND

TIME-21 FUND, ch 312A
TIME-SHARE PROGRAMS, ch 557A
TIRE CHAINS, see TIRES
TISSUE (HUMAN BODIES), see ORGANS AND TISSUE
TITLE GUARANTY DIVISION, §16.2A, §16.4C
TITLE GUARANTY DIVISION BOARD, §16.2A
TITLE GUARANTY PROGRAM, §16.2A, §16.4C
TITLE INSURANCE, §515.48
TITLEHELDERS, see TITLES (PROPERTY)
TITLES (IOWA CODE SECTIONS), see HEADNOTES
TITLES (PROFESSIONAL PRACTITIONERS), see PROFESSIONAL TITLES
TOBACCO, ch 12E, ch 101B, ch 142A, ch 142D, §279.9, ch 421B, ch 453A, ch 453C, ch 453D, §614.1
TOBACCO SETTLEMENT, ch 453C, ch 453D
TOBACCO SETTLEMENT AUTHORITY, ch 12E, ch 453C, ch 453D
TOENAILS, see NAILS (HUMAN BODY)
TOES, see FEET (BODY PARTS)
TOFU, see SOY PRODUCTS
TOILETS, ch 104B, §135.21
TOLEDO JUVENILE HOME, see JUVENILE HOME, STATE
TOLL BRIDGES, see BRIDGES
TOMBS, see BURIALS
TOMBSTONES, see FUNERAL MERCHANDISE
TON, §210.4
TOOLS, ch 556C
TOOTH CARE, see DENTAL CARE
TOPSOIL, see SOILS
TORAH, §280.6
TORNADOES, §100.31, §103A.8C, §103A.71
TORT CLAIMS ACTS, ch 669, ch 670
TORT LAW, §617.3, ch 668 – ch 670, ch 682
TORT LIABILITY, ch 668, ch 669, ch 670
TORTOISES, see TURTLES
TORTURE, ch 717B
TOURISM, §15.271 – §15.274, ch 15F, ch 306D
TOWNS, see CITY GOVERNMENT
TOXIC MATERIALS, ch 205, ch 206
TRACKS (FOOTPATHS), see FOOTPATHS
TRACKS (RACING), see RACING
TRACKS (RAILROADS), see RAILROADS
TRADE NAMES, ch 547
TRADE SCHOOLS, see VOCATIONAL EDUCATION
TRADE SECRETS, ch 550
TRADE SECRETS ACT, ch 550
TRADE UNIONS, see LABOR UNIONS
TRADEMARKS, ch 523G, ch 547 – ch 548
TRADING IN INFLUENCE, see CORRUPTION
TRAFFIC, see HIGHWAYS; MOTOR VEHICLES
TRAFFIC ACCIDENTS, see ACCIDENTS
TRAFFIC CONTROL, §102.4, §262.68, §262.69, §321.252 – §321.260, §364.24, ch 805
TRAFFIC LAW NONRESIDENT VIOLATOR COMPACTS, see NONRESIDENT (TRAFFIC) VIOLATOR COMPACTS
TRAFFIC LIGHTS, see TRAFFIC CONTROL

TRAFFIC ROADBLOCKS, see ROADBLOCKS

TRAFFICKING OF DRUGS, see DRUG TRAFFICKING

TRAFFICKING OF HUMANS, see HUMAN TRAFFICKING

TRAILER PARKS, §335.30, §335.30A, §414.28, §414.28A, ch 555C, ch 562B

TRAILERS, §321.389, §321.392, §321.393, §321.461, ch 322C, ch 459A

TRAILS, §321.10, §455A.8, §455A.8A, ch 461, ch 465B

TRAINING OF ATHLETES, see ATHLETIC TRAINING

TRAINING OF EMPLOYEES, see JOB TRAINING

TRAINING SCHOOL, STATE, ch 218, ch 233A, ch 259A, §261.6, §282.33

TRAINERS, see RAILROADS

TRAMS, see STREET RAILWAYS

TRANSCRIPTS (COURT RECORDS), §622.97 – §622.101

TRANSCRIPTS (SCHOOL RECORDS), ch 264

TRANSFER COMPANIES, see COMMON CARRIERS

TRANSFER ON DEATH SECURITY REGISTRATION ACT, ch 633D

TRANSFER TAXES, see REAL ESTATE TRANSFER TAXES

TRANSFER TO MINORS, ch 565B

TRANSFERS TO MINORS ACT, ch 565B

TRANSIENT MERCHANTS, ch 9C

TRANSIT SYSTEMS, see PUBLIC TRANSPORTATION

TRANSLATING, ch 147, ch 622A, ch 622B

TRANSLITERATING, ch 147, ch 154E, ch 622B

TRANSMISSION LINES, §314.11, ch 429, ch 437, ch 437A, §441.73, ch 476A, ch 478

TRANSMITTING UTILITIES, ch 554B

TRANSPLANTS (ORGANS AND TISSUE), see ORGANS AND TISSUE


TRANSPORTATION COMMISSION, ch 307A

TRANSPORTATION DEPARTMENT, §7E.5, §11.5B, ch 307, ch 307A, §589.27
TRANSPORTATION INVESTMENT MOVES THE ECONOMY IN THE TWENTY-FIRST CENTURY (TIME-21) FUND, see TIME-21 FUND

TRAP AND TRACE DEVICES, ch 808B
TRAPPING, ch 461, ch 461C, ch 481A, ch 483A
TRAPSHOOTING, see TARGET SHOOTING
TRASH, see GARBAGE
TRASH DISPOSAL, see WASTE MANAGEMENT
TRAUMA CARE SERVICES, ch 147A
TRAUMA INJURIES, ch 147A
TRAUMA SYSTEM ADVISORY COUNCIL, §147A.24
TRAVEL, §8A.512A, ch 9D, ch 306D, ch 423A
TRAVEL AGENCIES, ch 9D
TRAVEL TRAILERS, see RECREATIONAL VEHICLES
TRAVELER'S CHECKS, ch 556
TREAD, see TIRES
TREASURER OF STATE, ch 7D, ch 12, ch 14A, §39.9
TREASURERS (COUNTY), see COUNTY TREASURERS
TREES, §1C.10, ch 427C, §441.22, §456A.20, §456A.21, §456A.36, ch 481C, §560.6, §564A.5, §658.4
TRESPASSING, ch 169C, §359A.22A, §648.1A, ch 658, §714.6, §716.7, §716.8, ch 729A
TRIAL COURTS AND PROCEDURE, see JUDICIAL ADMINISTRATION
TRIAL INFORMATION, see INFORMATION (CRIMINAL ACCUSATION)
TRIALS, ch 607A, ch 624, ch 816
TRIBES, see NATIVE AMERICANS
TRIGONOMETRY, see MATHEMATICS
TROLLEY BUSES, see BUSES
TROLLEYS, see STREET RAILWAYS
TROOPERS (IOWA STATE PATROL), see PUBLIC SAFETY DEPARTMENT
TROOPS, see MILITARY; MILITARY SERVICE MEMBERS
TROPICAL FISH, ch 717E
TROY WEIGHT, §210.4
TRUANCY, ch 299
TRUCK TRACTORS, see TRUCKS

TRUCKING COMPANIES, see MOTOR CARRIERS

TRUCKS, ch 321, ch 325A – ch 326, ch 327B – ch 327D, ch 459A

TRUST AND AGENCY FUNDS, §298A.13, §384.6

TRUST COMPANIES, §15.351 – §15.356, §422.60 – §422.63, §422.66, §524.1005, §554.4101 – §554.4504, ch 556

TRUST DEEDS, see CONVEYANCES (REAL ESTATE)

TRUSTS (BUSINESS ENTITIES), ch 553


TSE (TRANSMISSIBLE SPONGIFORM ENCEPHALOPATHIES), see CHRONIC WASTING DISEASE

TUBERCULOSIS, ch 139A, ch 163, ch 165, ch 709D

TUITION, §70A.17B, ch 260I, ch 261, §261B.11A, ch 282, §422.11S

TUITION GRANTS, ch 261, §261B.11A

TURKEY MARKETING COUNCIL, ch 184A

TURKEYS, ch 184A, §266.40 – §266.49, ch 459, ch 459A, ch 481C, §483A.7, §483A.8A

TURNPIKES, see HIGHWAYS

TURTLES, ch 482, ch 717E

TUTORING, see MENTORING

UCC (UNIFORM COMMERCIAL CODE), see UNIFORM COMMERCIAL CODE

UNATTENDED VEHICLES, §321.89, §321.264, §321.362

UNAUTHORIZED INSURERS ACT, ch 507A

UNCLAIMED PROPERTY, ch 556, ch 556F – ch 556H

UNDERGROUND CROSSINGS, §327G.12

UNDERGROUND FACILITIES, ch 479 – ch 480


UNDERINSURED MOTORISTS, ch 516A

UNDERPASSES, §364.8

UNDERTAKERS, see MORTUARY SCIENCE
UNDULANT FEVER, see BRUCELLOSIS

UNEMPLOYMENT, ch 96

UNEMPLOYMENT COMPENSATION, ch 8A, ch 96, §298.4, §298A.3

UNFAIR DISCRIMINATION, see DISCRIMINATION

UNIFIED LAW ENFORCEMENT DISTRICTS, see LAW ENFORCEMENT DISTRICTS

UNIFORM ACTS
Adult Guardianship and Protective Proceedings Jurisdiction Act, §633.700 – §633.722
Anatomical Gift Act, ch 142C
Athlete Agents Act, ch 9A
Certification of Questions of Law Act, ch 684A
Child-Custody Jurisdiction and Enforcement Act, ch 598B
Common Trust Fund Act, §633.126 – §633.129
Consumer Credit Code, §322.33, §524.227, §524.913, §533.116, §536.29, §536A.29, §536A.31, ch 536C, ch 537
Controlled Substances Act, ch 124
Criminal Extradition Act, ch 820
Disclaimer of Property Interest Act, ch 633E
Disposition of Unclaimed Property Act, ch 556
Electronic Transactions Act, ch 554D
Enforcement of Foreign Judgments Act, ch 626A
Environmental Covenants Act, ch 455I
Federal Lien Registration Act, §331.609
Foreign-Country Money Judgments Recognition Act, ch 626B
Fraudulent Transfer Act, ch 684
Fresh Pursuit Act, ch 806
Individual Accident and Health Insurance Minimum Standards Act, ch 514D
Individual Accident and Sickness Act, ch 514A
Interstate Family Support Act, ch 252K
Limited Liability Company Act, ch 489
Limited Partnership Act, ch 488
Mediation Act, ch 679C
Money Services Act, ch 533C
Notarial Acts Law, ch 9B
Partnership Act, ch 486A
Postconviction Procedure Act, ch 822
Premarital Agreement Act, ch 596
Principal and Income Act, ch 637
Prudent Management of Institutional Funds Act, ch 540A
Residential Landlord and Tenant Act, §231B.18, §231C.19, ch 562A
Sales and Use Tax Administration Act, §423.7, §423.8 – §423.12
Secure Witnesses from Without the State Act, ch 819
Securities Act, ch 502
Simultaneous Death Act, §633.523 – §633.528
Testamentary Additions to Trust Act, §633.275 – §633.277
Trade Secrets Act, ch 550
Transfer on Death Security Registration Act, ch 633D
Transfers to Minors Act, ch 565B
Uniform Commercial Code, §3.3, ch 554, ch 554A
Uniform State Laws Commission, ch 5
Unincorporated Nonprofit Association Act, ch 501B
UNIFORM COMMERCIAL CODE, §3.3, ch 554, ch 554A
UNIFORM LAWS, see UNIFORM ACTS
UNIFORM STATE LAWS COMMISSION, ch 5
UNINCORPORATED NONPROFIT ASSOCIATION ACT, ch 501B
UNINCORPORATED NONPROFIT ASSOCIATIONS, ch 501B, §558.72, §614.14A
UNINSURED MOTORISTS, ch 516A
UNIONS, ch 731, ch 732
UNITED STATES ARMED FORCES RETIRED SPECIAL PLATES, §321.34
UNITED STATES CONSTITUTION, see CONSTITUTION OF THE UNITED STATES
UNITED STATES FLAG, §1C.4 – §1C.6, §1C.8, §1C.9, §280.5, ch 718A
UNITED STATES GOVERNMENT, see FEDERAL GOVERNMENT
UNITED STATES HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES, ch 40, ch 42, §43.83, ch 60
UNITED STATES PRESIDENT, see PRESIDENT OF THE UNITED STATES
UNITED STATES SENATE, §39.10, ch 60
UNITED STATES VICE PRESIDENT, see VICE PRESIDENT OF THE UNITED STATES
UNIVERSITIES, see COLLEGES AND UNIVERSITIES
UNIVERSITY OF IOWA, ch 148D, ch 225, ch 262 – ch 263A, ch 271, ch 466C
UNIVERSITY OF NORTHERN IOWA, ch 256G, ch 262 – ch 262B, ch 268
UNIVERSITY OF OSTEOPATHIC MEDICINE (DES MOINES UNIVERSITY), see DES MOINES UNIVERSITY OSTEOPATHIC MEDICAL CENTER
UNIVERSITY OF SCIENCE AND TECHNOLOGY, see IOWA STATE UNIVERSITY
UNLAWFUL ASSEMBLY, §723.2, §723.3
UNMANNED AERIAL VEHICLES, §321.492B, §808.15
UNSOLICITED GOODS, ch 556A
UNUSED PROPERTY MARKETS, see PROPERTY MARKETS
URANIUM, see RADIOACTIVE MATERIALS
URBAN DEVELOPMENT, ch 368
URBAN RENEWAL, ch 403, ch 404B, §419.17, §423B.10
URBAN REVITALIZATION, ch 404, ch 404B, §419.17
URBAN TRANSIT, see PUBLIC TRANSPORTATION
URINE, §730.5
URINE TESTING, ch 321J, §462A.14 – §462A.14F, §730.5

URNS, see FUNERAL MERCHANDISE

USE TAXES, §357E.15, ch 423, ch 423B

USED VEHICLES, §321.67 – §321.71A, ch 321H

USURY, ch 535


UTILITIES BOARD, §12.91, ch 474

UTILITIES DIVISION, ch 474, ch 546

UTILITY EQUIPMENT, ch 322F

UTILITY POLES, see POLES (UTILITY)

VACANCY IN OFFICE, §43.83, ch 69

VACANT PROPERTY, §15.291 – §15.295, §297.4, §364.21, §446.19A, §446.19B, ch 657A

VACATION, ch 70A

VACCINATIONS, see IMMUNIZATIONS

VALVES, ch 135K

VANDALISM, §515F.30 – §515F.38, ch 716, ch 718A

VD (VENEREAL DISEASES), see SEXUALLY TRANSMITTED DISEASES

VEGETABLES, §210.10 – §210.12, §266.33

VEHICLE EQUIPMENT SAFETY COMPACTS, ch 321D


VEHICULAR ACCIDENTS, see ACCIDENTS

VEHICULAR HOMICIDE, §321.210D, §707.6A

VEHICULAR INJURY, §707.6A

VEHICULAR REGISTRATION, see MOTOR VEHICLE REGISTRATION

VEHICULAR TRAFFIC, see HIGHWAYS; MOTOR VEHICLES

VENDING MACHINES, §137F.1, ch 216D

VENDORS, ch 555A
VENEREAL DISEASES, see SEXUALLY TRANSMITTED DISEASES

VENISON, see DEER

VENTILATION SYSTEMS, see HVAC SYSTEMS (HEATING, VENTILATION, AIR CONDITIONING)

VENTURE CAPITAL, see CAPITAL FUNDS

VERTICAL INFRASTRUCTURE, §12.87 – §12.90

VESICULAR EXANTHEMA, ch 163

VESSELS (STEAM PRESSURE CONTAINMENT), see STEAM ENERGY

VESSELS (WATERCRAFT), see BOATS AND VESSELS


VETERANS AFFAIRS COMMISSION, ch 35A

VETERANS AFFAIRS DEPARTMENT, §7E.5, ch 35A

VETERANS DAY, §1C.1, §1C.2, §1C.6, §91A.5A

VETERANS HOME, §11.5B, §35A.10, ch 35D

VETERINARY MEDICINE, §99D.25, ch 163 – ch 166B, ch 166D, ch 169, ch 267, ch 496C, ch 518, ch 581

VETERINARY MEDICINE BOARD, see VETERINARY MEDICINE

VETOES, §3.4

VIATICAL SETTLEMENTS, ch 508E

VICE, ch 725

VICE PRESIDENT OF THE UNITED STATES, §43.80, §49.32, ch 54, ch 60

VICTIM RIGHTS, §9.8, ch 9E, ch 232A, ch 236, ch 915, ch 916


VIDEO, §303.95, ch 477A, §702.20A, §714.6A

VIDEO RECORDINGS, §714.15

VIDEOTAPES, §702.20A, §714.15, §727.11, §728.14

VIETNAM CONFLICT, ch 36

VINEGAR, §190.8, §191.8

VINES, see PLANTS (VEGETATION)

VINTNERS, see ALCOHOLIC BEVERAGES
VINYL RECORDS, see PHONOGRAPH RECORDS

VIRAL DISEASES, see DISEASES

VIRUSES, ch 141A, ch 165B, ch 166, ch 206

VISION, §135.39D, §147.108, §147.109, ch 154, §280.7A, §280.10, §321.186, §321.186A

VISION IMPAIRMENTS, see BLINDNESS

VISION IOWA BOARD, §15F.101 – §15F.106


VISITATION RIGHTS, §598.41 – §598.41D, ch 600C

VISUAL ARTS, see VISUAL RECORDINGS

VISUAL RECORDINGS, §714.15

VITAL RECORDS, ch 144, §331.611


VOCATIONAL REHABILITATION, §85.70, ch 256, ch 259

VOCATIONAL REHABILITATION SERVICES DIVISION, see EDUCATION DEPARTMENT

VOCATIONAL SCHOOLS, see VOCATIONAL EDUCATION

VOLUNTARY MANSLAUGHTER, see MANSLAUGHTER

VOLUNTEER LONG-TERM CARE OMBUDSMAN, see LONG-TERM CARE OMBUDSMEN

VOLUNTEER SERVICE COMMISSION, ch 15H

VOLUNTEERISM, ch 15H, §70A.26, §100B.13, §100B.14, §100B.31, §135.24, §153.23, §217.13, §461A.81, §613.17

VOTE BY MAIL, see ABSENTEE VOTING

VOTER REGISTRATION, §9E.6, ch 47, ch 48A, §280.9A, §331.505, §331.557A

VOTER REGISTRATION COMMISSION, §47.8

VOTING, §9E.6, ch 39 – ch 47, ch 48A – ch 50, ch 52, ch 53, §75.1, §280.9A, §331.505

VOTING SYSTEMS EXAMINERS BOARD, §52.4

WAGERING, see GAMBLING

WAGES, see SALARIES AND WAGES

WALKING, ch 465B

WALKWAYS, ch 465B

WALLS, ch 563

WALLS IN COMMON, ch 563
WALNUT TREES, see TREES

WAR ORPHANS EDUCATIONAL ASSISTANCE, §35A.13

WARDENS (ANIMAL LAW ENFORCEMENT), see ANIMAL WARDENS

WARDENS (CORRECTIONAL FACILITIES), see CORRECTIONAL FACILITIES

WARDROBE, see CLOTHING


WAREHOUSES, ch 203C, ch 203D, §554.7101 – §554.7603, ch 578A

WARFARE, see ARMED CONFLICTS

WARNING DEVICES, §321.432 – §321.434

WARNING SYSTEMS, see ALARM SYSTEMS

WARRANTIES, ch 216E, ch 322G, ch 554A, ch 715B

WARRANTS, §8A.514 – §8A.519, §12B.2, §12B.3, ch 74, ch 74A, §331.554, §556.2C

WARRANTY DEEDS, see CONVEYANCES (REAL ESTATE)

WARS, see ARMED CONFLICTS

WASHINGTON, GEORGE, §1C.1


WASTE OF PROPERTY, ch 658

WASTE REDUCTION CENTER, §268.4

WASTEWATER TREATMENT, see SEWAGE TREATMENT


WATER ASSOCIATIONS, ch 357A

WATER CLOSETS, see TOILETS

WATER DISTRICTS, ch 28I, ch 357, ch 357A, §358.1B, §499.5A

WATER POLLUTION, §16.131 – §16.135, ch 455B, ch 459, ch 466B

WATER QUALITY, §16.131 – §16.135, ch 357E, ch 357H, ch 455B, ch 455E, ch 459, ch 466 – ch 466B

WATER RESOURCES COORDINATING COUNCIL, §466B.3
WATER SKIING, ch 461, ch 461C, §462A.12, §462A.15


WATER WELLS, see WELLS

WATERBORNE VESSELS, see BOATS AND VESSELS

WATERCOURSES, see RIVERS AND STREAMS

WATERCRAFT, see BOATS AND VESSELS

WATERSHED IMPROVEMENT REVIEW BOARD, §466A.3

WATERSHED PLANNING ADVISORY COUNCIL, §466B.31


WATERWORKS, see WATER UTILITIES

WAXING, see COSMETOLOGY

WAYBILLS, see BILLS OF LADING


WEAPONS FREE ZONES, §724.4A

WEASELS, see FUR-BEARING ANIMALS

WEATHER, §103A.8C, §103A.71, §570.4

WEATHERIZATION ASSISTANCE, §216A.93, §216A.99, §476.20, §476.66

WEB, see INTERNET

WEDDINGS, see MARRIAGE

WEEDS, ch 206, ch 317


WEIGHT TRAINING, see ATHLETIC TRAINING

WELCOME CENTERS, §15.271 – §15.273

WELFARE, see PUBLIC ASSISTANCE

WELLNESS, §16.47, §135.27, §135.39C, ch 249N


WETLANDS, §314.23, §314.24, ch 456B, §654A.16
WHEAT, ch 203, ch 203C, ch 203D, §210.10, §428.35
WHEEL TAXES, ch 423B
WHEELCHAIR LIFTS, ch 89A
WHEELCHAIRS, ch 89A, ch 321L
WHISKEY, see ALCOHOLIC BEVERAGES
WHISTLEBLOWER PROTECTION, §8A.417, §70A.28, §70A.29, ch 685
WHITE CANE SAFETY DAY, §216C.8
WHITETAIL, see DEER
WHOLESALE, ch 123A, ch 322
WHOOPING COUGH, see PERTUSSIS
WIDOWERS, see SURVIVORS
WIDOWS, see SURVIVORS
WIDTH, see WEIGHT AND MEASUREMENT
WIFE, see MARRIAGE
WILD ANIMALS, see WILDLIFE
WILD DEER, see DEER
WILD TURKEYS, see TURKEYS
WILDCATS, see FELINE ANIMALS
WILDFIRES, see FIRES AND FIRE PROTECTION
WILDLIFE REFUGES, see REFUGES
WILDLIFE VIOLATORS COMPACTS, §456A.24
WILLFUL INJURY, §708.4
WILLOW TREES, see TREES
WIND ENERGY, §427B.26, ch 473, §476.41 – §476.48, ch 476B, ch 476C
WINDBREAKS, §564A.5
WINDOWS, §321.438, §321.444
WINDSHIELD WIPERS, §321.439
WINDSHIELDS, §321.438, §321.439, §321.444
WINDSTORMS, see WEATHER
WINDSURFING, see BOATS AND VESSELS
WINE, see ALCOHOLIC BEVERAGES
WINE AND BEER PROMOTION BOARD, §15E.116, §15E.117
WINE GALLONAGE TAXES, see GALLONAGE TAXES
WIRE FENCES, see FENCES
WIRE TRANSFERS, see ELECTRONIC FUNDS TRANSFERS
WIRELESS COMMUNICATIONS, ch 8C
WIRES, §314.11, ch 429, ch 437, §441.73, ch 478
WIRETAPPING, §727.8, ch 808B
WITHHOLDING TAXES, §403.19A, §422.16
WITNESSES, §2.23, §2.24, ch 622 – ch 622B, §624.14, ch 625, ch 720, §726.4, §804.11, §804.23, §815.3 – §815.6, §817.3, ch 819, §915.37, §915.38
WIVES, see MARRIAGE
WOLVES, ch 481A, ch 483A, ch 717F
WOMEN, §73.14, §135.16, ch 142A, §216A.51 – §216A.54, ch 241, §262.81, §262.82, ch 597
WOMEN'S CORRECTIONAL FACILITY, see MITCHELLEVILLE CORRECTIONAL FACILITY
WOOD ALCOHOL, see ALCOHOL
WOOD PRODUCTS, §210.26, ch 556F
WOODWARD STATE RESOURCE CENTER, see RESOURCE CENTERS
WOOL, ch 182
WORK, see JOB TRAINING; LABOR AND EMPLOYMENT
WORK PERMITS, ch 92
WORK RELEASE, §356A.4, ch 901B, §902.11, §902.12, §903.3, ch 903B, §904.901 – §904.910, ch 904A, ch 906
WORK-STUDY PROGRAMS, §261.81, §261.83 – §261.85
WORKER TRAINING, see JOB TRAINING; WORKFORCE DEVELOPMENT
WORKERS' COMPENSATION DIVISION, ch 86
WORKFORCE DEVELOPMENT BOARD, §84A.1A, §84A.1B

WORKFORCE DEVELOPMENT DEPARTMENT, §7E.5, §11.5B, ch 84A, ch 86, ch 91

WORKSTART PROGRAM, §258.17

WORLD FOOD PRIZE, §1C.12, §15.368

WORLD WAR II, §217.39

WORLD WARS, see ARMED CONFLICTS

WORLD WIDE WEB, see INTERNET

WORSHIP, see RELIGION

WOUNDS, §35A.14, §147.111 – §147.113

WRECKS, see ACCIDENTS

WRESTLING, ch 90A

WRITE-IN VOTING, §376.11

WRITING, see LITERACY

WRITINGS, see RECORDS AND PUBLICATIONS

WRITS OF HABEAS CORPUS, see HABEAS CORPUS

WRITS OF MANDAMUS, see MANDAMUS

WRONGFUL IMPRISONMENT, ch 663A

X-RAYS, §135B.19 – §135B.32, §232.77, §727.4

YARD (LENGTH), §210.2

YOGURT, see DAIRYING

YOLKS, see EGGS

YOUTH ADVISORY COUNCIL, §216A.140

YOUTH DEVELOPMENT COUNCIL, see COLLABORATION FOR YOUTH DEVELOPMENT COUNCIL

YOUTH HONOR DAY, §1C.7

YOUTH MENTORING, see MENTORING

YOUTHS, see CHILDREN; JUVENILES

ZEBRAS, see EQUINE ANIMALS

ZONING, ch 18B, §172D.4, ch 306B, ch 329, ch 335, §380.11, ch 414, §657.9

ZOOS, ch 394